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"th« itilm Principle of our adueation, or HuaaaigR and Realise*
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UiTTOmCTOKC NOT..

The present thesis attempts to furnish a critical exposition

and evaluation of SfcLrner's assay on "The false Principle of our

Education, or Humr-atam and Real tea*; to establish the place occupied

by this wfficay In Stiraer* 8 gra ral syitM of ideaaj and to she* how

his philosophy of education is related to Intellectual movements of

his own and other periods* I begin by outlining the sain events in

Stimer* a life and the principal writings on which his reputation

rests. There follows a summary, couched lturgsQLy in Stimer's own

wrds, of the argument of hi® assay on education. After describing

the general forma taken by the humanistic and realistic education

against which he was reacting, I attempt to show how Stirrer's

critique of eontamporary education secretes the ge» of « definite

world-outlook, the eplsteoologlcal st. fcu# and validity of which I

then discuss, I na t examine some of the possible sources of

Stimer1 s ideas, before proceeding to consider, in the first place,

tiia relationship between "The false Principle of our Education* and

his earlier examination writing on education, and. in the second place,

the relationship botwaen the "personalist" morality of "The False

Principle" md Stimer*s mature philosophy of "consci ous egoism* as

sat out in *Xk>r Elnaige und sein Hgentium*. finally, 1 m<ek to

determine the actual historic efficacy of the essay on education

>»md to evaluate its independent significance as a contribution to

educational philosophy.



t;si. of c.iit-jm

footer ;t SUmcr1? :.n-1 writing,

Stimer's chief *ork, "Dor linslga und g©ia llgenthum"* - His

writings up to the publication. of "Xkts tfnvahre Prinuip unser&r

Irsiahung* la 1842. - His childhood and education. - The circumstances

in which his educational theory originated* - Stiraer's writings after

1842, sad the reception of *Der 4insig«s*. - His subsequent personal

sad literary decline. - His character.

Chapter 2. Argument of "Tha *Ufeg Principle of our :4uci.Uon*.

ikiucation as a crucial social lasue, - Humanistic and Realistic

education contrasted and criticised. - Pasetva knowledge must be trans¬

formed into self-conscions will. - For the free man, truth consists in

unrestrained self—assertion and sal f-expression. - The tern man is

ceaselessly defining and reconstructing his identity* - •Personalist*

education, by fostering self-will, will revolutionise character.

,U ,Cr: tl-ny, of jfca.-ufe,,

S timer's condemnation of orthodox education also implied a

rejection of the- traditional German culture and e criticism of the

existing Prussian establishment. - Dominated by classical, linguistic,

and biblical studies, the curriculum of ths Gymnasium has no relevance

to the life of th© individual. - Stimer1 $ essay was & political act,

directed against the aristocratic regime and its trained auxiliaries* -

the formal qualities of classical learning are analogous to the formal

ch-nracteri ?ti cs of hierarchical dominion. - The humanistic Ideal of tho

scholarly gentleman necessarily degenerates into servitude and mediocvity*



Steaate it &Q ayjs«.

The devolopaunt of educations! realism in Oemony# - Realistic

knowledge, Stimer p»rc »lv©d, sculps its posssraor to adapt himself

to and exploit his environment. - Realism made headway chiefly in the

lower sad middle atr.ta of education# - It alated to be ooanre-hensive

sad universal, and to produce "useful citi sans* » - For 3timer,

realistic education war. essentially trivial and vulgar#

5« Ihy r^ixi ?,f .tfto

Hi® outlines of a philosophies! position arc discernible in the

essay oa education# » Its "dielactio®!8 for® is superficial and

probably unconscious# - Like Kegel, Stiraer attributes to •Spirit*

many purely formal characteristics, but he sews to make "Spirit*

the ineffable source of personal identity, - Stimer conceives of

kill «e emerging froa the. veculty of en essential self, in which

Knowledge hse been assimilated and extinguished by a process of

abstraction. - This »ay bo a my?.tied way of stating a moral ideal of

personality# - The person&liat will exploit his environswwt without

reference to tie internets of others or principles of his own# - He

will inhabit a world of e«rv«e rtnd set f-oonseious egoists, enfranchised

by personelistic education# - In personal!sttc education, the

universality of the Child's e.»:peri«nc...'S will bo constantly confronted

by the unity of his self-consciousness. - education is essentially ft

relationship between wmons. and. its purpose is to aceoBplleh the

®»erg«mo© of sovereign individuals#



Ch&.afr>.r.S.t Xxi »orld-qutloofc.

Is Stlmer* s saataphyaical theory of the solf empirically valid

or practically Important? - In the aetaohysiesl pn>porti«.-fl of Stimer1 b

self '<r«- grounded the personal qualities of his ideel character, tba

"covaraign individual". - Perhaps 8timer* s ethical ideal is derived

fro® his intuitive perceptions of the nature of existence* - Thase

could be systematically foroul -tad In a comprehensive world-outlook,

which in the educational essay 3timer concisely con®micated by sseans

of symbolic isages. - A1 though only statable tautologicsslly, his

intuitive perceptions any nonetheless bo iaportsnt* - To try to

validate Etirnar*® metaphysical utterances would be futile, since

what they express Is his for* of intellectual response to his personal

experience*

Cha^r It Ihe OrlRfoq of Stlmer's Ijde^g,

The diverse ancat try of Stimer's ideas* - The influence of

contemporary Husanita and Romanticism* - The influence of educational

naturelirs* - The educational essay shows that 3timer inherited the

philosophise! vocabulary and conceptual auparatue of Regallanisn, which,

howev-'-r, he h&rnotBed to his distinctive personal vision.

Chapter S, S-tlrn*r*$ L^-1% ?r ..^catjpnsl Vrltinf;,

His student essay, "On School Rules", establishes that Stira^rr'a

earliest standpoint ms th t of alaoet undiluted Hegelianissa* - In

focussing on the docility and reverence of the child and on the dominant

role of the t-aefher, it asserts the vary ideaa which £timer was later

decisively to lepugn*



r Z-T. *h.-AL.*..;-*.. f4a#;£?, pf
Our ..,duc::-11 on" ?«d, »psr ;:J.n3iKg. uad o»in a^athum*.

The educational essay in relation to nDor Einalg© unci eein

Etgeathua". - Stiras^s general nosltloa in "iter liinaigeB. - ©timer1 a

•unique one* is basically a development of hie conception of tb© "free

parson*t although in scute respects "the unique one® is strikingly

different from the *frse person*, most of th& differences are

essentially embellishments of a character whose identity has & ret dy

been established* - In the egoistic morality of BDer Blnslge" Stiraar

is largely reformulating the ethics of peraonaliem in & mar® systematic

and exploit veyt hut he also works out several distinctly new moral

doctrines md in at least one respect completely redirects his thinking,

- In the educational essay Stimor does not address himself to the

problem of the social relations that cm exist between self-sufficient

individuals* his attempted mluiion of the pmUw in *D«r kinstge"

breaks down* - Something can bo gleaned from "Dor Einzlge* about the

limit!® mi possible content of education, but its bias would s«*em to

bo hostile to classroom government said to the educational process

itself, - Summary*

C\tpUtr ~P* Stirnor»a MM2&9ML3b&Sm2iai S& M^MS&SSLx

Stirnor*s assay has been historically eb&rile, largely b&cause the

thanes to which it is addressed are not in fact th distinctive theme#

of educational phtloaophy* uhab*v..r its nor 1 or metaphysical iaUr«. i,

its significance as a contribution to educational theory is strictly

limited - In its own right, it has played no sol© in the development



of educational ideas, aacept poraa, z briefly, ass a contribution to

the post-Httgfc&laii educational eoatrov^ra/ in Ctaraany, - ivta

indirectly, as « factor in Stimer's total subsequent influence,

fee essay cannot be held to have inspired my of the educational

ideas of -ither anarchism or caleteatielisau - Ihe essay's crucial

importance is that it marks a decisive atagu ia the devslopiiant of

Stirncr's characteristic for®. of nihilistic egoless. - the latent

nihilism of its author accounts for tew essay's failure to a tat®

a. positive ted coherent philmaphy of education#
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Chapter 1

gajaagia mi Mflaai

Johtmn K&spar Schmidt, who was to becose known under his

pseudonym of "Max L timer", was born in Beyrouth on 2$th October,

l£v>6, and died in Berlin on 25th June, 1656***" The climax of his

life, and the justification of his celebrity, was the publication

of his masterpiece, "Iter hinzige und sein oigenthuaBf in November,

1844. Apart from this book, in which for the first and only time

he gave a minute and fearless account of his ethical position,

without euphemism or reserve, Stiraer left only bis able translations

of Mm Smith and J.B, Say, two volumes of a projected "History of

Reaction", composed mainly of extracts froa earlier writers, and a

number of assays end articles. Without doubt it has been by "Der

-insige", a classical text of philosophical anarchists, in which the

author revealed himself us the apostle of radical individualists, that

Stirner has attracted the greatest attention and exerted the greatest

influence. While, after its original meteoric success, the book

rapidly fall into almost total oblivion, its significance ha© been

increasingly appreciated since 1688, owing on the on© hand to the

widely-noticed researches of John Henry Mackay, who began hie

biography of Stlrner in that year, and, on the other, to the growing

fane of Frledrich Nietzsche, to whoa© philosophy that of Stimer

bears a superficial resemblance. Since 1914, interest in 6timer,

flourishing chiefly in Germany, the United States, and Franco, has

a
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been predominantly interest in his thou^it as expressed in "Dor

Biaaige". If this explains the preconception that Stirner is

therefor® a "homo unius libri", a judgment which students of toe

philosopher hare been too prone to make, this finding does less

than justice to aose of his minor writings, among which bis early

essays are of special moment, not only because they are prefatory

to his general, finished philosophy, but also because of their

intrinsic literary and intellectual merit.

With the exception of certain examination writings, submitted

at Berlin University in 1834, Stimer*® earliest published work

dates from 1842. In January of that year he contributed a review

of Bruno Bauer's book, "The Trumpet of toe Last Judgment against Hegel,

toe Atheist and Antichrist", to Lr. Karl Gutzkow'a Hamburg "Telegraph

fSr LautscSilund", and shortly afterwards he wrote his "Reply of a

member of the Berlin cos..,'unity to the tract of toe 57 ecclesiastics,

entitled 'The Christian Observance of Sunday*. A friendly word to

our laymen.® While both essays exhibit, in style and composition,

Stimer*e characteristic pungency and individuality of expression,

&s guides to the evolution of their author's thought their importance

lies In showing u® the point from which he Bet out rather then the

path he was to travel. Occasional writings, at least in the sense

to; t each wss inspired by toe occurrence of a fresh offensive in the

contemporary ideological war, they both prove 3timer originally to

have been fervidly committed to the critical anti-pietism of the

Hegelian Left. In April, 1842, however, he made his first
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philosophical contribution, to the *Hheinische 2oltung*, on titled

wHte False Principle of our ikSucation, or Humanists and Retxlieiaw,

which appeared in the supplements to the four numbers 1QQ, 102,

104, 109, of the 10th, 12th, 14th, sad 19th April, under the

signature, s£timer* » This article, though allegedly written in

reply to a recant treatise by a conservative German professor, ia

fact represents Stimer* a earliest attempt 'to define his personal

philosophical position. For this reason, <aad because it displays

the first syaptoeas of his later breach with the fouag Hegelian*,

towards which he thenceforward moved with rapid strides, Stimer's

essay on educational philosophy met be. considered the earliest

intimation of his emergence &# an independent thinker.

Why was Jtimer at the. relatively advanced age of thirty-five

be fora he set his preliminary thoughts down in print, and why was

his first important assay concerned with a pedagogical th^ase?

Tlie answer to both questions lias in the history of his early years,

which, up to 1639, is largely a record of his successive efforts to

complete his own education and to establish himself as « schoolteacher*

Of petty-bourgeois parentage (his father, a flute-maker, died in

l807)» Stimer moved in l8l0 to Kulm, In West Prussia, vlier* his

stepfather had inherited a small business, Of his elaafentary

education m know nothing, W© do know, however, that the

hellerstedts, his stepfather's fcully, had been pastors, a fact

which may account for Stimer's considerable biblical knowledge
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and »ay explain why his parentis wer-... sufficiently solicitous of

tea boy's education to ©and him, at the age of twelve, to live with

his undo, in order that ho ai#t attend the celebrated Gysnasiua

of his native city, where for the next eight years ha was a

diligent but unremarkable scholar. In UB&6, having been certified

as "a&turc* with the highest grade of certificate', he entered the

University of Berlin. HI© intention was to become a teacher at a

Gymnasium. In fact, he never taught at a Gymnasium, and it was to

by thirteen years before he obtained way permanent teaching position

at all. After two years ho loft Berlin, where, a se&lous and con-

vontlonal student, he had cos© under the influence of Hegel and

Sohloiermacher, for ©rlangen, The next fenr yoers, to 1832, are

shrouded in obscurity. Having left brlangen after a year, ©timer

made the traditional "extended journey across Germany", to matric¬

ulate for tee teird tine at Xonigsberg. There, however, he attended

no lectures, but was compelled to Interrupt his studies "because of

fsadly circumstances", tee nature of which must remain purely con¬

jectural. Certainly, In 1832 he re-appeared in Berlin, resolved

to conclude his education end qualify ss a teacher. His earnestness

is shorn by tee fact teat, despite two lengthy delays, on© due to

illness, th© other caused by the suMm arrival in Berlin of his

mother, now incurably deranged, he eventually presented himself for

examination in no less then five deportments, as well as in "the

remaining subject®* for lower classes, appearing for his oral

examination in April, 18-35* H© had undertaken too auchj the
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comments of his examiners, who included Trendelenburg and Meineke,

were critical, harsh even, end he was finally awarded only the

"conditional facultas docendi". He never took the doctor* b degree,

at that time a prerequiei t© of an academic career.
*

Mthougi Stimer was in Berlin during the ne. t four year©, his

movements have been only p rtiaily established. He chose a Real-

acinic or laoawrn school in which to spend his probationary year,

Which he was enthusiastic enough, to prolong by six sooths. In

1837 be married, only to become a widower the following year.

Finally, in 1839, he obtained his first regular appointment, at a

privately-run girls* high school in Berlin, where he successfully

taught history and literature for five years, until he resigned

shortly before the publication of "Ear -inzige und sein aigun thuja".

In the comparative security which his position afforded, he had the

leisure to develop and refine his own thoughts on ethics, politics,

art, religion, and education, and it is to this period that his first

essays belong. Spending almost every evening as a silent but

intimate member of that exuberant and irreverent group of young

freethinkers, the notorious "Prolan", where ho met Bruno nd £dgar

Bauer, Ludwig Buhl, Frioarich Bagels, Julius Faucher, and others

equally iconoclastic, it was in this robust atmosphere that he

conceived his own original philosophy.

Thus, several factors combined both to delay £timer* a first

philosophical statement and to cause hiss to include educational

philosophy among his initial thmos. tea vicissitudes of his
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career as etuaent and teacher had led him to reflect, without loss

of objectivity, on the philosophical foundations of hie profosoion*

His preoccupation with the moral and metaphysical principles of

education had overshadowed his intors,at in practical problems of

teaching method as early as ld-34, for his examination essay, *0n

School Rules", was composed virtually as an exercise in Hegelian

dialectic* By 1842, ho was beginning to identify, with growing

confidence, the basis of his own philosophical convictions, and was

prepared to hazard a tentative formulation of it. He was further

inspired to attempt this by the stimulating example, and possibly

exhortation, of his closest friends among "die Freien"• Finally,

the Germany of Sterner1s day, regarding national education as the

levar of national progress and the key to all social and political

development, was unusually engrossed by educational problems, so

that m essay on educational philosophy, appearing in a prominent

radical Journal, could not fail to attract the attention both of

the friends of the regime and of the young intellectuals who were

its bitterest enemies*

There ia no record of how the article on education was greeted*

It could not, however, have attracted sufficient notoriety to incur

the active censure of the authorities, nor could it have been

received with complete indifference by his readers, for Dtimer was

clearly both permitted and stimulated to continue his brief but

fertile Journalistic and literary career. between Kay and December,

1842, he contributed thirty-three articles to the "beipslfer
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AlXgeaeine Beitung'% most of which wer« chi»lly concerned to clrow

public attention to the abuses of the regis#, to the political and

intellectual activities of the liberal opposition, end, above oil,

to the critical work of the Left Hegelian© in general and of Bruno

Bauer in particular. In June of the &m@ year ha wrote another

important essay for the "Bheinische Loitung19, entitled "Art and

Religion* (in addition to numerous slighter articles, perhaps

teoaty-sovan la all, published between March und October) j while

tba first and only issue of Buhl's "Berliner Moa&tseehirlft*, which

was edited in 1844, included two major contributions by Stimer, one

offering "Bone Provisional Ideas concerning the State founded on Love"

and the other reviewing the German edition of Lugano Sue's novel,

■Los Mystores do Paris*, Although the first and second of these

three considerable essays, both addressed to classical Hegelian

theses, show unmistakable signs of the influence of Feuerb&oh and

Arnold Ituge, the way in which Btiraer develops hi® strictures on

revealed Christianity and on conventional Prussian liberalism

clearly attest® hie independent ability to extend the critical work

of tee Left Hegelians In original directions} while in tee last,

criticising a novel subsequently analysed by Ssellga and subjected

to counterwonalysls by Marx, tee scale of value® which ha adumbrates

no longer sorely donate?® en extent!m of the principles of Bauer's

school, but constitutes, for tee first time, a self-confident

repudiation of then.



Iho year 1844 marks Stlrnar's final broach with the family

of foung Hegelians, Beginning with the rejection of ail ethical

norms in the essay on Eugene Sue, it culminated., in Movember, 1844,

with th.e publication of "iter Einsdge uad s«in liganthum" md the

definitive statement of his nihilistic egoism. the book excited

imedts'te and sensational attention. Representatives of the parties

who were the targets of Stiroer*» scorn promptly sprang to the attack*

Feuerhach himself, StoLiga on behalf of Bauer and hia disciples, and

Mois© Hess on behalf of the socialists. 6timer replied to all

three critics in the third solum* of "Wigandc Viertaljahrsschrift",

nd in 184? he gave a special answer to the criticisms of Kuno

Fischer in "Ide Epigonea*. 8y then, however, interest in Stimer* s

torn of strident individualism had effectively subsided, as graver

historical forces, portending the upheavals of 1848, gave rise to

more urgent intellectual md social alarm. His hour of fame was

brilliant but fugitive. kh&t had been at first regarded as an

audacious philosophical tour da force soon cam® to be depreciated

as a piece of protracted eccentricity, so that even the seriousness

of the author*© intentions was questioned} until at last, after this

moment of astounded curiosity, the public ooneeiouenossa moved on to

other preoccupations and both Stimer md his ideas fell into

complete oblivion, from which neither was to be resurrected during

his lifetime.

Is October, 1843, £ timer had married tor the second time.

His bride, Marie bihnharbt, a young woman whose detoroina tlon to be
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emancipated bad led her into the masculine society of "die Freien",

brou^it with her & substantial dowry, mc this, combined with his

confident expectations of the glory which the publication of "Dor

kinaige" would bring, sad© his finally decide to abandon teaching

in favour of exclusively literary pursuits. Tb® decision was a

fatal one. Ho business mm, he saw his resource® quickly vanish

in s scries of ill-starred coaoercial ventures; literature proved

uvea less profitable than dairying, which at one stage excited the

ohilsopher* s speculations; and his rash enterprises could only end

in one way - total bankruptcy. His marriage was equally brief and

equally unhappy. Indignant at her husband's fin;ncial imprudence

and :uito incapable of uadoratmdiiv his ch .rectcr or of sympathising

with his chosen way of life, Mario Dahnhardt left him in disgust

After three years. Apparently unruffled by the collapse of all hi©

undertakings, Stimer made no systematic attempt to salvage anything

from the wrack of his life. After the failure of his attempt to

obtain a lo&n by advertising his need in a Berlin newspaper, he

generally managed, by adroit changes of address, to evade hie

creditors, except for two brief periods in 1853 1&54 which he

spent in a debtors' prison. Although his last yes,re were spent

almost continuously in Berlin, he awv little of hia former associates,

confining himself increasingly to ths anonymity of his obscure

apcrtffiwnte sad concerning himself less sad less - >.nd finally not

at all - either with public events or with literature. Mien, on
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Juaw 25th, 1956, his long decline was prematurely ended by an

unexpected infection resulting £tom & chance sting by a "poisonous

fly", the event was scarcely heededj one or two newspapers belatedly

published bare anmouncoments oi* the death of fee author of "Dor

i:«iaaige una sain Ligenthun". A few mourners, among whom wore

Bruno Bauer sad budwig Buhl, attended his meagre funeral.

His literary debacle was Wfitell Apart from replying to the

critics of "Dar Binaige", he voot®? no tiling original in philosophy or

literature oftor 1045. Between 1545 and 1847 he produced his trans¬

lation in eight valum«» of the v/orks of «T.B. hay «nd Aden S&:ith,

entitled "the Political economists of the French and th» eaglish",

end in lc-52 appeared his Imt book, "The History of Reaction", the

two volusaaa of which were virtually a compilation of the writings

of Burke, Camto, sad such contemporary political thinkers Hmg-

stonberg and Florencourt. His critical commentaries, which he

reduced to a minimum, did not profess to represent more than a

negligible contribution to the history of economic and political

theory# Perhaps because die candour of "Bar bhudge una sein

„:ig&athua* had been so absolute, its outspoken author had nothing

more to say.

Outwardly, then, Stimer's life must be adjudged a failure.

His ideas, his reputation, and his personal happiness all ended

in bankruptcy. Be himself, however, need not have' been

dissatisfied with such a life, for It had at least the distinctive
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consistency end unity tapertod by his own character, A mm of modest

hubifcs, fr>?e fro® any driving siabition, and with a tendency to be

dilatory, ho made only & single, oossproheBsive act of self-assertion

in writing BDer &inaig«>B, after which ho contented himself with the

kind of inuoient existence which beet accorded with his impassive

nature* Although, indeed, no pnlegnatic mm could have written

•Ber dinsige und Bein j^genthua*, the self-afsortion of the book is

the metaphysical self-assertion of a aan who asserts hitsself purely

for th«s sake of having once conclusively asserted himself and not

because he is oncamod to achieve any particular object* According

to his biographer, Stirner was a reserved, taciturn man with all the

self-confidence and atlf-poaswssion of someone who knows exactly his

own possibilities and limitations and who is interested in little

beyond theses certainly someone who, -«ltb no aspiration to exert

influence of" any kind, could command too intissate friendship and

respect of mm like buhl and the Betters must have had considerable

strength of character as well as intellectual gifts, According to

Marie blnhardt, however, Stlrner*a chief characteristic was his utter

selfishness, that cospie to Indifference to the feelings or opinions

of others which marks toe deliberate and unabashed egoist, itimer

the mm, like dtimer the philosopher, thought only of himself.
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Chap ter ,2

Pf "fos False pf 0\iy

Stirner opens his essay on "The false Principle of Our oducation"

by affirming the paramount philosophical significance of educational

policy# "Die dchuilrage 1st ©in© L©bensfrage* « the •duoational

problem is the problem of life# The battlefield of German intellectual

life is strewn with the corps©® of contending political, social,

religious, scientific, artistic, and. ethical doc trine.", Sine© "the

word" which will express the spirit of the age must bo discovered by

our enterprise, since m arc the creators of the word, it is vital to

know "if vw are being conscientiously educated to occupy the place of

creators, or if we are being treated only as cm:. turoa. whose nature
2

merely admits of soma kind of training,"" All .social questions are

finally reducible to this one, for efficiency entails persons who are

efficient, and a perfect community entails persons who are perfect in

themselves.

Stimer refers scathingly to a recent essay by the- aged Professor

Thsodor Heinsius, entitled 8A Concordat between School end Life, or a

Compromise between Humanism and Realism, considered from 'the national

point of view.® For Stimer, all compromise is weakness, an offence

against 8the spirit of the natter",which is served only by trenchant

resolution# He is, however, prepared to accept Hdnsius* historical

sketch of the period batwon the Reformation sad the Revolution as
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one in Which society ©abodled a division between rulers and ruled,

powerful and powerless, "majors arid minors", namely as an epoch of

subjection. Throughout this epoch, education, as a "power" by

moans of which its possessor could rise to a position of authority,

was necessarily the exclusive domain of a few, since authority could

not be shared by all. The Revolution, in destroying tee master-

servant relationship, introduced a new principle) "aveiy man is his

own aJ-star",4 with tea consequence test teancafbrwarU the task became

one of discovering a form of education which would be truly universal.

This conflict between exclusive and univeri ;-l education has continued

in various guises down to the present day, and Sti.rr.er agrees to

designate tee opposing parties by their customary neaea, Husaaal«s

and Realism,

Until tee I8te Century era of "iinlighteraaent", higher education

rested firmly in the hands of the Humanists, its objects being an

understanding of classical antiquity and a knowledge of the Bible.

This bias in favour of tee ancient world was clear evidence of the

low value set on "das elgene Leb«snB,^ on a life of one1 a own, sad of

how far w© were from creating the font of beauty from our own

originality and the content of truth from our own reason. Because

subservience to the classical disciplines in education corresponded

to the subservience of servant to neater in social life, and because

tee formal Orneco-Boaan culture was analogous to the formal domination

of ruled by the rulers (who had sorely to attain a certain level of

aental superiority), humanistic education, the sin® qua non of
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superior social status, was essentially an "elegant* education,

directed, to the cultivation of taete and a sense of form, threatening

latterly to degenerate into a shallow concern with grammar.**
Kith the bnlightonaent, the recognition of universal, inalienable

human rights became associated with the demand for universal education.

The new education ma to yield knowledge which would have "reality",
7

because it "had been lived". Conceived as a preparation for 1 ife,

stressing the practical and useful, realistic education would destroy

"the priesthood of the learned" end liberate the aassee from their
8

"laity", fas rale of die school was to promote our »t> story over ell

the miscellaneous date of our environment, bp ensuring that nothing of

concern to us in the environment was utterly foreign to our knowledge

or completely beyond our control, and by establishing & pedagogy which

would onablo everyone to "find his way about" in his world and in his
Q

ago, la so far as it turn universal and, by giving men experience of

what was useful to them, fostered independence, the realistic pedagogy

claimed to incorporate* the ideals of ©quality and of freedom.

Stirnor, hovsvar, rejects both humanism and realism, for both are

concerned only with the temporal and external. "Spirit alone is

eternal, and comprehends itself. Thus, as ideals, the understanding

of the p -st and the control of the present are equally lancing in

finality, vhile mere equality with other subjects and mere freedom from

external authority are equally subordinate to the eternal Ideal, which

is th t of a person who is "free in nixs-xtf*^ and who enjoys
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"d-mallty with himself". Just as the humanistic ideal of elegance

degenerates Into "empty dandyism", the realistic ideal of utility leads

to a "vulgar Industrial!an*. The cynicism of the. one and the

materialism of the other aunt capitulate to the ideal of a parma in

whose nature the mundane sad the eternal have boon reconciled* and who,

in hit new-found "unity and omnipotence** is sufficient unto himself,

because what remains external to hie Is no longer foreign to his being. ^
Humanists end rerdiste alike recognise that the aim of ell

education is to foster edroltaxes, or skill in aanipulating the date of
14

the environment. How, cdthough the effective manipulation of data Is

su rmely * foraal activity, involving general!action ,nd representation,

and although the improvement of teaching techni -pies has made it

increasingly possible to embody such formal values in a realistic

pedagogy, this is precisely what the realist® have failed to do. The

humanists rightly exalt formal education} th<y wrongly refuse to admit

that this consists in the utilisation of fell kinds of data* The realists

are right in stressing the utilisation of all data; they err in their

underestimation of formal education. Their distrust of abstraction

end speculation is plainly exhibited by the realists* narked hostility

to philosophy, which they characterise *» "idealistic aoneoaoe", under¬

mining morals in Church end Stat®, Why are philosophy and abstraction

so repugnant to thamt "Because the realists are themselves abstract,

because th>y have abstracted themselves fro® personal perfection, from

the ascait to redeeming truth!
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This docs not mem tfcu.t education should be put in the hunds of

ths philosophers. It must rattier b© confided to MB vino are more than

philosophers, bat who are infinitely sore then humanist© or realists.

TH® Reformation period, the era of freedom of thought end conscience,

having achieved its consummation in philosophy, will now die, end will

be followed by the era of will. Knowledge itself must die, to flower
i6

Again us will, Although the philosophers are thuusulvus thu heroes

who will accomplish this traacfijuration, they too must die, destroying

themselves to bring about a new freedom, the freedom of the will, and

'to create an eternal ideal from ths ashes of a principle which is

tempore! said contingent. True knowledge, If it is to cause to be
17

"material, formal, positive* and become "absolute", ' must undergo a

catharsis, by dissolving itself into oblivion and merging as a simple

human fore© - m will} just as, in the seas® way, a mm, by sinking all

his ceres in this eletsentol force end. emerging m fresh and "nalvo",

will thereby be enabled to find his human vocation in th© purifying
1 r

flame of what is now "moral knowledge*.

the basis of education is not to be will in its original font,

howev r, but rather "will-tooviedge", "das kissen-Wbllan", knowledge
10

which fulfils itself as will* Unless knowledge becomes thus

purified and distilled, it will remain a burdensome chattel, and can

never become "pergonal", that is, fully end Intimately Integrated with

the free, mobile personality of its possessor. Freedom is ultimately

to be achieved only than the concrete s&toriaL data, having been
20

* nnihi.utod", are transformed into Spirit and assimilated into
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the unity of the self by & proems of abstraction. There Is no

21
freedom without abstraction.

The man in whose nature the purpose of the new education will

find expression is the "personal* or free mm, for whom truth consists

in self-manifestation, in freedom from everything alien to his

individuality, and in complete abstraction from all authority. Far

from producing such "true" mm, the schools, both humanist ana realist,

have propagated nothing but acquisitiveness, servility, and mechanical

self-seeking, combined with & repugnance for all knowledge which does

not directly further a man*a material Interests. In establishing the

principle, specially associated with the name of Zftesterweg, whereby

the child learns by discovering tnd interpreting tee elements of his

own experience, the realists have indued made & significant advance;

bat the knowledge thus gained remains "positive" knowledge, barren of

any creative, speculative quality. It remains the knowledge of the

"sensible" mm who understands the external world of things, end is
22

not yet tea knowledge of the "reasonable* man who understands himself.

The schools of the humanists and realists are menageries, breeding

mere "scholars" and "useful citizens"/'* whose chief characteristic

is their submissivaness, for they have learned to accommodate them¬

selves to tee world of positive knowledge, just as they will later

have to accoaasGdate themselves to the world at large. The schools,

crushing the healthy spirit of opposition in their pupils, produce

men she are studious instead of creative, cultured instead of self-

assertive, passive slaves instead of fr«© men. If education i» to
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be revolution!sed, the teachors must cease to b, teachers and fecw

collaborators, recognising self-confidence, eelf-canaciousneea, and

froedoa as Ideals for thvir pupils, who, in their now-found self-

knowledge, will for the first time possess an incentive to
24

emancipate th*«isulvas txom ignorance#

Although the realistic doctrinal neverything must be taught with

reference to practical life*,*^ is im jufcation&hly excellent, the con¬

ception of "practice® which is derived from it is generally & mis¬

guided one. True practice doos not mwv>n to toil through life like

some animal, but is exemplified rather by the free men who practises

a life of creative self-manifestation# The "pr ctical education"

of the realists produces "principled people". not w;.:-rincir,al parsons®.

Th-re is & world of difference between men who are true to their

convictions, and in whom their convictions, acquired but not

assimilated, reside so inflexibly that they are from the b<4i«ning

petrified and inert - sad aon whose entire character is constantly

in a state of flux, constantly undergoing dissolution and rejuvenation,

but who era tha truly "eternal characters" because their contingent,

momentary existence issues from tha creative activity of the "eternal

Spirit" in them# If the former ere to achieve perfection, they must

bring tiessolves to suffer the beatific agony of ceaseless trans¬

formation nd rebirth#*^
The deepest knowledge; rea&ine no more than an impersonal

co»odity until, having vanished into the invisible core of the self,

It is resurrected as will. This motjoaorphosls occuro when knowledge,
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transcending objects, becomes "knowledge of the Idea" - a kind of

•self—consciousness of Spirit", and yet at the seme time (by

entering into "the instinct of Spirit") becomes "unconscious
4 't'i

knowledge*. in much the sasae way ss & great number of particular

experience® nay resolve themselves into a single general propensity

fey which, fror; moment to moment, our conduct m&y imperceptibly be

determined. Knowledge, in fact, becoses self. Now that the task

of education is seen to be the development of *sovereign characters",

we begin to understand that childish self-will is as natural as the

childish desire for knowledge, and that, so far fro© attempting to

weaken self-will, we must help the child who is learning to

himself as a person. Only when the pupil's independent pride, which

is valid and proper, has degenerated into defiant insolenca, which

threatens violence to toe teacher's own freedom, is the latter

justified, in curtailing hie absolute liberty of self-expression.

Even then the adult will rely, not on the antique end wicked notion

that a frightened child is better than an impertinent one, but solely

on the firmness of his own personality, unsupported by external
29

Instruments of authority. *

Although the realists have rightly condemned toe "lifolessness®

of humanism, they have failed to see that the school should constitute

more then a preparation for life; it should, in its own right, b& life,

for to live means to be- free. Man's highest need is not satisfied by

® bourgeois education which equip® him to work his way through to©
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world, but only by a fr«e, personal education which empowers hisa

to strike the fiery sparks of life from hie own being. i-van the

demands made upon us as members of society cannot be perfectly met

until we hsve created ourselves a® persons* True freedom Is the

freedom of the will, moral freedom, excelling the purely theoretical,

freedoms of thought and conscience, which are consistent with

outward and factual subjection, and identical with true equality,

which must always be the equality of free persona.^
Stirnar closes his essay by justifying his ua© of the term

"moral* to designate his educational philosophy, on the ground© that,
V

al though the end of education has always boon in some sens© moral,

the conception of ©elf-will which he ha© adumbrated is sufficiently

graphic to distinguish his philosophy from the traditional ideas of

moral culture. Whereas these seek to reform character by inculcating

a sot of convictions-, Stimer proposse to revolutionise it by origin¬

ating persons on an entirely new principle, and thus his followers

may fittingly be styled "personalisto".It is from the personal,

end not toe national standpoint that education should be judged,

since only the free person cui truly be both & good citizen and a

refilled gentleman, so embodying and transcending the ideals of

realiets and humanists alike. When "will-las© knowledge" has been

transformed into "sal1-conscious will", end not till then, we can
vg

begin to re-eroate ourselves as trm persons. '
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fields, a relatively sodarn departure, and that fee great German

axp-riment in national education which followed fee ignominy of Jena

was in aeny respects a startling and novel development. By asking

educational re-organisation a central feature of national reconstruc¬

tion, the Prussian Government was inviting critics to Identify its

educational policy with its political purposes and to seek in fee

-icr ■ .Si t=.j t,..r u<:?r 0«I:-vtlie'.v.-.n-und Uni r\ri ehtoton*

an accurate guide to tee movement of official opinion. If to pro¬

gressive thinkers, as to fee government, fee notion feat education

was of crucial social and political importance was axiomatic, this only

served to make fee former still mora sensitive of State surveillance of

education, and still more resentful of the advantages thereby conferred

upon fee regime. the new system, of education wr;.e, however, more than

a merely utilitarian undertaking, controlled by the State, &■ rving

nation-1 needs, and to bo judged on its practical, effective merits.

It had received the seal of philosophical sanctifiestion# It had been

intellectually underwritten by its spiritual authors, who ware thinkers

like von Humboldt, Slchte, «nd Sehlolermocher, && well as by scholars

and teachers like Begel, F.A. Wolf, and Hiebuhr, whose echieveaonta

within fee system helped to ask a it illustrious. The conceptions by

which it was explicitly dominated vera derived frota literary and

philosophical sources, from Kent, Goethe, Herder, and Schiller, and

were founded on fee best and most venerable elements of fee German

cultural tradition. To repudiate feu prevailing educational standards

was to attack feat tradition. In rejecting tea parallel foundations

of Qwmm education, in denying bote Humanism and Realism, Stimer
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declared his hostility, not only to contemporary academic methods,

but also to the civilisation in which these wero rooted.

Tha "Humanism* from which otimer apostatised was neither

i dentical with to© humanism of classical anti-nilty, although it

sought its ancestry in KaLlenie ideals, nor with the Renaissance

husonisa of Melancthon and fcturss, although this had once conquered

Gorman education. By "Humanism*, b timer chiefly denotes that

characteristic revival of interest In Hellenic classicism which

pervaded German life and thought during' too late eighteenth md

early Sinoteeath Centuries, and which, unlike Sixteenth Century

"Ciceronian Humanism", looitad fur inspiration to the great Athenian

•pooh, rather than to the Augustan age, Tha aeo-huaanlsm of Goethe

and Schiller was bused on a spiritual relationship which was held to

obtain between the cultures of modem O&vmmy and ancient Ctrmce, &

relationship which, although recognised sad articulated sines

Winckolmann, received its philosophical foundation only froa von

Humboldt, Bec&uee of this organic union of too two cultures, German

nao-bUBenisss was not merely imitative of classical modela, but was

deeaed to bo capable of original creation in its own right, so that

native German 'work® wore competent to rank as authentic, even

meritorious, examples of classical literature. In this w»y, th©

i&#steenth-century subordination of too Qmv&en personality to French

culture, with its courtly ideal of the "galant homse", was mdod by

the now humanism, which was accordingly wall~fl tt d to support to©

awakening national consciousness which marked to© opening of too century.
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Palpably, therefore, Stimer1 a contemptuous invective against the

education of the "good citizen*, against the •donation designed to d

equip men for the service of the State, carries considerably more

than its superficial force. By choosing to heap scorn upon the very

source of national self-re£poet, and so openly violating the idea of

German national identity, he unambiguously declared himself an enemy

of patriotism and an enemy of Prussia, and he declared his disaffection

not only by his literal defiance of authority, but, more subtly, by his

rejection of the classical culture which was supposed to express the

spiritual nature of the emergent state.

It is in the critical s»na destructive 'portions of his essay,

however, that Stimer is least original, and most typical of the "loung

Germany" of his day. lepead&hly, his asperities against th© formal

humanistic education than given to th Prussian gentry and bureaucracy

made excellent copy for the "Bhoinlsche Soltung®, for their author was

manifestly denouncing a hiloaophy of education which was associated

with th© political supremacy of a definite class# While, as suggest«4

above, Stirner1® dent&l of the traditional culture had more, than a

narrowly contemporary political significance? while it foreshadowed

the total repudiation of Gorman society (and indeed of the very notion

of society) which ho was to effect in *Ber Einstlge*? end while those

implications may, already in 1842, have been present to his aindj yet

the immediate forco of his article derived from its virulent condsM,mo¬

tion of th© received academic ideals of hi® day, those identified with

th® existing Prussian establishment, and it is accordingly as a
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oonttmporury tract, rathor than sub specie aatomltotie, that it

deserves initially to bo judged.

In hie critique of huatuaisa, dtirnor indcieatally furnishes &

graphic and faithful account of th^ classical education of the time.*
(It is not surprising toet ha was competent to expound the character*

is tics of both humanistic end realistic education, lor, although he

had never hem a BGymaslaliohrerK, he was himself a product of the

classical education of Gymnasium tiod University, he had studied

education, sad hud taught in * "fteelschuLo" as wail as in s higher

"Tochtoraehuiftn ♦) The Gymausim of the li;4D© did indeed offer a wore

liberal curriculum than had the grammar schools of the previous contury,

whore Latin Composition hmi boon virtually too only principal subject*

They did indeed profess to afford tea "all-round education", and trie
# 2

curriculum dram up by Luvera, ' which ©hows too direction in which the

authorities would influence individual schools, did reflect this ideal

by devoting a total of 110 hour© per week (ov.r too whole ton-year

course)-'' to such supposedly "realistic" studies m mathematics, the

natural sciences, history, and geography* This does not mmn tout

Stimer1 o arraignment of humanism was a posthumous, trite denunciation

of a pedagogy already superceded in practice* While his delineation of

humanistic instruction was, of course, also true of German schools of

earlier generations, it remained pertinent and valid m a description

even of poo b-Dapoioonic education* iavea in Suvesfs curriculua,

Latin (76) and Greait (50) were together granted more touching hours

than all the "realistic* subjects combined; when German was added.
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the exclusively li tar&ry studies reprt anted 170 weekly teaching

hours over ten years, perhaps no longer amounting to a monopoly of

the curriculum, but undeniably exhibiting a very pronounced heg ®ony,

which the teeing of French in uost Gytnnealea would lecieivaiy enhance.

Moreover, since l&Q the hitter education of teachers had been

strictly regulated, so that In Ctirner*# generation moot tonchore in

Gymnasien had received a thoroughly classical education, natty of thus

at the University of Berlin, where a high premium was still put on

philological studios. Finally, the regulations governing the

"Abiturientenaxamen", or Leeving Certificate, plainly illu. tr-te the

bias in favour of humanistic culture. As late se IS63, twenty years

after Stirner wrote, a candidate could be declared "nature" if his

results in Latin and German ware satisfactory and if his performance

in Greek was above average, irrespective of bis achievements on the

"realistic* side of the examination. Lest it bo thought that the

inclusion of the native language as a privileged subject Signified

incipient modernist sympathies among the official examiners, It iaay be

apposite to quote a specimen question set by them for the Gorman essayt

"How did Athens come to be the centre of the intellectual life of

4
Greece?"

Such was the historical educational system against which Stirnwr

rebelled. Homer, Sophoclos, Cicero, Thucydidea, Livy, Horace, Ovid -

these formed the content of the instruction received by him as a pupil}

Leasing, Goethe, Schiller - these were- givan to him as models end

"author!tias" when he became a teacher. Although it w»® no longer
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true that higher education, &s in the pre-iuillghtanaent era, "rested

almost entirely on the understanding of 'the classics", it regained

the case that the forces of humanism, which were still by sad large

supreme in the Gysannsion, "©ought their paragon in antiquity".^
That other "antiquity* which was Ltimer*e target, Biblical antiquity,

also continued to enjoy ecuentionai priority. In Suvera* s archetypal

curriculum, religious instruction was granted a total of 20 teaching

hours per week over the ten-year course, exactly 'the suss© proportion

as th t afforded to instruction in the natural sciences. Admittedly,

in Prussia of the 1820s and HQs religious instruction w«s r«:gard«d m

a 'realistic" subject, presumably because its linguistic content w&«

low, at least so it was taught in the schools, sad because it was

directed, unlike Latin and Greek, but like geography and science, to

an understanding of comic processes. In Etimer* s view, however,

the moral and social influence of religious instruction («s» distinguished

from its data) operated to form the kind of personality, ana supported

the kind of ethical ideal, associated with the education of the humanists*

Thus, when S timer refers to th# ancient world (both Hellenic and

Judaic) as a "mistress" to whoa pupils are subservient, h© is depicting

a state of affairs which was actual and general. He condemns humanism

because it involves the submission of th© pupil to a classical culture

which i© alien to hia - not only in the sense that the pupil is German

and th# culture predominantly Greek (for nco-huuaniam aspired to promote

a truly classics! national culture), but also in the ©ease teat the

pupil Is & unique perso n for whom any purely literary culture is
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extraneous and superficial* In addition, the heteronoiuoue classical

disciplines are inimical to the special metaphysical status of the

individual, both ostensibly ana more profoundly. According to

£timer, the person is et once "continuously appearing temporality*

and "eternal spirit", simultaneously a local, phenomenal, contingent

individual, and an infinite, timeless universal; and in either aspect *
'

. '
. ■ ; - ' . ' % I '

he is exempt from the monopoly of & culture which is both temporal and

derived from an alien epoch. To the pupil of 1842, ceaselessly

"dissolving" and re-creating himself as a free person, the civilisation

of the Fifth Century B.C. is a recticitrontly foreign and remote

figment, devoid of pertinence and immediacy. But the pupil must also

be an "eternal character". Since, on its more momentous plane, his

nature is indeterminable, and abstracted from the contingencies of time

and place, to subordinate his spirit to the objective, historical

Graeco-Roman literature is to impose upon it m Intolerable and indecent

constraint, which would, subjugate the limitless and the imprescriptible

to the finite and the secular. Humanistic education, then, is hostile

to the life of the individual in both its phases: to his diffuse,

transient, empirical existence, as wall as to his essential, inner

unity as absolute Spirit,

To this philosophical arraignment Stirner, as a vehement Young

Hegelian, characteristically annexes an exposure of the social and

political bias of humanism. the accession of Frederick William I?

in 1840 had ushered in an era of absolutist reaction, which stimulated

the younger members of the radical Beft, deprived of overt political
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activity, to engage in a Journalistic and literary campaign against

the Goverasent. Ruge, the Bsuers, Feucrbach, Mil, Marx, Rutenberg,

Straussi these and their followers, in a succession of Woks and

articles, declared, fro® their several standpoints, their opposition

to the deepening conservatism of the regime. Precluded by police

supervision and the prevailing censorship fro® explicit political

agitation, they conducted their offensive in philosophical or

theological disguise, for in striking at traditional religion and

philosophy, both of which were enshrined in the very heart of the

Prussian orthodoxy, they conceived th-as selves to be striking e blow

at the major intellectual bulwarks of the existing state. In

venturing to discuss education, that acropolis of authority, 6 timer,

too, was obliged carefully to skirt the edges of political comment.

Although he prudently shrouded his strictures on contemporary

education in the cloak of a historical sketch of post-Reformation

ideas, the artificiality of this device must have b&an transparent

to all but the saost innocent of his readers, among whoa may well have

been numbered the official censors, fcha wore as notorious for their

obiusenses as for their severity,

Stimer alleges that humanistic education is inherently •exclusive*

education, the education of a class, from which other classes are

debarred, Nowhere in the essay, however, does he venture to give a

circumstantial sad perspicuous account of this class, of which

husaniss. is the creature and instrument. Instead, he prefers to
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sake oblique, figurative- references to "the rulers", "the powerful",

or "the majors", whose chief attribute is the power which they wield

over the "servants" or "tainors", by whom they are vastly outnumbered.

Classical culture sad hierarchical government brilliantly fortify

each other, since, in each, superiority is indispensably oonferred

upon en elect few. In en age when to govern required no special

qualifications, the role of education being to identify rather than

to train the governors, it had above all to be distinctive, a function

which a pre-eminently literary culture indisputably fulfilled, This

culture was common to all the European aristocracies of the posfc-

Sapolaonic Restoration. ks Balaton, the mton master, said to Sir

Jeisifes Stephen in the year of Stirner1 s essayi "Stephen major, if you

do not take nor* pains, how can you ever expect to write good longs

and shorts? If you do not writs good longs end shorts, how can you

ever be © mm of taste? If you are not a mm of taste, how can you

ever hope to bo of use in this world?" ^ When Bel©ton and S timer

were teachers, Peel1® House of Common* was still peopled by "men of

taste", while the Franca of Oulzot nd the Austria of Metternlch, like

the Prussia of Frederick williaa I¥, openly followed domestic and

foreign policies Which were conceived by feudal aristocrats in the

interests of their class, and executed by feudal aristocrats or their

agents. An education vhicfe, in the words of Spencer a few years

l&tar, created "seen who would blush if caught saying Xphigeniu inst- ad
- 6

of Xpblgeola* plainly equipped men only to bo courtiers, and was

indeed mora appropriate to the -urope of Casfcigliono and Cellini than

to that of Faraday and Sanson,
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la part, therefore, Gtirnar ia attacking tha education of the

aristocratic reactionaries who ruled Prussia and Europe, Already,

however, this classical education was no longer distinctive of the

clssa fchich it supported and symbolised, for since lfelQ the great

expansion of higher education throughout Gortaany had brought into

being a highly literate sad self-conscious middle class, some of whom

were recruited to the service of the state, but many of whom wore now

restive for pollileal emancipation, The policy of the Government

being to assimilate this-new class of citizens culturally to the land¬

owning nobility whom they might serve, access to the higher forms of

humanistic education, a© dispensed In the universities, was virtually

confined to students from the. classical Qyuaasien. While, for a few

years after IS32, certain bri*ach«s of the public service had accepted

the Leaving Certificate of tha RoalschtfU or the Higher Burgher school

in lieu of that of the Gymnasium, by 1842 a pronounced reaction against

this trend was in progress; it was to continue for the remainder of

tha reign, becoming specially pronounced in respect of university

entrance* Thus, in I863# two years after the close of Frederick

William IV* s reign, there were 1,765 BAblturiantes* from the Prussian

Gymnaaian, of whom 1,5&3 went to universities, but only 214 from the
Q

Hc&Laohulen, of whoa none went to a university. Hallowed as it was

by the blessing of the King end hie Government, the ascendancy of

humanism was marked and enduring,

bhy was classical culture a chosen instrument of aristocratic

supremacy? to understand Sterner19 answer it is necessary to under-
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stand hie conception of the Knowing calf and its relationship to too

external world, the essence of his position is contained in his

8tats*eat that "the sol© educational value of all given material is

tfo t children can loam to initiate something with it, to u;c it,*10
The relationship of th© child to the world of objects is one of

*B haadluag*, of ©anipulstion or utilisation by the child of the

natural data presented to him. Having "overpowered* too natural

order, ho can "utilise" its mcabers by transforming them, by purging

the® of their objective status, subjectifying them, and assimilating

the® into too unity end privacy of bis self. In education, we learn

to conduct our commerce with the natural world, which we lmm to

control, in order successfully &nd deliberately to exploit it, the

whole process being analogous to an act of consumption, whereby we

render docile and domestic that which was intransigent and foreign.

It is important to realise that when £timer refers to *Beh!ndiung*

or "Hutzen", ho does not aterely designate &n objective procedure whereby

the self conducts a directed transformation of the environmental

sttbj uct>-ttntter» since the activity of toa self transforms its envfcn-

lawnt In a unique and conclusive way, by a kind of metaphysical alchemy

in uhich too public external. world undergoes a tr«n«ub»tontiction into

the spiritual property of a specific Individual, tods activity is more

akin to ingestion than to manipulation, How, for Stimer, too entire

oxercise amounts to a conversion of too material into toss formal.

Still emphatically a foung Hegelian, he continues to assign to "eelf-

consdousness* a cardinal role in his philosophy, and, viewing
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consciousness as en essentially cognitive state, he imputes the

principal forms1 characteristics of ratiocination to the activity

of the self as experiont. To experience to© worlu is to appropriate

it, but this is an oper tion In which the subject is required to

classify, systematise, and generalise the material data presented

to his consciousness, and is therefor© on© in which he is compelled

to "abstract". On the assumption that the Individual possesses &

faculty of abstraction, which may bo more or less "adroit", 1timer

accepts the development of formal dexterity In this sens© as a major

educational ideal. He concedes that humanistic education supremely

embodies those formal principles in accordance with which all concep¬

tual lastion, all specifically intellectual practices, are regulated*

Sine© the matter of ancient culture is uniformly impropriate to

modern civilisation, only toe "forms" or "phantoms" remain to edify

our conocioucnoss, and hence too huaanieta, while sponsoring a native

culture of which the substance and content have genuinely oontemporary

origins and relevance, distinctively set store by an acquaintance with

traditional grammatical and metrical rules md with toe outward,

linguistic organisation of classical knowledge.

Stirrer contends to t humanism, so construed, is a militant ally

of hierarchical authority, in which power is preboainanUy vested in

a tiny, eelf-perpetuAting ruling das®. In support of his thesis he

advance® a number of arguments, and his essay elsewhere makes dear

certain other considerations forming the basis of this proposition.

In toe first place, h© draw® attention to tie correspondence between
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tee formal qualities of classical learning and the formal nature of

social superiority, which tea attainment of a determinate level of

mental culture automatically confers. He does not intend this

merely to be a trivial verbal parallel. Ha is maintaining explicitly

that social eminence is founded on a narrow kind of merit, namely on

linguistic sophistication} and, more obliquely, teat there is a

significant similarity between tee intellectual discipline of

humanism, with its accent on characterisation, denomination, and

classification, and tee rigorous organisation of aristocratic society,

with its dogmatic stratification and the finesse of its complex social

distinctions.

Secondly, btimer notices how circu scribed is classical

literature in its ambience and interest, neglecting the world of

natural phenomena and focussing exclusively on human personalities

and events, this artificial restriction reinforces aristocratic

sovereignty in several ways* it is arbitrary, like the class by which

it is esteemed} it is, similarly, strictly defined and hostile to

laaevatlon, especially tee introduction of extraneous metier; it

habitually results in -works of art which reflect tea life and manners

of tee higher strata- of society} end, by disregarding scientific sad

industrial developments, it confirm® the aristocratic prejudice against

tee advancing economic revolution,

Hext, &tiraer shows how the traditional education enhances and

gives currency to tec idea of hierarchy, the master-servant

relationship, already implicit In tee attitude of reference and
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hu&ility with fetich the classical scholar adopts ancient authors as

his models end arbltors, becomes incarnated in the schoolroom of the

humanists, Wher-s the teacher exorcises a physical, mental, sad moral

dominion over his submissive pupils. The intellectual discipline

r^sidtsat in formal studies is matched by the severe decorum practised

in the actual work of teaching, and both contribute to maintain the

indispensable absolutism of aristocratic society in general and the

Prussian state in particular.

Finally, Stimer furnishes an explanation of the humanists1

penchant fbr the •elegant", the exquisite, and the refined in literature

and art, and of their patronage of these values in education. In

constructing, its "exclusive* world, the aristocracy has sought every

moans of differentiating its members from the vulgar masses, and. has

in consequence contrived artificial graces, manners, and embellishments,

with which to overawe and impose upon its inferiors. Because their

rulers gratify this taste .for the stylised end formal in almost every

aspect of life, the schools of the humanists are distinguished ty

their insistence on rhetoric, grammar, and liter ry composition,

subjects superbly fitted to inculcate verbal fastidiousness above

all else.

Stimer begins his essay by affirming his concern •above all,

with what is to bo made of us%^ end he reserve® hie most vitriolic

acerbities for the type of personality conceived and propagated by

the dominant classicism. When he portrays the character of the

•dandy", slavishly obeying the ukase of espty conventions, he is
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presenting a doubles Indictment. His immediate ate is, by person¬

ifying the aristocratic society of his generation, to demonstrate

the vanity and superficiality of its pretensions. In this, he is

aainly conducting a typical, If unusually vigorous, eaerclse in snti-

authorltortus polemics. Hi© persomlflcation of too humanistic ideal

is not, however, merely an eristic device. It is a conscious attempt

to align a kind of character teen widely regarded as enshrining the

most exalted ideela with a character of an utterly different conception,

and to negotiate the most intimate comparison of the twoj for he can

now no longer defer expressing his conviction that too Individual person,

in his absolute singularity, is toe unique and original value by which

all morel mo educational practice oust be Judged.

Because toe imperfections of to© hum<oolitic personality are

inescapably toe obverse of its- genuine merits, he perceives that the

former are lndiseociabl# from to# v..-ry nature of humanism. While the

ideal of toe scholar and too gentleman is not an unworthy one, in order

to appraise its validity we asua1 inspect the degenerations from toe

Ideal, rather then its paragon#. Indeed, in the case of humanism, to

realise the ideal is necessarily to perv rt it, since toe erudition of

too scholar is oeelbte only to one who Is prepared to subordinate his

own authentic insights in his v&seelag# to to# civilisation of which

he con never be more than a adnor auxiliary, and to© urbanity of to#

polished aristocrat (which too readily deteriorates into mr&

expedience or profligacy) is nothing iaore than a facile aptitude for

rehearsing ceremonies and proprieties which must remain external forms,
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of sin alien culture, the humanist can nover be truly creative, nor,

entirely subjugated to its statutes, can ho divest himself of toe

mediocrity and too cynicism toich are the corollaries of hi© servitude.

Thus, &timer revolts from the idea of the effete academic,

debauched by learning, as fro© a vicious conceit whose glamour is as

meretricious as it is transparent. Confronted by Stimer1 © "eternal

character", toe huaaalat is seen to be a specimen of inertia, of

spiritual Improbity, end of the meanest, soat trivial parochialism,

but he is above all odious precisely because be is a cl^^n. wholly

governed and limited by the ©pedes vfoich hi© hi^h&st ambition can

only bo to exemplify, whereat the eternal charector is "sovereign"

precisely because he is unique, without category, a universe unto

himself. The identity of the free man is founded on hia complete

logical unci ethical solitude, and hence toe character of the aristo¬

crat, who is essentially a member of his class, becomes indistinguish¬

able from that of to*. menial over whom he exercises his specious

authority.
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pPy^tor A

Stimer's CrlU-i.ua of Realism

Stiraer's eee&y on "the Pals© Principle of our Mueetlon* is

chiefly rsffif.rkY.hlo for its veharaant hostility to the urbane classicism

of Restoration rnrope. I to author denounces the degenerate "Humanism"

of his own period, not only because it is degenerate, but because, as

a formal, traditional culture inspired by the ideals of a remote epoch,

it abridges the freedom of toe individual, impoverishes his self-

eonaciousneas, and frustrates hia aspirations to realise himself as a

person. The originality of Stirner*s critique resides in its philosophical

assumptions rather than in its target, for by 1642 criticism of the Prussian

reflate and Its sterile ideology was spreading among liberals and reformer*

of ail camps. £timer, however, belonged to no camp. (Ai though he was

a member of too inner circle of "die Praiaa" which gathered around the

Bauer® and their close associates, his intimacy with toe letter seeas to

have been less of an actively political nature than it was personal,

social, and, for a time, intellectual; having virtually broken with the

group after 1645, he 'took no part whatever in the events of 1648). If

he rejected thy dominant Goethco-Hegelian civilisation of the German

patricians, he was equally contemptuous of toe rising pretensions of

the national bourgeoisie. Like Stendhal, he offered his own solution

as an alternative both to the tyr&nay which was passing and to toe

Philistinism toich was taking its place. While, in education, he

recognised toe partial merit of toe "realist* pedagogy, which was
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conspicuously the educational philosophy of the »iddle-cla»s, of

commerce, Kid of indue trl&liem, his final Judgment was that the

r.-nliats, despite their egalitarian professions and their declared

antagonism to privilege, were, like the humanists, enemies of

individualism, cud that, in their subservience to convention and

their suspicion of non-cc»nforalty, they were no bettor than their

betters.

The "Realism* whose educational Influence &timer aeplorufi had

its philosophical origins outside G&raany, in Rousseau*© "mile*.*"
Admittedly, the idea of popular education, enunciated by Luther but

neglected by his successors, hod long been current, bat apart from

the experiments of Royhor in Gotha and Freneke at Halle, German

education remained exclusively classical until the growth of the

"Realschulen" in the latter half of the Light©en to Century. The

first of these, Hacker1 a "SkonomlMti-astovm^ tisch* Raalcehulo*, which

was founded in 174? in Berlin, responded to toe demand for & new typo

of education to meet the exigencies of modern life by offering mechanics,

architecture, drawing, and various industrial courses, in addition to

th® ordinary school subjects. 11'though toe increasing wealth of the

cities and the expansion of trade ensured the spread of the Realsehulea

and the development of realistic studies, a further two decades were to

«lapa» before the philosophical presuppositions of realism began to b©

recognised, the germinal idea* derive chiefly from Rousseau, the

hoetill ty to too upper-clans civilisation of the ancien regime, too

indifference to the formal values of purely intellectual pursuits,
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the importance attributed to the external, natural world; these

characteristic Ideas, which colour Rousseau's entire educational

theory, (we to exercise a profound influence on the development

of realism In Uertnwny, Th® "Phileathropini&tie" mvrmmi, inspired

by Basedow and supported by public man of the calibre of Gasp® and

■eon 2edlits, and employing the notions of "play" and "utility" to

give direction to studies essentially modem in content, represented

the earliest practical application of Rousseau* 8 naturalism.

It is in the writings of Rousseau's two greatest apostles, Kant

and Pestalossl, however, that the controlling doctrines of later

realism are most clearly anticipated, for the Kantian conception of

public education governed by the ideal of & perfect eoMsaunity of self-

determining beings and the Pestalosaiaa consecration of universal

education, growing from its roots in personal activity and concrete

experience, are the immediate progenitors of Nineteenth Century

realist educational philosophy. The partial incorporation of these

ideals into the German educational system of the post-Napoleonic

renaissance was mainly duo to the authority of Fichto, who, a fervid

disciple of Kant in the domain of moral philosophy, was an absolute

follower of Paetalosci in that of education. If the Universities and

the Gyanaslen remained strongholds of academic humanism, the lesser

place occupied by the H&alschulen ma elementary schools was increasingly

pervaded by the naturalistic activism of Pestalessi, whoso principle©

and methods, officially sponsored for a time by Baron von Stein and

Suvam aid later widely disseminated by the rise of Training Colleges,
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wore essentially those underlying the bourgeois pedagogy which

stirner characterised md condemned,

Stirner's delineation of realism is meticulous and complete*

He parcelves that the interests of the realist, being wholly grounded

in the immediate local situation of the human subject, do not suffer

the alienation which, in the case of the classicist, results from his

devaluation of present existence in deference to an ancient culture.

"While ha has failed to emancipate himself fro® his tenancy of bis own

temporal civilisation, the realist has at least escaped from the

oppressive incongruity of a foreign civilisation. •Hence ......

a padagogy ca»e into favour, which .... satisfied the universal need

to find one's way about in one's environment ©ad in one's age.* '

This intensified awarenesss of md Involvement in "his environment and

his ago", in his specific physical and social environment, accounts

for tea realist' 5 conception of knowledge. Knowledge Is not of forms,

but of things. It is gained, not by submersion in tee thoughts of

classical authors, but by direct acquaintance with tee objects of

sense-experience. Since "reel" knowledge is knowledge of life,

knowledge must "penetrate life®.

In Stirrer's words, the realist® believe that "knowledge must be

livwd*.^ The "life" which must give content to our Ideas is the life

of experience, constituted by our sense-impressions, and so to "live

knowledge" we must attend, not to the formal characteristic* of the

world, which, since they are universal, are essentially abstracted

fro® all reference to our distinctive society, but to tee date of
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the world, which, being indieaolubly particular, are wholly and

necessarily identified with the special environment of ourselves

as expertants, The "nature" which is the concern of the educator

Is the external natural universe as it exists and is known to his

society, and the elemental but developing human nature of the pupils

of his generation. He does not seek knowledge of nature for its

own sakes the realist prizes knowledge because it is the implement

vhoroby he can understand, rjnd 00 dominate and exploit, his natural

surroundings. Realistic knowledge is the knowledge of the practical

man who Is preoccupied by the struggle to wrest security and wealth

from his impersonal environment, which he sees ns the obstacle which

scientific and technical research will assist hie. to overcome,4 If

he is successfully to manipulate the objective world of things in

which he moves and lives, the realist must be prepared to study its

structure and phanoaona. This study will be "realistic education,*

During the thirty ye«r» before Stimer wrote his essay, those

ideas had been gaining acceptance in varying degree® at the various

levels of Gorman education, Influ-nti 1 man, such as Wolf and

Sebulse, had canvaeeed the notion of m "all-round" education which

would aaka students* minds receptive to the beat In both humanistic

and scientific knowledge, and their efforts had been reflected, if

not in the Quivers!ties, where philological studies remained supreme,

at least partially in the curriculum of the Gymnasien, But while

eoac authentically "realiatic" modifications of secondary education

were aduinls tretiveLy effected! (e,g, the introduction of Gorman,

mathematics, history, geography, and natural science into the examea
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pro faculteto docandi of the Gyimaei&llehrer), these changes wore

renewed nugatory as long as exclusively linguistic disciplines

continued to predominate in the Universities, entrance to which

governed die aspirations of the majority of students in the Gyauaaaisnj

and in any case, by lijgp there was growing & vigorous official reaction

against the realistic and encyclopaedic conceptions of the preceding

decades. Thus the realism against which I timer inveighs was

essentially a movement whose achievements ware to bo sought in the

loss privileged strata of toe educational system.

Protected in some measure by their very obscurity from the

political disturbances which so harassed the Univorsiti s, the

elementary schools mad the son-classical secondary schools were

Quietly adopting and developing th. realistic principles, in their

curricula as wdl as in their methods of instruction. In the cultural

crisis which ho la analysing Stirtur iduntiflaw only two protegonistas

education is hori sontelly divided between th... forces, of aristocratic

humanism, controlling the superior educational Institutions, and those

of bourgeois realism, steadily permeating the junior and humbler areas
n

of education. Certainly, in lower- and middle-class education all

over Germany realistic methods rapidly mad© headway. Many of the

new generation of primary teachers were trained in th© principles of

Pastaloasi, so that elementary education came to be less and lees

verbal and increasingly practical, even, to the extent of including

manual skills as customary subjects of Instruction, Viewing thv

child as f*&n organism within m organism" - us an individual creature

of multifarious aptitudes, whose posslbiliti e could only be
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realised in hi. functioning as en efficient member of productive

society - realistic educators s tressed equally the need for ©elf-

activity, for stimulating the spontaneous evolution of the pupil* 8

native powers, end the nmd for an education which would equip the

child with that knowledge of physical, biological, find social

processes without -«hich he could not effectively contribute to a society

whose life was founded on the axiom that mankind must learn successfully

to adapt itself to the order of nature,

Mankind must also learn, however, to sgoloy nature. Sine®

realism was essentially » utilitarian philosophy which urged the

instrumental role of human knowledge, for it to acknowledge that there

«••>© any aspect of nature that did not come within the scope of human

enterprise would have b.mi to acknowledge failure. Only by intro¬

ducing hi© pupil to every department of reality (by providing, in

Froobal*; words, "eine fellsettigs Lsbeneeignung"} can the teacher

ensure that the future adult will be adequately prepared to encounter

and cops with the innumerable xigencioe of life. How, Stirnor saw

th t tola attempt to make education a comprehensive preparation for

life was historically connected with toe movement to make education

comprehensive in another sense. the humanists* distrust of tow new

methods was well-founded. The Europe which the realists anticipated,

and for which they paved toe way, was Bineteenth-Cwntury Europe, too

Europe of railways, of toe 2ollvorein, and of middle-class enfranch¬

isement, a Europe whoso trade, industry, politics, wars, and empires

made up toe "life" in toich talddlo-claea lawyers, scientists,
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merchants, craftsmen, and admifftetrator® would decisively

participate - a modern, competitive, practical life, la which the

uwr&g* industrious mm of ff*r-from-urls tocratic pretension© could

"find himself»B In tot; now £uropet the tr&aifciouui hierarchies

would not go unchallenged# Stimer rightly Identifies the French

Revolution" as the great crisis which ensured the permanence end

eventual victory of the new values, for it was too Revolution which

both precipitated the democratic political ideals associated with

realism and pros©tod its eeaia&i experiments in popular education#

the Revolution h&a suthorltotivuiy propagated to© idea of universal

education, and it was to remain in currency# But if freedom and

equality wer«s the ideals of to© Revolution, they were no loss the

Ideals of realism. In the realist* a view, the world is m impersonal

quarry from ifcich all s;en are free to haw the materials they need,

unconstrained by artificial social or political restrictions, while,

precisely because their environment is inhuman (and hence impartial),
sea enjoy & natural parity of opportunity in to® business of life,

an education which recognises man*a natural freedom and equality

must be both practical and universal.

In what ways was the educational philosophy of realism on overt

response to the mounting aspirations of the German bourgeoisie? For

S timer, toe moral and intellectual judgments of toe realist were

patently the judgments of toe ambitious bourgeois who, finding his

enterprise frustrated by to# values of an aristocratic society,
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sought ia the world of physical nature an arena in which ha could

release his energies and give then profitable employment. Con¬

cerned as he was to wrest subsistence from his environment, h®

demanded an education Which would equip hist with those quellties

of robust independence and vigorous resolution without which he

could not hope to engage successfully in the arduous competition

th-t ho would have to sect. Moreov»r, the conviction that he

possessed basic and inalienable rights as a human being reinforced

in him an eauberunt individualism which was utterly hostile to the

old traditions of deference end humility.

d timer realisec, however, that realistic education is not

designed to produce e mere rabble of contending egoists. The

realistic virtues are not only those of the successful entrepreneur*

they are also the virtues of ths "useful citisen*, for the virtuous

tradesman is honest and law-abiding as well as energetic and far-

sighted. He is toe "sensible* or shrewd man, who knows how to

reconcile private interest and public good. He is the sum whose

domestic and commercial or professional life is conducted according

to solemn "principles*, to inculcate which is the work of education.

Because too realist's position in life is founded on his ability to

deal with facte, and not with abstractions or speculative fancies,

the educator will serve him best by introducing him to and extending

his knowledge of the natural world of object*, events, and processes,

and by assisting him to organise hia "positive;, material* knowledge

in such a way that he is enabled to exploit it to the maximum.
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.But sine© mm the b«Bt-inforaad bourgeois cannot fully us© his

powers if h© lacks stability of character, the educator will also

strive to nourish in hi® the qualities of thrift, sobriety, patience,

diligence, asd honesty,

Ihus naturalism, which began in Rousseau as a romantic protest

against the artificial civilisation of a highly urban tristoerucy,

re ched it® consummation in the Hinet©enth~C«atury idea of the prudent

bourgeois, in whom the virtues of patriotism tad self-interest are

decently united. Stimer1 a abrupt rejection of the humanist

tradition is matched by his iardu cable hostility to realism. Having

repudiated the notion of a hierarchical culture governed by primordial

distinctions of status and privilege, he no lass conclusively severs

himself from the contemporary altornntive, a society founded on the

belief fch&t in commercial and industrial expansion lies the key to

human progress. For &timer, the "practical* activity of the

bourgeois is not the purposeful vitality of the free man, for the

bourgeois pursuit of private gain 1® mechanical and prosaic; it is

the parochial self-seeking of the obscurantist, who identifies

salvation with acquisition end. equates knowledge with information

©bout markets and merchandise. He who will appropriate and exploit

the world must first understand it. He must undertake the work of

cystomatiestion, analysis, generalisation - in a word, "abstraction#*
- which the realist abhors but without which the world cannot be

fully apprah«aded and controllad.
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She realist's unUvgpaiisa to philosophy, and. to all coatum-

plutiv» or formal activity, is myopic, for it amounts to & refusal

to uxp%rianco toe world which h<* seeks to manipulate - a refusal

which is all the *or» perverse sines the formal encQapassaent of

the world is & oecessaay condition of its appropriation sad

assimilation* In his revolt from humanism, the realist has only

replaced toe artificial by the eu* crUciftl* If the- knowledge

inculcated by realistic education is inert and banal, sad lacking

in toe freely speculative ana creative qualities of true knowledge,

this is because the realist himself lucks originality and depth*

Like the hvm*iOist, ho is no more than a "creature". Believing

himself to be free* he is enslaved by tow very morel principles

on toe. rigidity of which he prides himself so naively. Pro¬

claiming his equality with all mm, h«* is blinc. to too fact that

such equality is trivial, for he hue not yet realised that too

freedom md equality which can b« coal"erred fro® outside oneself

are empty md false* True freedom aau true ©quality, like all

principles which characterise the sovereign "person", dwell only

in toe personality of the self-governing Individual, who, in

affirming too®, is manifesting tow resources of his individuality.
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PiWPfor, 5

The jgorid of the K.rsoncljst

As the first substantial, independent expression of Sttrner* a

thought, the essay oa education has peculiar importance, While much

of it is inevitably consented with the refutation of humanien and

realism, the two great public philosophies of education, the essay

also furnishes a positive statement of 8tirner*s original philosoph¬

ical ideas which ie complete enough* and vivid enough, to be of

ifiut.enDe value to anyone interested in the evolution of his mature

philosophy. If the debt which he owes to the Ideological climate

in which he was nurtured la clear, the degree to which he has already

liberated hisssclf from its influence is clearer still. For the

ft rot time, it is possible to ascertain the outlines of a definite,

coherent view of' th« world and of human personality, Within the

compass of an essay explicitly devoted to an educational theme 1timer

had not the space to work out all the implications of his position,

but the position itself is conclusively established, and it is seen

to be very close to that from which (albeit with still greater vigour

and perspicuity) he launched himself in "ver &insige",

the logical structure of Stimer* s essay, elthough perhaps super¬

ficial, is not accidental, Like much of "Lor i-inaigc", it is maxiced

by a facile adherence to the Hegelian form® of the trlcdle progression

of thought, wheroby ©very truth is supposed to here three aspsets or
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stages, of which the firt two, affirmation and negation, are partial

aspects, while the third, synthesis, is a final unification of these

contradictory elements. this is not a doctrine which Stimer

formally embraces. K&thor, this conception of truth uni Iding

itself dialoctically is one which unconsciously colours the expression

of his thought, but does not fundamentally nodify its substance.

His method, if such a word cun be used of what is essentially a

literary framework for bis thoughts, consists of prefacing the state*

meat of his ow views by an examination of two historically prior,

contradictory views from which ha regards his own && merging. %at

this synthesis is deemed to be no more compromise is evident from hie

immediate ctustigetion of Heineius1 attempted "Kontordat" between

humanism -nd realism as pernicious and ignoble, for what is required

is not an expedient settLesssent arrived at by ooa;pounding the two

hostile doctrines, but a genuinuly now and positive solution issuing

spontaneously from their conflict} this solution is "personalise;".

The tri«dic scheme, in which, by a kind of interior dynamic, the

opposition of two principles in made to yield a higher unity harmon¬

ising but transcending both, is used explicitly or implicitly by

Stiraer in several stages of his argument. Thus, in their attitudes

to philosophy, the dogmatism of the humanists is contrasted with the

scepticism of the realists, both being supplanted by what may fairly

be called the mysticism of the personalist. Similarly, if literary

culture is opposed to concrete, realistic culture, the unity that

lies beyond their difference, and gives this its mooning, is self-
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culture, ibr the distinction between the "formal* knowledge of the

on® and the "material" knowledge of the other only has significance

when seen in the lijit of the •absolute" knowledge of self-conscious

will. The different social systems of *&ich the reapactive

educational theories are manifestations also illustrate the tri&dic

pattern, ?h© anarchist Stimer challenges the Ideal® associated

with aristocracy and democracy alike, assorting that the artificial

society of privileged uurope will resist the naturalistic values of

commercial Jsurope until both are reconciled in the •personal* civil¬

isation which will purge end supersede them, The highly integrated

and stratified society of the Renaissance p riad will be finally

replaced, not by the centrifugal competition of clashing interests

established by the Industrial Involution, but by a world in which

unity and diversity ©re equally realised in the lives of autonomous,

self-creative individuals.

Other features of Stirn-r's presentation exhibit the soma dialect¬

ical trinity, Miy is the humanists1 exaltation of literary knowledge

barren and untoward? For the very reason that m condemn the emaciated

•practical" knowledge of the realists, namely because it is bi&sed end

incomplete, because it represents the attempt of a single phase of

human nature to monopolise our antire personality. Since "•'fstion
must do justice to our nature as a unified, coherent whole, the

apparently mutually exclusive character of humanlua and realism offer®

us an alternative which is in fact false. Fulfilment lives neither

in abstract -theory nor in unmfleetlv© practice, cut only in
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combustion of two contradictory doctrines cm be no mere fusion of

the two, for such & fusion would lack authentic unity and vitality!

it would be & "sin against the spirit of the mutter",1 'what, then,

are the terse of the genuinely original philosophy of education

which issues from the conflict of humanism and refell ass depicted by

Stirnert Perhaps ite .ost striking feature - although in the light

of its author's connection with the l;«ng Hegelion movement scarcely

& surprising feature - io the extant to which Stimer still relies

upon charnctorlBticaily Hegelian concepts and vocabulary# At this

stage of his thought, the conceptual apparatus of Hegel is still the

instrument which he uncritically employs in his analysis of the

individual self and its relation to human knowledges and society#

Hie us© of the traditional terminology, however, serves only to

conceal the crucial re-orientation that he has effected, for the

fulcrum on which his conceptual apparatus now rests, and from which

he is preparing to overthrow tha whole Hegelian system, is no longer

the idea of on Absolute, transcending the relativity of individuals,

but the vary idos of the impenitent individual, self-sufficient and

self-determined, which, as the nodal ldoa of his philosophy, invests

the traditional concepts with & fundamentally altered and revolution-
is

ary meaning#

Thus, whereas for Hegel "Spirit" signifies fch t one Immutably

homogeneous and infinite substance underlying all forms of natural sad

spiritual life, Stirner employs the same concept in a palpably

different sense. He would and does attribute to Spirit the typically
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Hegelian ch*r eteristics - Spirit Is absolute unity, eternal end

self-determining* but While the Spirit of Bagel is that reality

underlying the entire universe, the Spirit to which otimer

addresses himself is the unique, inner reality of the individual

person alone, in his essential privacy end singularity. The

classical Heg«Ii«n concept of sdf-oonseiouaaesa undergoes a similar

transformation at Stirrer's hands. While for Stirrer, as for Hegel,

self-consciousnass remains the highest form of knowledge, it is for

him a form of knowledge vfeieh culminates and is realised, not in some

Absolute Idea, but by suffering a total metamorphosis in its passage

through the occult, silences of the individual self, whence it emerges

as the selr-conscious of & sovereign person. In these and other

way®, although continuing to operate with the familiar and, in his

milieu, intelligible Hegelian categories, Stimer firmly transfers the

centre of gravity of his systsa frm knowledge to will, from the

universal to the particular, from absolutism to individualism, and in

doing so ckssus the Rubicon which will divide hi® irreversibly frem

the amy of foung Hegelians to ebon his words are as yet directed.

The crux of Stimer's position is his conception of the self,

of the BIchn, on which is founded his general view of knowledge and

rcslity. la his theory of the self, as in his metaphysics, he

proclaims an extreme dualism* There are two utterly disparate realms,

■the realm of Spirit sad thai of Mature, which am strictly iaeosKon-

sureble but between which relations nevertheless exist end function.

Thus the personality of a human being, while it is rooted in Spirit,
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manifests itself in concrete fora in the order of Nature, and a

human being, who lives, moras, suffers, sad rejoices in the natural

world of physical experience, yet retains in the inmost sphere of

his being a spiritual centre not directly accessible to the events

and processes of the external world# Since it is Spirit which is

the source of my identity, that which is not of ssy Spirit is wholly

or partially foreign to my being, while in so far as I m. pure

Spirit I m autonomous or sovereign, positing and *comprehending*

myself. As Spirit I m eternal (i.e. outside tl-e) and absolute,

in contrast to the temporality, contingency, and relativity of

external Nature. As pure identity, ay Spirit is free from the heter¬

ogeneity and the ensuing contradictions of the natural world, and as

Infinite Spirit, I m essentially free from its limitations and

constraints.

Stirrer's conception of Spirit is not on easy one to apprehend,

chiefly because the characteristics which he attributes to Spirit

are highly formal and mainly arrived at by dint of negating the formal

characteristics of thy objective, natural world. It is, however,

necessary and proper thst hi® conception should bo. negative and formal,

sines in his view it is of tho essence of Spirit that it should possess

both these characteristic®. In his own words, woniy in nb." traction is

there freedom".-*' since for Stirner abstraction, i.e. the purely formal

process of analysis, classification, and generalisation, is the route

by which all material knowledge is assimilated to Spirit, and the

means whereby the *Ich" reduces and incorporates foreign external

nature is by abolishing the concrete specificity of its dements by
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a process of progressive formalisation. bhat, then, is the "Spirit*

of an individual, in which his identity is grounded? It is dearly

not hie body, or any of his physical characteristics* It is not to

be sought in his social nature, in hie relations with others end with

society. It is not to bs analysed in terms of his feelings: as an

motioaal creature, for the Spirit is pure inteimllty, unmoved by the

pleasures and miseries which affect the empirical self. It is not

the same as, or inaeed any pert of, his cognitive faculties! wo are

told that knowledge, when transfersad into Spirit, is "killed*, as If

the two forces were Inherently incompatible. the Spirit of an

individual is not his "willH the- transfiguration of knowledge into will

is not immediate and direct, but rather sustains an interregnum, during

which knowledge is buried and will procreated in the fertile sepulchre
4

of the Spirit. Nor is Spirit in any sense to be equated with self-

consciousness, although the will which it engenders is self-conscicus

will. In fact, Stimer characterises Spirit as the very opposite of

all consciousness, using at various times the words "unconscious",

"unrufiective", "hcthe", and *forgetfulness", and declaring that

knowledge, in becoming Spirit, must divest itself of all it© qualities

m thought. Incorporeal, devoid of all social or Bsaotianal content,

and representing the- absolute' negation of will and intellect - whet,

then, is Spirit? Apart from acknowledging it a© to© origin and

meaning of personal identity, is there anything that c n be said, or

known about it? m seem irresistibly driven to conclude either

that it is something unique and ineffable, or that it is slaply nothing.



m sight even conclude that m avowed abstraction, which cannot be

formulated or positively ualified, simply Nothing, & co aelusion

which would be amply fortified by the language of dtimer himself.

Tha entry of knowledge into the purity of the Spirit is described

as a "death", in which knowledge "declines" or "sinks down"}

elsewhere it id described as a kind of funeral pyre on which material

knowledge is dissolved into ashes, Ihe language throughout depicts

the life'of the Spirit as essentially and utterly located la oblivion.

Is Stlrner perhaps using the conception of Spirit with the suae

intent as many writers have conventionally used the word "soul",

formally to denote the source of personal identity, without being

able to characterise that source further in an intelligible or

informative way? the abstract and fugitive nature of Stimer*e

conception might nourish tola view, which, however, could not be

accepted for a moment by anyone sensitive to the animating principle

of his position, Stimer is concerned, not merely to furnish m

analysis of human identity, but chiefly to illustrate and justify

the id&a. of the omnipotence and uniqueness of tho self-sufficient

individual, end to suggest his final irresponsibility. In the

conception of Spirit i© implied a complete heltanschauung, constitut¬

ing a deification of individuality, since in th singularity of ay

Spirit, X enjoy all the principal attributes of a God; ay Spirit is

eternal, absolute, infinite, autonomous, and creative of all truth

and beauty; so that, in ayself, I m exempt from th canons of

Unitude sad materiality, and can eternally recreate myself in
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total Isolation from the external world of physical nature.^
Stlrnsr'e conception of personal identity is certainly not

offered «a » purely formal conception, devoid of all moral or aate-

physic&l significance. If it it- in effect purely formal, and barren

of all content, this 1» intentionally so, since otirner wishes to

epitomise the nothingness, the asphyxia which lies at the confluence

of human personality. True freedom, which consists in the total

deliverance of the self from all externality, fro» every vestige of

the world as given in sensation, thought, and feeling, implies &

self *foose existence is eiaply oblivion, without adaixture or

qualification of any kind. In the words of "Dor iin&ige", two years

l~-ter* "Finally, and in general, one must know how to 'put everything

out of one's aind', if only so as to bo able to go to sleep."

Nothing could be acre erroneous, however, than to presume that a

self which cannot be named or qualified, whose essence is so inaccess¬

ible to consciousness end which has its being beyond the limits of

all experisnce, must therefore be a passive nullity, bereft of any

genuine role in the functioning of personality. The self is indeed

impenetrable and ineffable, a nothingnessj but it is emphatically a

7
"creative nothingness*. In oonethlng like the way whereby the

"Unconscious" of Freud, having absorbed, digested, and effaced (from

consciousness) my early exparienc&s, any continue Insensibly but

decisively to govern ay feeling* and conduct, so the "unconscious

Spirit" of £timer's self, while remaining in Itself absolutely

impervious to knowledge nd esaotion, yet originates, directs, and



defines the intellectual sad volitional life of my overt

personality - by very virtue of the fact thr.t the inner being of

my unconscious Spirit is continuously nourished by the outward

experiences which, asaimll-ted by my empirical self, are wholly

consumed, dissolved, sad annihilated into the remotest oblivion of

the Spirit, Like the "somnambulism* of a Hitler, ay Ufa, whose

exterior and flagrant manifestation i© th. t of naked, doslnnt will,

springs from the sscrot nd oapty r..cesses of a self evacuated of

all consciousness*

Now, if the Idea of a self which is pure Spirit, devoid of all

positive characteristics and yet the ground of self-identity, is a

difficult idea to decipher, that of & self whose essence is nihility

sad yet from which there maaaatea, as & river from its well, the

entire shifting stream of human personality and conduct, is darker

still, 5timer's doctrine of the relationship between the nuclear,

metaphysical self sad the empirical human nature of the active subject

is, if not actually a contradiction, at bist a superb enigma which his

own tireless adversions to the topic serve only to deepen. On the

one hand, the inner Spirit of the individual self is depicted as a

kind of rift or fissure in existence, an instantaneous vacuus- in which

all possibilities are momentarily extinguished; on the oth r, Stirner

ascribes to this nothingness an operative role, indeed » *u/>r*»e r&U,
in the trsns&ctione whwreby positive, concrete knowledge Is appro¬

priated and made "persone!" to the essential Spirit of the self, in

which it is disdp&ted end than reconstituted as self-conscious will.
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But if the ultisuto principle of selfhood is an "absence*,

a deletion of all concrete and specific being, the question arises

bow knowledge can, in any for®, survive the violence of the passage

through such a self, and in what sens©, if any, the will which

energy from this "creative nothingness* can be eaid to be Continuous

witji the knowledge fro® whose destruction it is supposed to be generated#

Stimer seems to talk as if the date of knowledge assimilated by the

self act as a kind of raw material fro® which the emergent will is

aufflofaow aanuf&eturad in the inter®udintu workshop of Spirit, although

this raw autorial bus been utterly annihilated es & condition of its

entry into Spirit. Only in the most oblique and metaphorical

language does ho ..ortray the internal dynamic by which the abstract

nothingness of Spirit becomes the ia&edl&te author of the will of the

concrete, free parson* Perhaps, howev.r, it is not to b..- w-oected

that he should at this stage fonsulute every article of his th-Jor««

in unambiguous detail, since his account of selfhood occurs after all,

not in th* context of a treatise on uetephyslcal psychology, but in an

essay addressed to a vivid social and political theme, in which that

account serves Chiefly as & necessary psychological background agsinet

which certain educational issues say b® viewed in clearer perspective#

Perhaps the meaning of Sterner1 s doctrine of selfhood ie to be sought

in the moral, political, sad educational consequences which proceed

fro® it. This does not exempt hi® fro® the obligation to elucidate

hie doctrine on sob© aore appropriate occasion - a task which he

undertook two years later in *Der kinsige"#
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It would be wrong to rag»rd Stimer us aiming in this essay

on education to cut out and integrate all the features of & philo¬

sophical system, and tJion to bo dismayed because he has not worked

out the implications of every principle of his systom. Rather, it

is more fruitful to regard hi® as struggling to express an insight,

an intuitive pereon&X vision of a possible human character, the

vision of an autonomous end Self-sufficient individual who is the

source of his own value, witch he confers upon himself, and whose

momentary personality is causal*ssly fluctuating and reconstituting

itself, because it is infallibly rooted in the original oblivion of

his own ultimate nature. If, in delivering himself of his insight,

he finds it necessary to render some account of the world in which

toe free individual lives and moves, and of his knowledge of that

world, the philosophy of nature and of human knowledge which energe

troth this account must be understood to bo of mainly auxiliary

significance* Thus, while it is possible to reconstruct the most

general features of the environment Which furnishes the material of

toe individual's experience, Stimer*a allusions to tie environment

toad to be jejune and peripheral* Clearly, however, tow world is

conceived to be not merely our natural, physical surroundings, but

also, for Stlrnor's purposes, toe moral and social environment in

which too individual finds himself and toe intellectual or cultural

milieu with which ha has to come to terms* Stirner's references

to toe environment are couched in a recognizably materialistic idiom*
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This natural world (inducting th. cultural and social world) is a

positive, existing fact, external to and different from th# personal

nature of the human subject, whose inner spirituality is utterly

incongruwnt with the spatio—t«aporal universe in which it is

ayeteriously incarnated* because the given "stuff1" of the «orld is

an absolute, egregious objactivity, it appears to the subject as &

refractory "foreign* element from the tutelage of which he must learn

to disengage IrtiBtlf, in order effectively to coerce and manipulate it.

For the salient feature of our environment ie that it can be exploited

and controlled. "The sole educations value of all given materiel is
8

that children can learn to initi to some Using wi%i it, to uoe it."

The process by which toe nateriel data of the external world are

directed od appropriated is the process of cognition. For htimer,

cognition is a supremely formal activity, in which wo reduce to# given

facts of poeitlvistic experience to a system of abstract concepts, in

to is way tresspassing the banality of material reality to arrive at its

essential meaning* Only by abstracting from too particular data can

we reach universal truths, end only by progressive g&nercli nation can

wo transcend vulgar experience cad induce it to divulge its authentic

design. The process of abstraction plays a crucial part in toe

dialectic of knowledge, which, so long as it remains merely knowledge,

ie necessarily both form! and universal* formal, in so far «s it is

concerned with repretaatation and conceptualisation, end universal, in

the sans# that it is validly concerned with all toe date, of experience

as well as in to© sense that the concepts which are ite goal must bacon#

increasingly Universal as they become increasingly abstract*
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It la barn. "Knowledge®, no loader primarily cognitive, bus bocoss©

that a^f-ooaeciousacs© which cm alone iapart urgency and stridency

to my selibar&te conduct.

Such, then, is tea individual's cosmic situation, and such i© hia

knowledge of it. The ontologies! sad ©pistemologiccl prei&ises of

Stiraer*s position are, however, of secondary importance} ho is chiefly

agitated by the morel ana social conclusions which ho draws from these,

and of which these are th® indispensable rational foundation. Bio climex

to which his argument leads, and by which he is throughout obsessed, is

his revelation of an entirely new human character, the demands of whose

unique personality constitute a man -ate for the total trcnsdrmstlom of

our ethical ideas, for Stimer's whole essay is in fact designed as the

preamble to a revolution in the eye ten of received morality. The

governing conception of his morel philosophy la that of the ultimate

irresponsibility of the free individual. Keying emancipated himself

from all external determination, the individual enjoy* absolute moral

autonomy, unregulated by any laws, ©von by the laws of his own being,

since his being is in a state of perpetual fermentation, constantly and

momentarily dissolving and regenerating itself in accordance with the
9

unfathomable fluctuation* of the Spirit. Stirner'a position is on®

of extreme indeterslaim. Hot only is the individual free from the

material causation of the positive, eternal world, but ha is efcU to

annihilate the very objectivity of his physical environment and iacor orale

it Irrevocably into th© substance of his personal existence* For this
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reason, tiic amice of personalise cannot be classified by the simple,

orthodox morel categories, Because there Is nothing, either within

or without, that can servo to give regular motivation to his conduct,

the personalist will pursue no listed ends. His end will b, neither

pleasure, nor virtue, nor knowledge, nor power, although it may "<*-> all

of those things. The specific goals which he freely adopts and

relinquishes will ramain for him fbgacious ;-.nd provisional, completely

dependent on the contingent circumstance of his arbitrary and

instantaneous choice.

While the individual is impervious to all aoroi determination,

perhaps even because of this, his conduct will bo marked by strength

of will and self-control. In the absence of stable, permanent objectives,

his choice of particular goals is ail too soro deliberate, and he will

pursue th -i>u all th« more resolutely, botn in his consciousness that they

represent his personal, unpruscribed enterprises and in his recognition

of tfcido as iaaediata, definite, sad concrete objects of pursuit,*0 The

will of too personalist is hetorog noon* and opportunist, but It is not

mutinous. It remains fully ana continuously subject to the daeraas of

hie "sovereign character". The pwraonalist Is free to bo a "creator",

because his will is subordinate neither to toe authority of others nor

to principles of his own. Indeed, if he wore not literally an

unprincipled opportunist,1* he could not bo truly in command of himself.

Thus, the ethics of personalim ore inherently egoistic, ftirnar'a

"personalisto v4ii ba an ©gaiat, not in toe canoe that he will
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consistently and ruthlessly pursue his own selfish material

interests in the manner of a Hobbesien individual or the "economic

©an" of the classical economists (although of course he ©ay choose

to practise this as one form of self-nanifeefcation), but in the

sons© that he will be prepared to «olitt every object and exploit
12

any experience a® a ©cans of attesting his self-conocious individuality.

His very being is to be conscious of himself as toe inalienable centre

ssnd end of his own s«.lf-8ufficiont activity, and to create, by the

unaccountable exertions of his self-will, too universe in which he

can determine and express his uscondit. one! individuality. Therein

lies the explanation of Stimer* s contempt for knowledge that is

"will-less* and of his parallel insistence that the free will must

be self-conscious, ibr only that 411 which is infused by to©

instinctive knowledge cf its own self-possession can adopt and

accomplish its masterful purposes with the characteristic self-

confidence of to© oonipotent person.

To th© extent that toe personalist strives to realise hi®

diverse potentialities and achieve complete edf-eacprcasion in a

multiplicity of ways, his activity might scua to rosaable that

advocated by certain kinab of later idealist, cuch as T.H. Green,

too holds tost the true good of ©very sen is to realise his bdLng

as & member of a society of self-conscious persona. This partial

resemblance is, however, ••juito specious, toils a society composed

of "persons" in Stlrner's sense is certainly possible and toil® he

would regard participation in such a society as one among other media
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of personal self—agression, his specific choice of social inter¬

course as a field in -which to realise his potentialities as a person

will alweys be; provisional and contingent. Since ha will never

recogniao th. t society has any absolute claims upon his identity and

since the purposes to which ha cares to address himself are deter¬

mined only by his private, transient, cod immediate acts of will, the

personaliat will bw essentially a-social or (since he is superior to

too ends for which men enter human society, as to all fixed or pre¬

determined ends) supra-social# furthermore, the personal!,, t would

deny too possibility of a "true ©ood", far lose a "cooaon good", as

the very notion of "good* implies a standard transcending and sur¬

passing hie own single existence# This the personalist, who is

author of his own morality, will not acknowledge. Objective values

are for him totally meaningless. Holding himself, like Nietssche'st

Superman, "beyond good end evil*, he wsy well be unjust by objective

standards, for these art- merely the atead&rcie of other people, whether

as individuals or society, end as such they are wholly irrelevant to

his own will# the conceptions of "virtue" and "vice* will be

similarly unintelligibla to the personalis!. His overt behaviour

may indeed exemplify toe qualities to which an external observer

would assign the names, "Iflhre*, "courage*, "pride", or "avarice",

but this would imply a consistency of intention as well as a deference

to idasls which art equally foreign to his essential abandonment#



Clearly, the personnlist as Stirner conceives him must live in

a stst-a of extrace spiritual isolation# Creating his own moral order

from moment to moment by flats of hfe self-conscious will, denying tha

validity of all values other than those whose conditional efficacy he

himself constitutes by his contingent choice, and repudiating all

external claims upon hie i entity, his life will necessarily bs one

of astrangement, of ultimata alienation from every human and social

relationship# Because he can withdraw Xnatanfaineously into the

Impenetrable core of his being, into that realm of Spirit where he

is detached from th, flow of events and aloof from the clash of

personalities, he will bo .superior to mundane emotional vicissitudes

and in himself will know neither optimism nor pessimism, but only the

fecund narcosis of Spirit from which issues hi© serene egoism# But

if the deepest condition of the personxliat is one of uttsr dis¬

affection, how can Stimer envisage a "society1' of free persons at all?

How can tha ultimate insularity of the personalist be reconciled with

the vision of a society of free and equal persons, spontaneously

meeting the demands of a new kind of civilisation? Stimer

explicitly maintains that only the personalis t, the original agent

of a revolutionary culture, can bo the good citizen. How can a

personal!st culture be possible?

"If •each is perfect in himself1, then your community, your

social life, will also be perfect."*'"' "Vie are not yet everything,

when we act as members of society. Those two statements, from

the opening and from the closing lines of Stimer* s essay, illuminate
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the two aspects of his attitude to social life* On the one hand

he asserts not only that a personalist "society8 is in ©one sans©

possible but even that it <4.11 infinitely surpass six existing forms

of eocietyj while on the other he declares that salvation is finally

to be sought in the independent spirit of the exclusive individual*

The two conceptions are compatible, indeed correlative, because only

*«n who are "eternal characters* are capable of constituting the

perfect society. This racy bo a society very unlike the promiscuous

human mass that forms the stuff of which other societies are composed*

It will bs as different from these as great and solitary ships passing

one another on toe ocean are different from toe myriad shoals who

scuttle aimlessly beneath their keels* It will be a society of men

who, neither recognising ©ay claims upon their own individuality nor

asking any claims upon too individuality of others, are for this very

reason capable of communing freely and serenely with their pears*

Since it will be a society defined, not by its special social purposes,

but solely by the characters of the men who compose It, it will be

unlike any other society, and will be in fact a race of heroes, &

society of aortal goes. It will surpass both humanist society,

integrated as this is by the principle of hierarchy, and realist

society, wnich is diversified by to© competition of its fragmentary

atomic units, because it alone can realise that integrity in diversity

which is the chareataristic of a "personal* civilisation. In his

8Frei®uthB, the personal1st will transcend equally the "Uobermuth*
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of the realist and the •bwauth" of the humanist* Acknowledging no

external authority, he will yet be a better "citizen® thou either of

these, for his conduct will be the expression of the inner probity of

hie creative spirit. Since he cm recognise and respond to this

spirit when it is manifested in others} since manifestation of the

creative spirit, and not mere adherence to conventional forms or sere

ability to practise useful skills, is the criterion of true culture}

and since the spiritual self-manifestation of one person cannot

jeopardise or depredate that of any other person* only fey personalists

can a society bo constituted In which true freedom end true equality

are eternally realised,^-*
Stiraer#$ vision of a continent peopled by & dynnsty of indomitable

individuals should not be* understood &s merely a piece of empty rhetoric,

®n extravagantly Imaginative picture needing to be translated into &

lorn meigniloqumt language, whm bis unique -adumbration of en iminmt

md prodigious cultural re-birth would bo seen to be simply rucoaoend-

ations really only affecting the attitudes to life of a few exceptional

iaan and women, namuly the sympathetic readers of his article* Tha

notion that philosophy md education, by revolutionising thw characters

of mm, can utterly transform civilisation, re-founding its mor&l,

social, political, end economic relations on aa entirely new basis,

is a notion very typically found in amarchist literature of the

Hinwteenth Contury, infLusneod as this still was by the optimistic

rationalist of the ilaligh teamant* It is found in an early &a©rehist
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ilk® Godvia; half a century later Stirrer could believe In the

possibility of & catastrophic change in human nature which would

ushor in a new era of history; it 1® this belief in the apocalyptic

rol© of philosophy, formally stated in Hegelianissa and perversely

supplying the intellectual impetus to a series of European revolutions

until 1917t that import® urgency to the historic function Stirnor

assigns to education, throui^h education, which will destroy the

servile tnd the a&torial in the hearts of m®n, there will coma into

being a generation of vital, self-centred individuals, who will be

truly "persons" in their own right, and the creation of whom is the

sol© meaning and end of education, the end of education is neither

social, nor cultural, nor economic, but literally personal, in that

the significance of education to an individual is always and only its

efficacy in enabling him to know and assert his unique personality,

in vhleh the purpose of education is Absolutely realised,

Stimer says nothing directly of the con tont or sufag uct-mattor

of such m education, and makes only toe most general observations

about too methods his educator will employ in practising hie momentous

enterprise. Since his coneam to to a-diibit the authentic "::>.rinci->le"

of sound education, h© dose not consent to admit us to his thoughts on

such matters m too subjects and organisation of the curriculum, school

administration, educational equipment, or the techniques of instruction.

From his conception of the metaphysical, moral, and social contort of

education, it is, however, possible to anvisage the likely features
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distinctive of personal education, "Therefbr® let there b» no

•concordat between school md life1, but let the school be life,

and there, as outside it, let personal solf-st&oifeatafcion be the

goal. Lot the universal education of the school ba education for

freedom, not for subsisalvenose* to be free, that is truly to five.*^
Sine# the pupil is alive sad capable of iBnedlately exercising Mo free

individuality, the sc ool mu»t be mora than a preparation for life or a

model of life* toe teacher wist recognise that toe school Jjs the life

of too pupil, as he lives it lacwenturily and completely, end he must

b®»e his teaching on this irresistible fact. The teacher who has

reclined his self-conscious personality can minister to the self-

devalopaoat of hie pupils in virtually my circumstances, for these

are always sorely the circumstances in which and against which the

child learns to find himself. 11 though toe choice of appropriate

subjects of instruction can ini'om s curriculum relevant to too adult

needs of toe educand, and while & rich and stimulating physical

environment will certainly sot hinder the child*a quest for ©atf-

iaantity, to® woric of toe educator, who is striving to originate

person© free from slavery to habitual interests as well m from coercion

or ©eduction by their environment, is essentially independent of such

external, instruments! factors.

education is above all education of and by persons, to which to#

non-personal elements of to# curriculum nd school materials may con¬

tribute.- only in an «sillary role, while, then, to# pupil-teacher

relationship is for Stiroar to© climax and fulfilment of education,
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he nevertheless indicates how this relationship can be supported by

toe choice of favourable subjects of study. la this respect

person&list education will be distinguished by lie absolute catholicity,

livery sphere of human ©xperi%ne« should be represented la an education

fro© which nothing cap&blo of serving toe living needs of the pupil

must be excluded, since the ais is to give toe pupil what Hroebel

culled an *oiledtige Leb^seigauag* by refining and strengthening his

character a® a finished whole. Such an education will not be exclu¬

sively literary, exclusively practical, or exclusively speculative,

nor will any one fern of discipline predominate in what must become a

universal culture, but every kind of experience 'will unit# to ratify

the release of the child1® powers. Thus toe education of the person-

•list might comprise practical activities, involving toe physical

exercise of his motor skills; factual investigation of the many

branches of empirical science; toe development of his aesthetic

interests, in the visual arte sad music as wall as In literature;

and finally toe speculative knowledge a i tomissed by philosophy, but

developed by other formal studies such as mathematics and logic. M

education incorporating such constituent data would give the child

an orientation which would be truly universal, enabling hi® to create

hi® own attitude to toe tool® of reality sad not merely to a pro-

determined department of it.

The danger is that this universal education mi^ht degenerate

into something impossibly heterogeneous, its fragmentary components

disconnected by their very diversity. To arrest this danger, the
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diversity of th« child1 ss experience needs to he continually

confronted by the unimpaired unity of his aelf-coasciousness,

retaining its inner integrity <©d identity throuiJiout the educational

process, in which the complex wealth of objective experience servos

as the foil against which the child projects and so cosies to acknow¬

ledge the distinctness of hie own substantial personality* To be

sure, the child is in oduc&tiott Introduced to toe manifold life of

the external world sad he learns discrl&inativaly to interpret to©

natural objects of his experience* This is, however, only the first

stage of the learning process, which is not completed until the child

has literally subjected the objects of knowledge to his personal will

by deliberate abstraction. In personalist education, ton child learns

to coupart m& distinguish, to detect relationships, to systematise,

to classify, to identify similarities end establish correspondences,

to make deductionf., to symbolise, to co-ordinate, to generalise, In

short to undertake ail the fon.al wor-v of abstracting from given

material and so to change it that it absolutely reflects the pat torn

imposed by its dominant manipulator, Who has freed it from the recal¬

citrant influence of its external origins* The educational ideal

tot Stirner is propounding thus justifies his claim that it transcends

the dualism of humanists -no realists by reconciling their vital dements,

for he proposes to delivar toe catholicity of realistic Knowledge from

its subservience to material reality by investing it with the formal

values embodied in humanistic instruction. To realise this ideal,

however, requires teachers Who surpass the realists in methods sad
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techniques, -who excel the humanists in the universality of their

knowledge, md who are able to practise a revolutionary pedagogy by

virtue of the ascendancy of their self-conoduus will, A personal
17

education, in fact, requires touchers who are themselves personalisto.

In the lest analysis, then, th. universe of education is constituted

by portions, til of whoa, teachers end pupils alike, are the agents in the

educational process, which ultimately requires no other ingredients.

Sine© education is to be universal, excluding no child on either social

or intHiectu&l grounds, the teacher, who ought himself to have fattened

md realised the resources of his natur«, must be able to face a class

of children miscellaneous in temperament, ability, and background, but

ell flourishing an individuality .hich it is the teacher's ta.sk to explore,

to cultivate, and to enfranchise* At its best, tine commerce between

teacher and pupil will be the equal intercourse of free nature®, a

relationship in which each responds to the challenge offered by the

personality of the other; tucb .... .relationship afford® abundant

possibilities of self-developaent to both its members, and is lixai tod

only by toe proper deference shown by each to too other's inner privacy,

which must always remain finally inviolable. This is too euro

guarantee of true discipline, So institutional framework or code, far

loss any outward sy»to» of sanctions, can propagate that hcraony of

flourishing personal relationships which is the meaning of "discipline*.

Discipline is simply the tacit respect felt by the pupil for the

sanctity of the teacher's own indlwiduality, a respect which he knows

toe teacher to reciprocate, and which only a teacher too himself
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to earn ma mg&mt. It is this Gosstunion between ossentially

incoasiuaeurahl® beings that is the heart of true education, for it

is the only possible kind of eedi&tion by t&eens of which the child

cm cam, not to adopt this or that pattern of conduct, but simply
1Q

"to be at home with himself*. ' To achieve parity with oneself by

consciously embracing one's own cause as a sufficient end infallible

object of action* education am have no other end than this. "free

education® neither sets out to nreoar* the child to undertake any of

the tasks or occupy any of the stations of this world, nor does it

determine hi® to be any appointed kind of human bulng, other than to

be wholly and purely himsalf, without fear ana beyond reproach. In

expurgating and transcending the insular formalism of the humanists

and the gross materialise of the realists, by eclipsing thuir passive

knowledge of insensate things end transmuting it into the salf-

co&seicus sd.ll of a living person, the personalist seeks through

education to accomplish fee work of a God* to preside at the ©elf-

creation of an aristocracy of sovereign*, each of who® represents in

himself what is ultimately the only intrinsic value in the universe,

the value of existence as an indomitable and incomparable person.
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CfrqpW. (i

The Validation of the Psr»oftftltgt*e

mm&u&aak

In his Introduction to *ber Jinzlge unci sein ilgonthm*,4'
Dr. ineels Sueet deltas that Stimer's essay on education, "because

it necessarily gives direct consideration to the empirical develop-

went of persons or individual selves, contains the aost fruitful

hints tor the application of this oetophysic the aetophyeic

of personal identity end knowledge) to human life," He continues!

•To toe wordy ostensible (because actaphysical) •stages* of !ton -

daif - Unique One, there correspond the three kinds of education!

Huoaaisae - Realise - Pereonoliaaj in the place of * the ineffable

one1, there eaters - toat, in the empirical field, is indeed attain¬

able - •the free person* - Which, as yet, m none of us are,,,*

la these remarks, Ruest appears to toko for granted aorotoing which

is by no scans self-evident! too empirical validation said practical

importance of Stimer* ® theory of the self. If Stimer is a5inly

concerned to advocate certain Amdaamtel changes in educational

practice toich, in his opinion, would bring into boing persons on

m entirely now seal© and would so bring ©tout a revolution in

morality; and if be chooses to ground his advocacy of the new "person'1

in a theory of personal identity according to which the central

characteristics) of toe self are its total vacuity and its alienation

from all consciousness; thai he must be prepared to defend his theory
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against th* charge that it i® & perfectly gratuitous end

indemonstrable hypothesis, by showing either tost it is independently

acceptable as a meaningful and Illuminating account of selfhood, or

that it is the moat satisfactory metaphysical basis for his moral and

educational proposal© sad that th®a© can, in principle, be validly

based only on & metaphysical doctrine of the self#

th# "empirical application" of which ftueat talks saosaa sorawwhat

unusual# Presumably he means that, if Stimarls doctrine of human

selfhood end its educational tepllcations are aeeopted and practised,

there will arise, in Mas problematic fUturu, em actual generation of

"free persons" who will be die living proof of the validity of this

doctrine, iucsainfttlon of these living specimens would then testify

to the success or failure of th educational methods which formed them,

In fact, however, this would not confirm any particular theory of

selfhood, unless it could in addition be demonstrated tho.t such a

theory constituted the indiapsnssbl© metaphysical grounds of th©

educational principles in uestion} this theoretical demonstration

need not, however, be postponed until "empirical application* occurs,

but should be unuort&kan as a necessary preliminary to formulating

these educational principles# Moreover, ©von if personalist

education vera to succeed in originating "free persons* in Stimer1 s

sense (and this sense would Have to be much more exactly specified,

if the claim that thus© new beings osabody the personalist ideal is
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to It® examined according to datoraInst® crttora), this would only

show that the educational ideal he is advocating cm, under certain

circumstances, be reslifjedj it would not prove the superiority of

this ideal to all other ideals, unless these oth r ideals oould be

further shown to be solf-oontradictory or (by aocie empirical procedure

of inconceivable complexity) to be unreal isablo. One other, sore

hazardous, possibility remains. If ell other educations! ideals

could be shorn to rest oa metaphysical view of selfhood which arc

incontradictory or hbieb era inconsistent with coma crucial feature

of our experinaee, then ©timer*® doctrine of the self (provide* that

it is apt thus inconsistent or self-contradictory, and th it it JLc the

necessary ground of « realisable educational ideal) would emerge as

inherently superior.

low, in hio cocmy, 6timer attempts none of these demonsbratlens,

pertieos bec&uoe he fait that, in the relatively a®all compass of an

article on educational philosophy, he could not do justice to a formal

validation of the metaphysical doctrine of selfhood of which he never¬

theless wanted to give «a account. Instead, ho contrasted humanism,

realign, end personality a» social and educational ideals all of -which

could be realised in actual society, and suggested toe "morel"

superiority of tot oharector genera tad by toe personalis t ideal to

those formed by the ideals ©f huasoniea and realism, a© these had torn

historically practised. Manifestly unable to pretend that th®

humanist end realist ideals w«r« wHv.aXis&fale, ho could not dosonstrato,
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but couldl only dogmatically predict, the reusability of the

peraonalist Idealj although obliged to rtcogjalae that the ideal•

of humanism aad realism were at least internally consistent, he

could do no sore than consistently depict a radically different

partonality; end finally, without attempting to discuss the meta¬

physical foundations of huasaist and re list psychology, he

contented himself with the* barest outline of a theory of personal

identity, omitting to chow why this particular theory was specially

necessary or, Indued, why any such theory should be- necessary at all.

By declaring that the humanist character was "empty* or "servile",

and that the realiat character was "▼ulgar" or "acquisitive", he could

only hope to suggest their "moral* inferiority to the character of the

pereonolist, and could not even aspire to nrove this, in the absence

of an explicit and object!re criterion of moral worth. Since such

moral aziisiadvoreione certainly do nothing to show that Stimer1 e

ideal of th«. "fro® parwon" i« vnlidly grounded in & cogent theory of

selfhood, the merits of the moral ideal and the necessity of the

metaphysical theory clearly stead in urgent noad of the closest scrutiny.

Several questions clamour to be answered, Why, in a polemical

article on education, did Stimer fed disposed to set out a doctrine

of th© nature of the self and its relationship to the world which, in

its extravagant metaphysical assertions, baffler literal understanding

and challenges the most generous cra<lulityt If, by his metaphysical

doctrines, h# was seeking to vindicate his vision of tha "free person"

as en ideal to be realised through education, then by what process did

he originally arrive at this particular ideal of personality and in
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<s»hat &mm Is it confirmed or supported by these particular meta¬

physical doctrines? Is the ideal of tfee "free person* consistent

with the morel, medal, and educational principles with which it is

associated, end, if it XS, intrinsically possible &e m ideal, how

are we to assess its permanent value cad Its special relevance to the

human situation? Howhere does Stirner even show himself to be aware

that his failure to consider such questions creates serious lacunae

in the moral and educational theory he i® propounding* This does

not mean, however, that it is impassible to allay the scruples

engendered by his silence on those topics* On the basis of what he

does my about education, society, and the husssn character, it is

possible to reconstruct the kind of answer which it would have boon

open to hi® to give bo critics who claimed that his metaphysical

doctrine of selfhood was redundant or that his moral and educational

ideals were barren, sad to reconstruct such an answer might well b©

worth undertaking.

According to Stimsr, the identity of a human boiag, who liv s

end sots in fee natural world of physics! event®, is rooted in en

essential self (the *teh") which is infinite, immaterial, and empty

of all consciousness, and which yet operatic decisively on his

empirical lifi. end action©! this it doe© by formally assimilating

the content of his conscious knowledge into its own inner nothingness,

"annihilating* it, end re-ereting It in the forn of will - the

»s«4f-conscione will* of a protean sad promiscuous, but dynamic,
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being, existing independently of that subject, patently centra-

victory, end thoy therefore entfil either th«t other selves are

««r«Ly "projections* or "aspects* of the unique subject, or that

there are no other selves. Sine® neither of these conclusions

would be acceptable to Stimer, who emrlssgec s race, an aristocracy,

of "free persons*, one must acknowledge th-st he has felled to work

out a metaphyele vhleh is in every respect consistent with the

personal ideal he is seeking to establish. At least, in this case,

it is not enough to say, In Stirnor*s defence, that he is after all

primarily interested in expounding a personal ideal, end that the

consistency or inconsistency of his netsphysieal adventures is of

secondary importance, The contradiction in bio mutaphysio in this

ce.se corresponds to & fundaitcntel contradiction running right through

his thought. Both in this esmy >nd in *l>er Einj&ge*, he wants

simultaneously to assert two irreconcilable propositions) in the

first place thnt to realise on®*£ individuality is to realise oneself

to be unique, md in the second that the pre-eminent form of the

individual*a eelf-eenItestation i# his selfHasnifastatton before

his p©#r». Is the former work at least, the g«ra of this antinomy
2

can be identified In Stlra-r'e aeyaaetrical conception of selfhood.

Saving »3S&gn©d to the self those exiraaely forsnl properties

which signify the absoluteness md imiqueneets of its existence,

Stlrner goes on to suggest that the central metaphysical churocter-

Istie of ealfhood is its "nothingness", its utter negativity, void
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of all consciousness and destructive of all objective bwingj yet

this nothingness is the womb of individuality, in which experience

and knowledge have perished in order to make possible the miracle

of & personal identity wholly free from prior determination* Sow,

if one regards Stirner purely as making an assertion about a ma to-

physical entity, the self, then certainly this assertion Batons to be

deeply obscure if not completely unintelligible, bven on the

assumption that ouch assertions are in principle possible and informa¬

tive, this particular assertion gravely appears to make claims about

the nature of selfhood which are inherently contradictory, requiring

a self which Is on the one hand a vacuous nullity and on the other an

unceasing factory of life sad power, and thus, h*r<; also, the question

of the internal consistency of 3timer1 a metuphysic of personal identity

represents a task which dearly demands detailed investigation.

Here, however, if one recognises that Stirnur' a theory of the

self has general importance primarily b-.cause it forns the metaphysical

basis of his original. moral and educational ideas, then a more pressing

task is to identify those special features of his theory in which are

grounded toe specific morel qualities of the "free person" whom he is

sponsoring as an ideal. Certainly, otirner mi&ht have developed **

doctrine of the self which was »or« systematic and less puszllng,

But would «ny other doctrine, however formally coherent and free from

occult allusions, serve to establish precisely those features of the

ideal personality which Stirner's doctrine attempts to establish and

clarify? By locating human identity In a self which Is purged and
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dustituto of positive properties, he is amiouaciag too essential

irresponsibility of toe psrsonallst, whoea conduct will bs aimless,

arbitrary, and capricious, because bis character lacks any fixed or

pt&hio principles to toe ultimate authority of which he could submit.

By causing too enterprise una momentum of tow personalist to emerge

from the nullity of such & self, h® is proclaiming tout to© pureouuliet

is always an opportunist, flexibly, resilient, and never at a loss,

whoee ephemeral activities and interests can in a moment be- discarded

or adapted, because they ara completely free from any form of internal

control. To acknowledge this is not to explain bow fitirnor comes to

attest too character of the personalis! as as ideal, far less to show

how bis motaphysios of sol fhood eontributes to to® validation of tola

ideals it is merely to suggest that certain special features of his

metaphysics arc designed to correspond, in some way that has yet to be

justified, with certain definite moral qualities in toe ideal character

of toe personalis!, sad t claim that mm of toe peculiarities of

Stimerjls metaphysical beliefs are at least partially accounted for by

toe peculiar qualities which he wants to attribute to his ideal

personality,

4 striking example of this is £timer* a metaphysics of knowledge

and of will, la the essay on education, m in ©11 his writings, he

is ralontlcsely anti-intellectual. His "free person* will appreciate

the value of factual Information, which he will use to further his own

private advantages, bat he will be free from that attitude of veneration

for truth and revulsion from falsehood which is too distinguishing mark
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of the intellectual, Immune to persuasion by general ideas, tMch

to hla are "id&es fixes* or "superstitions*, he knows that "Ilmdly,

end in general, one sust know how to 'put everything out of one's mind,'

if only so sa to tie able to #3 to cleep,*^ Such ideas he a«y appropriate

or adept, If he can convert thea to his own us®, irrespective »*" 'their

truth or falsehood* alternatively, ideas for whlth he has no use,

stoat-aver th*4.r wissdoa or fascination, he will instantly *di assise fro®

hie head*, let the free mm is not m blind egoist, but & self-

oontsdoua egoist, for Ma Mil is not sorely th« predatory impulse- of

the taschenieal sal f-seeker, but a will whose instinct to power and

self-enjoyaont is inforaod by the free asn'e awareness of these

aptitudes in himself and those features of Ms physical and social

onwireasonfc toieh can be brought to Mnioter to his personal sulf-

saoaif©station and AilfUnoat, It is this constant acute consciousaees

of hiartM&f and of his surrounding® in m far as they are relevant to

his purposes which aakes toe sudden resolution of the personal!at so

vwheaent and so forsddable, Obsessed by such a vision of the character

of the personaliab, Stiraor sought » theory of hvmma. -psychology which

would state this vision in Bet&physic&l terns, and so he eases to

expound Ms characteristic doctrine of the self which abstracts Acs

too date of experience, ingests and "annihilates* this abstract knowledge,

and, having thus aeeSsdLlateti it to it© own nothingness, re-creates it in

to® form of a will controlled and assured by its inherent self-

consciousness,

thus, in the ease of his doctrines of knowledge and of will, as
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In his nihilistic account of personal identity and his completely

fom&l characterisation of selfhood;# the contours of dtirntsr'e

Metaphysical theories accur. toly reflect the profile of thut ideal

human charactor which it 1® his paramount concern to depict# The

questions remains *fay doos £ turner soak to ostoblish this particular

personal ideal# and what is the relationship between his personal

ideal and the Metaphysical doctrines with which It is associated}

■» * »

Sine® in his essay on education, Stirner did not occupy himself

with the epiatafflologieal status of his ethical views, the consideration

of their status will not be a consideration of the method® he con¬

sciously followed in arriving at the®, although it mjr wall serve to

suggest the logical pattern which in fact underlies the derivation of

bis ethical views from tfaoir possible origin©# Sow, if these views,

and the metaphysical doctrines on which they are held to be dependent,

wore utterly gratuitous cons tractions of their author's profuse

Imagination, based on no assignable evidence and fulfilling no

explanatory role, then it would have to be r.. cognised that they were

wholly destitute of objactive validity. They night possess sobs

aesthetic or clinical interest, but as ©totoseenis about objective

reality they would b® wholly discredited# If, on the other hand,

they could b© shown to clarify or egress soate significant features

of experience in a uniquely luminous way, then not only would £timer's

metaphysical doctrines be giv-n real justification, but also (provided

that to® features of experience wore sufficiently significant end the

font.® in which thoy were expressed wore genuinely illuminating) the
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oes© for adopting hie characteristic ethical standpoint would be

ooitsspondin&ly strongthencd,

k actc.phyeieal doctrine a«y bs constructed in order to explain

so»» special feature of experiene#, which the metaphysician regards

as peculiarly indicative of the truth about the nature of things, and

in taraa of which ha seoka to develop "a perspective, an outlook on

fee world*.4 While these features of experience say be of various

kinds, on© such kind ie ©xosiplifled by thw intuitive perception which

occurs «v<m to fee most unreXl active person when he is ©truck by the

over ton©a or subtle effects wrought by a situation, which he finds

difficulty in reducing to fee particular ingredient* of hi# experience

or to the ways in which he experience# the situation* He sisply

knows that this situation convoys an inexplicable sense of awe, or

ecstasy, or melancholy, impressed upon his awareness as the objective

character of fee situation, although he cannot identify or adequately

describe it. If these effects insinuate the®salvos pcrvaaivuly into

his 'experience over a period of tiss, and if he happens to be a meta¬

physician, he may com© to treat them so fundamental insights into the

nature of reality, sod to incorporate them into a system of general

statements stout reality# eac finally to claim these jug the metaphysical

grounds for hie moral and political beliefs. What, if any, arc the

recondite facte of human experience which a mat&physleat theory such

a© Sttraer1a might b».- designed obliquely but systematically to com tuolcatef

te&a Stlr&cr the bearer of some startling and elusive intuition which was
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sufficiently authentic end momentous to be the foundation of a

comprehensive view of reality?

la the first pi- eo, 8 timer may have been overcame by the feeling

that the externa! world, both as a place in xhich he found himself and

as m object with Which he was confronted, wae irreducibly alien, or

brute, and ihefc its being was eceuattally different in kind from end

ineongrUiSQt with his own. Such a feeling is "not a • fading* in the

'natural* of the .»«!*, »ithough it "has an undeniable analogy

with these states of aind: ihsy serve a® an indication, to it, and it®

nature may bo elucidated by the**.^ A feeling of this kind is

qualitatively different from ssrely sensuous or merely emotional

feeling®, It is a consciousness of an ale»«-«nt in experience which

is overwhelmingly and objectively present, entirely dissimilar to the

particular sensuous materials of concrete experience and demanding to

be acknowledged in terms which do not distort its peculiar meaning#

Ibis a«ns» of the individual existing as a stranger in a world which

1« foreign, perbap# hostile, certainly indifferent to him, tends to

be aecottr: anied by & conviction of the individual'© ultimate isolation

in the world, of ths- impenetrable privacy within which his identity-

is defined aid erystalliied. In a moment of sudden insight, or ae

a result of the circumstances sad impression# of hie daily life,

there is borne in upon hi®, instantaneously or ceaselessly, the

knowledge that ha is totally »lon® in a world devoid of independent

meaning or purpose. this knowledge may be highly definite or deeply

estblguoum* The subject may be acutely conecious of his own solitude,
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or of tea solitude inseparable from tin condition of every mm, or

he ®sy feel that the self-realisation possible only to the strongest

or most sensitive individuals cannot be achieved unless they

deliberately aces t the burden of' solitude which this en tells. But

whatever the exact for® la which this feeling occurs, if it# occurrence

is sufficiently Intense or sustained, It will clamour for formal

expression within the structure of m body of organised knowledge,

Even on the sssuuptton that £ timer1 s metaphysical Ideas had their

origins in m%c such basic Intuition of tee inevi telio loneliness of

tee individual, this doer not explain why, instead of directly stating

tele intuition as an irreducible datow of hie perrons.1 expert nee of

tec human predicament, he Chose to translate It into the language of

Metaphysical psychology and present It in the form of a philosophical

doctrine of tee nature of tee self and its relationship to the world

of external nature. It might sec® that, given tee authenticity of

m individual's original intuitions, to express these in m extremely

technical language of a higher order of generality would be to do

something ingeniously superfluous, unless this language were more

directly Intelligible than the language In which they sight have

received primitive expression. In certain decisive ways, however,

the Metaphysical language in which Stimer's account is couched la

more directly intelligible than any less formal statement could hope

to be* Admittedly, 3timer (who -«ai engaged, not in setting out his

fundamental philosophic®! beliefs, but In giving philosophical reasons
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for his soots! and educational beliefs) failed to expound his

aaWpoysicsl vi«\»e in anything rusanbling a fastidious and consistent

terainology; admitted!/, they era presented in the most haphazard

and frogment^xy manner* nevertheless, in the deanltory i&tiai&tioas

whica his sassy does afford titers con be discerned tit* outlines of

a definite Weltanschauung which, if it sere dearly and precisely

formulatea, would indeed be both coherent and conprehensive, ana it

is by virtus of those wry v|usiiti«* - coherence end amprehansiveness •»

that the idiom of metaphysics is most suited to coaauaicaW the basic

intuitions which urn its impulse*

the cost at which this Weltanschauung is construct*.' may be v«ry

greet* In orucr to achieve the a*ttr«a of generality necessary if the

whole of reality is 'to be enesp»ulut*b -ithia a single formula or set

of foraulne, many of the particular, material features of the empirical

world any have to be methohioeily i.:>nor<*b or discounted* Since those

basic structural relations and qualitative distinctions which the

metaphysician is concerned to exhibit are necessarily completely formal,

hid work sill be on* of progressiva abstraction and systematic concept¬

ualisation, so that the original, familiar data of common experience

will became aimiaishingly recognisable as they arc symbolised a&a co~

ordiaatau into a complex. interpretative pattern* thus concepts such

as Bw-Ul--aiio»*leago,s ana •sdLfwconsciousness of dpirit* m«y function

harmoniously within a unified metaphysical economy, but they lack the

obvious pertinence of terns which are more lit*'rally descriptive of

concrete experience*
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there are, however, several deviess, more or Isbb satisfactory,

to which the metaphysician may have recourse in his attempts to

pr seat his Metaphysical ideas vividly and convincingly. Like

Socrates, ho way express his Metaphysical beliefs through th©

example of his daily life and intellectual haMtsj like Sartre he

ss&y illustrate thes in imaginative works of art; like Nietzsche,

ha may idmtify them with a sp ct&cular myth; like Plato, ho may

avail himself of a powerful simile or metaphor in which he can

figuratively impart his metaphysical insights} like Augustine, he

may communicate thorn in terms of a picturesque analogy} or like

Htirner, he aay rely on a number of deliberately symbolic images

designed to amplify as wall && to interpret the mete-physical

utterances* which they accompany, khen Stimer speaks of knowledge

•dying , that in death it may flower again m will"^ and •remaining

a mere fief and a purtenan ce tintil it vanishes into tee invisible

core*^ of the self, or of the "eternal characters''' stability
S

"consisting in tho unceasing flow of their hourly self-sacrifice",

he i® attempting to clarify tee nature of certain abstract notions
Q

by iaegtnatively attributing material characteristics to them,

hhile it would have bean quite possible for Stimer bote to engage

in figurative pictorial duoidattoa of his central concepts and et the

seae time to relate these concepts explicitly in a rigorously con¬

structed system, he undoubtedly mad® no effort to integrate his

metaphysical ideas in a formal theoretical structure. Nevertheless,

those advantages of incorporating & set of original intuitive
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ooavtcUaaa la a metaphysics! theory - the advantages of thuraby

establishing the special significance of certain features of

iiptrintfe, of extending the relevance of those features to that

they form the basis for a comprehensive world-outlook in which

different cuspoeie of the human situation era relited, and of unifying

mM&rom diverse eletseais and provinces of experience - those

advantages Stimer equally undoubtedly secures. It this stage of

hi® thought he has not yet worked out in detail the dimensions of

the eetaphysioal and moral universe which ho has entered, but he

has accurately diagnosed the conditions on which entry is ossibLe

and he has succinctly conveyed the character of his universe by his

use of apposite and oempeUla.g eynbolic laugory. On thw> basis of

certain initial convictions about the nature of reality, ha has

delimited the foundations on which he can later build a aetapbysloel

theory of reality, to which, in this essay, he aust content hiaself

with figurative allusions. If, however, those initial convictions

of Stiraar represent his original iapulso to form a general theory

of reality, clearly their credentials require to be ex&ainfcd with

the ut®o«t oircuespaction,

Mbatever els® Stimer'3 sundsed initial convictions about

the essential privacy of the calf and its incosmansurability with

tb© alien natural world say be, they are plainly not diractiy

translatable into the language of the descriptive psychologist or

physical scientist. In eoanmnieating these basic convictluns,

he does not giro us any new factual inforaa tiorv about human nature
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or about the material world, yet we are unquestionably supposed

to regard those intuitive assertions about the self as both

meaningful mi true, ?«rb».--s they are designed to express only

the most general attributes of the self and its relations to the

external world la cognition and volition, or perhaps they merely

enunciate the logical conditions on which statements of personal

identity, of cognition and volition, are possible, Perhaps, indeed,

any formulation of Stiraar'e original intuitions is bound to be

tautological, since whatever these convey is in principle irreduc¬

ible to sensible knowledge of particulur facta. They reseabie

logical axioms, Ilka the "law of identity®, in that their true role

la a prescriptive one, declaring that certain formal conventions

shall be observed la the systematic construction of fee theory feioh

is based upon the®,10
So construed, feay might be stated ia some such for* us, "I am

ayself end not sows other person* or *1 .am co-terainous wife ay own

basing end all other being is extrinsic to no,® Tautologies of tils

kind, apart from their methodological functions, might well be

practically important, not for whet thoy literally state, but for

feat they mm to state or for wbxt feey imply,1* Tautologies

like "boys will be boys* and "Business is business" owe their

significance, not to their literal content, but to few very fact

of their utterance, feleh ie intoad*d to affect the attitudes of

their hearers in epesiflc ways, and similarly, although S timer* s

initial convictions cbout existence might only bo statable
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irresistibly drives. to conclude that the whole idea of veildating

a metaphysical theory la a mistaken. one, resting on a misconception

of the nature of the philosopher19 initial convictions about the

universe** So doubt those «*pwri<me », of the unique significance

of vfolcfa the philosopher is convinced, do actually occur a& events

in hie consciousness of the situation which evokes them; no doubt

they are Jjrredueibl© to say of the particular sensuous elements of

the situation; sad no doubt they carry vith then tho certitude y

that they are fundamental insights into the objective character of

th# situation* let, if there is m possible way of demonstrating

the validity of such insights, whatever they record clearly cannot

be the objective Character of th© situation experienced in the sense

in which we ordinarily use •objective?', and in fact it may veil be

that the concepts of "objectivity" and. "validity* ero quite

inapplicable to the intuitions of the metaphysician,

tfaen Stimer alludes tc the heterogeneity of the self and the

physical world, he is not offering c dosori tion of a state of affairs

which could be meaningfully challenged by say othvr deeerition pur¬

porting to give an account of the ease state of »f%irs* There is

no conceivable test whereby his metaphysics! assertions could be

shown to be either "correct" or "incorrect*, because they ere not

oven intended to contribute to our kncvAedge of any state of affairs*

to e, given state of affairs 1 can respond in a variety of ways;

1 em respond intdLleetually by ch n ct -.rising 'the atete of affairs,

Stimer1 s metaphysics! assertions represent their author1 a total
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judgment of the situation is founded, but what I cannot do is to

dcitonotrafce to his to at to# situation »&&ob moral dcaeaci® of u

certain kind upon his. Hius, to© oosc that Stimer could do, in

defending hi# intuitive respoat# to too world m h« saw it, would be

to mmjrmu his rwsponc# with all tots vwkmm&t and opulence of which

he was in fact capable, to Illustrate its relevance to human conduct

ami to toe predicament of to# individual, and to exhibit bo to toe

world-outlook fro« which it is derived and the personal and social

consequences which it ©nteils. 11 though, within toe confines of a

single o»us/, ho could not hope to iulill & program# ao ambitious

us this, h® did at least succeed in maniiuettng toe value and

necessity of the t&s& which lay before hie.
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Chapter 7

fog MMul 9* fi&jaacU Ifttti

Stimer' a essay on education is chiefly interesting because it

is so plainly tho first sustained endeavour of an Oifcreaely individ¬

ualistic thinker to express his early, partial insight® into an egoistic

universe of which he is not yet ready to formula ts and impart his com¬

prehensive and specific vision# It is manifestly an approximation,

a stage in the development of his thought, and cat® at which he has

Already assembled ©any of itc ultimate constituent elements, el though

he has not yet dives Wd thorn of irrelevant accompanicients or allocated,

to th m th i parts which they are eventually to occupy in his completed

system. Certainly, some of Stimar's loading conceptions are far fro®

being strikingly original, said, while his originality may h&v© lain in

bringing these several conceptions together to form a characteristic

and explicit philosophical position, It would not be hard to discover

similar conceptions in th.© aeparate writings of earlier philosophers.

Thus, S timer's view that m should seek, not "barren" knowledge,

but knowledge with which we can operate to enlarge our power over

nature, could be traced la modern times back to Bacon; in his

nihilistic account of the self, and more notably in his belief that

tec function of reason is to inform end subserve the operations of tec

will, there are faint but audible echoes of Hume; tee conviction teat

all education is basically ea education of tee will goes back at least
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to the doctrine thai e®lf»-dat«jiisinstion is the highest ftate

of the Individual, and his only serenity, contains distinguishable

elements of his effusive individualism night be intarprutod

as « sanguine rarefaction of Hobbasj while his egoless, in the

educational essay m yet imperfectly crystallised, has a lineage

extending back through Spinose to C&Xlicles end Thr&syaachua. But it

would be Idle to reconstruct a philosophical genealogy, however

plausible, for Stimer1 a ideas, since In the first place the substantial

contract between his whole outlook asd the general philosophical

positions of previous thinkers or schools of thought is in every case

much more radical thsn any supposed resemblance© in particular points,

and in the second place there is virtually no evidence to show that

dtiraor was immediately influenced by say identifiable thinker other

than those of his own generation or Indeed th«t ho at all availed

himself of what must have been his fairly extensive knowledge of the

history of philosophy.

nevertheless, to th» extent that he was educated, lived and wrote

in Gensmny during a definite period of her intellectual history,

£ timer* a development can be understood to have taken place within a

definite Intellectual tradition, or confluence of traditions, deter¬

mining the cultural structure to which hie own philosophy was a

response. The impact of the khlightonmsnt and the rise of a self-

conscious middle class war® among the factors which had precipitated

the now huaeniaa in 0«m«ny, and the idealism of the classical
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tradition wea soon fortified by th* almost mystical nationalism

produced by the shock of the fiapolaonlc struggle* The tradition

was formed and added to by men like C.A, Wolf and Hehte, but the

classical blend of idealise and nationalise is seen at its purest

In such & figure as won Humboldt. Educated at a typical Gymnasium

and at the University of Berlin, S.timer, despite his rejection of

other major components of the humanist trsdi tiou, could hardly have

escaped the influence of von Humboldt* s conception of education as

eulmlne ting in ivm men whose lives are true works of art because they

are capable of spontaneously releasing their powers of developing

their own character and individuality from within.

Immeasurably mora decisive as a formative force, however, must

certainly hi-, 'a been the challenging climate of German Romanticism, in

which Stirner was nourished and drew breath. He grew up in Bayreuth,

the home of tha author of "Levaaa*, and although it ie impossible to

say how much he know of Jean Paul or of his writings, there is more

than ona point of comparison between th© sharp irony of Richtar and

'the audacious pungency even of b timer's early essays. To seek the

father of Btirnar* & •free jwreon" in Richtar* a sovereign "Ich", which

mocked ell limits, would bo profitless, however, for the cult of

individuality was a general feature of the Romantic movement. It is

found in Heine, and in the Schlegels, the great theoreticians of

Roaentioissi, but the asteat to which Stirner was familiar with tfce

poetry end criticism of particular Romantic writers must remain
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entirely beyond discovery.1 The moat that can be said Is that the

charuetsrlstie feature® of the Romantics, their nervous extravagance,

their sense of paradox, end their agitated love of the bisarre, ere

all to be found flourishing prolificully in this early essay.

While the degree to which btirner1® attitudes and thinking were

affected by the departing generation of Humanists and Romantics can

only bo the eubj act of speculation, there em be scarcely any doubt

that he experienced the impression of another, more explicitly

educational tradition. Ibis was the tradition of naturalise in

education, which catered Germany from France under the patronage of

K&nt. Its distinctive elements arc all to bo found in the writings

of Rouafmsu, where ih<- revolt from contemporary society, tec rejection

of convention end organised religion, and the retreat from reason, all

typical expressions of the Romantic spirit, exist side by side with the

less drastic and more influential doctrines of the importance of the

concrete world of natural objects md of the active role of the aubjeet

in the learning proesgs, Roaeisau18 belief teat the end of education

1c to cultivate tee pupil1 s full md unfettered individuality by tee

dwelapsatmt of all his origin®!, netmrei powers was rcdatorpretsd by

Kant in terms of th& training of free men who will obey tha saor&l lew

of their own free will, having boon brought by education to a dear

consciousness of their personal autonomy md responsibility. The

ideas of Rousseau and Kant, constructively mobilised and enriched,

were methodologically embodied tmd glvm practical currency as a
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result of too work and ©xaapla of ?ectalosxU 'when Stimasr wee a

®tou«®t and a teacher, the principles of ?eetoioxa&, especially the

stress on stimulating too pupil1® independent capacities for eelf-

develoftteat and encouraging tuoir spoaton&ouo userelse, were already

facing reclined in German primary schools end MRes»lschulenH, and he

could hardly have failed to experience the revolutionary chtoges

wrought fay the new methods.

If to® moot tout can fas confidently said is that otimer anaot

have encountered the naturalist philosophy a® it cxpreeted itself in

changing educational practice, his direct acquaintance with certain

other important schools of thought is & natter of much greater
£

certitude. In the Philosophical faculty at faarlin he was introduced

to the doctrines of Hegelienism in all toeir purity,-* for among his

professors was none oth«r th&n Hegel himself, under whom he studied

toejhilosophy of religion, the philosophy of' mind, and the history of

philosophy. During his first years in Berlin, from 1826 to 1628, he

also attended S«fcleierma«hert a lectures on ethics, a^d, at tola time

as well as during his later period as a student in uerlin, from 1832

to l835» ho wan obliged to consider Hegelisalsa in some of its later

forms, as It wan expounded by such aeaberc of the orthodox Hegelian
5

Right m Harfaeincut®, Meander, Michelet, ana Irena&lenburg,J The

language end system of concepts in which his philosophical education

began were, therefore, Hegelian, tuxd Hegelian thoy were largely to

retain.
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Vh&t he never managed to liberate hisself fro© wee the conceptual

frsaework, the linguistic structure, within which every controversy

was formulated and in terms of -which it therefore had to be resolved.

The metaphysical furniture of the educational essay is patently

Hegelian la manufacture and design. The characteristic Hag>*li£tt

distinctions are exploited in a terminology and with th» aid of

coneopts which clearly embody, or are at least derived from, the

Wic logical end cpietopological assumptions of Hogelisait®, The

Instruments $timer employs to nnalyce the nature of personal Identity

and the piece of the self in the world are the conventional Instrument#

of his o&riod} it Is the intention with which he employs them that

h&® signiflcfntly altered and that accounts for the heretieally

different conclusions at which hu arrives. The irony is that his

repudiation in substance of ever.- article of the Hegelian world-outlook

is expressed in & philosophicel language, relying on ontological

formulae* which is esccnU&Uy the historic language of Hegel.

£timer* s description of personalia* as emerging dlalectic&lly

from the reciprocal an tagv.nl a© tad intcnrJ. contradictions of humanism

and realism exemplifies, pax-hope unconsciously* a classically Hegelian

echaafctisfctioa, Hegel's doctrines that 8df-eonsdousnasa is the

highest kind of knowledge m& that will Is a made of thought, thought

translating itself into existence by setting before itself a gyst-aa of

objects, provide Stixasr with th® aqpipmact to construct his notion of
the sovereign individual whose self—fulfilment is wholly explicit
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because it results from the operations of a kill 1.afomed by the

consciousness of it© own designs - *dfc» Viseec-wollcs** But iba cost

conclusive evidence of the influence of Hegelian modalities in the

educational essay is afforded by otirnar'n abi.ervsti.en* on tha nature*

of knowledge ud the relationship of the knowing self to the external

world. For Hogs!, the process by which intelligence, in universal-

icing itself, frees itself fre» ell merely particular associations, is
7

the ibrnel process of abstraction} the function of reason is initially

the negative, destructive function of "umiihileting* the empirical

too rid, end the eat of ebsfcr* otion l*»wip into the "Sigit* or "Bo thingness*
S

of the absolute} the very a*!insertion of m principle which .1© self-
9

determining must b® a self-denial, a kind of "dying to live"} while

the individual, in eontmiaing tb* objects of hie onvironjaoat, "annihilates*

thoo»i0 and consciousness, though priaerily regarded a® the subject of

kno.vlsdga, is not aiaply opposed to the object, but necessarily Include#
11

it in itself in an unconscious unity. These ancsstrai traits are

plainly <ii sJcerniHc In the pose wad bearing of Stimer's sovereign

dhareolar, ah© achieves freedom in self-assertion by consciously

projecting hiseelf against his environment end reducing it by

abstraction to his om ■msmU.sl nullity,

there ere other Hegelian conceptions Which play a somewhat less

antral part in the educational essay, Hegel* a analysis of lordship

end bondage m & relation between essentially unequal individuals, the
12

on# a "master" and the other a "servant"} bis distinction between
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traditions* Humeals , rcmmttotz.*, md edumttousl naturalism all

contributed in some dagre» to for* Stirner1 s intellectual posture,

fop they had detonated those features of human experience to which

he could respond toad the intol factual atmosphere of hi a da/ was still

Ifeick with the undissolved precipitate of their doctrines. The

monolithic aysta of Hegel, reconstructed sad consolJdated by the

Xamg HegellMie who were his closest associate®, imposed conceptual

limits on the gen .r«l ntrueture wi expression of his thought, but

within the Hegelian forms 8tlmar war *bie to find himself end to

eastart his seditious originality* His two great ooot'-mporaries,

Schopauheuer and Kierkegaard, who vera also in revolt against the

metaphysical and moral assumption* of Hiegellaniea but who were rore

successful in liberating themselves xroas the Hegelian formulae end

logic of discourse, wer , howovt-r, almost certainly wholly unknown

to him* Indeed it is impossible to designate the particular respects

in >hlch any particular philosopher (with the -possible *xoeptlcn of

Hegel} could be definitely declared to bare -1rocUy influenced the

characteristic ideas of the educational essay, althou&t the eecua»r>

letid, diffuse influences which unitod or contended to form the spirit

of the age must surely hare insinuated themselves, deviously but

irreaistibly, into Stimer1» thinking,^ On® thing is quits certain,

hh*tev--r point® of comparison may exist between Stimer and his

predecessors or contsnporaries, la this essay he is groping to

articulate a vision of the world sod the free person's place in it

which is entirely and peculiarly his own, since, in its essentials,
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In lte reekloea eelobrutimi of indleiduel seif-ersortion as the

eupreae vslwe vindicating ell ele% It is e vision profoundly

repugnant to eeeb one of thosa phlloeophern to whom ho eight m>ea

stent indebted. The configuration of ideas in which hie oretiiive

inputp# 'Embodied itself could be enseotbled from the Intel isciu&l

resources which lay around him the creative impulse wns his elone.
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la March, 18.34, Johc&n Kaspar Schmidt (the fatare Max Stiraor),

having completed his studio© at the University of Berlin, presented

himself as a candidate to teach classics, German, history, philosophy,

end religion in the upper forms of the Gymnasium and *th® remaining

subjects* in the lovor forms. As part of his examination he vas

obliged to prepare two quite substantial piece© of written wide, which,

after mue delay, he mlxd feted in Movenber, lt>34« The second of these

was his essay, "On School Rules*." In this, his earliest known

writing, Stimer develops his account of school rules in term® of the

child's relationship to his fellows, to hi© teacher, to society, end

to knowledge, md the sassy is therefore of fundamental rslevsaes to

«n understanding of his whole philosophy of education. written just

as he was .finishing hi© own formal education, several year© bofore he

c«a© to conceive of himself as an original thinker in his own right,

it testifies strikingly to the philosophical assumptions in which he

was nurtured mi which united to form the matrix of ideas in which

his originality was to germinate. Hi® originality was to consist

largely in liberating himself from those aesuejp-felons, But in this

youthful essay, aide by side with the metaphysical and moral litter

he was to discard, unidentified stud as yet uaexplsited, some at least

of the intellectual instruments of hi© liberation art arrayed.
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Stimet begins the essay by explaining that, since all 1awa

or rules express the content of a "concept" that we have asde of

our*obj &ct"j school rules sunt eatress fee content of the concept
2

of the ouoll. In work and play fee child seeks to express hie

mature,-* bat this nature, as huaan nature, is toudtementally comoti

to himself and ©thorn,* so that education represent® the individua!

s-s^f-ojqpreseion of a basic humanity.** Beginning life in a stats of

natural, unaedlated sensuality and insularity, the child, aa bis

#«1 f-oonaciouarieaa develops, comes to taws 'with his fallow© In a

relationship which Stimer describes ©.a feet of selves. each attea ting

and deliver!ng up his n&tora to fee other, ^ iv,satuslly, recognising

fee Inevitable limitations of his relationship with otfc«r children,

fee pupil sacks a mediator who era tmiMftl the®© limitations and

is led to discover "the wealth of a hitherto unsuspected world" In
7

the mature nature of an adult, feo fear©by becoaaa his taacher.'

His development is not caaploto, however, until he realises that

Sno^ttodgo, originally revealed md imparted to him by his teaeker,

ia not 8J*6;:<a,ualv0 possession of the teacher but amis to independently

as &n object to bo- independently sought, .sad feat only in attaining

Truth, which .is fee content of Knowledge, will he truly attain

Freedom.

Sine# Airing fee school years, fee object of the pupil is his

teacher, the naesais&ry rules of fee school can be deduced fr©/« fee

concept of fee teacher, of feich fecy are fee expression. The

essence of fee teacher is feet he is toy fee ou;>il. From this
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follow equally the prohibition against disobedience end the eotssiaad
a

of obedience. Since the teacher la a feeling, knowing, and willing

being, the pupil*s education swat be religious, scholarly, and moral,

esabodying and inculcating Faith, Knowledge, and Morality a® the ends

for which the school exist®, from these general purposes follow the

particular rules vhich the pupil is bound to observe at all tines and

in the widest sane®, as someone who is being educated by the school

in every way. these include rules governing th, development of his

religious foithj rules regulating his scholastic work, wuch as those

requiring diligence, attantivenose, and good orderj and rules

regulating hi® conduct toward® hia teachers end his fellow-pupils,

and in the wider society outside the school, in the family, in civil

society, and in the St&t©,*^ School rules can, however, only be

en forced against the pupil in so far as he is a free agent, for the

family salsa has a tutelary role, if a United one, end family unity

and school rule*® sust be equally preserved. The task of ensuring

that th® pupil is not prevented by family interference from exper¬

iencing education a® a necessary stage of life is the task of the

State* Stirnor claims only to have delineated the basic features

of the rules governing th© education and conduct of the pupil. The

rule® governing the conduct of 'fee teacher are the obvorae of those

for th@ pupil, while those governing the administration of the school

as an institution are essentially founded in the rule® which have been

expounded.**
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This examination essay at least establishes, beyonc all doubt,

the nature of the philosophical tradition to which Stimer was

apprenticed* Written in Berlin at a time Whoa the doctrines of

Hegel w«r already being sapped and refwrtilised fro®, rigorous new

sources, tee structure of the essay still exhibits tee ascendancy

of a naive, undiluted Hegatiaaissa in Stimer1 a thinking. His

reliance on the notion of a "concept", tee "expressed content" of

which represents the "laws" for the "object" of that concept, is

classically Hegelian. Tha partaaountcy of Hegel is evident in hi®

conception of Freedom ®s the "expressed content" of Knowledge; in

hi® distinction between "Under?tending" and "Reason"; in his

triad!c analyses of society into tee family, civil society, end the

State, and of (nan activity Into faith, knowledge, and conduct;

and in his conception of the teacher as th© object which the pupil

"sacks to absorb into hit; consciousness, to unite himself with

His account of the development of the child1® consciousness through

stag®®, eoefa of «hieh suffers Svam inadequacies partially remedied

in the next stag©; hi® belief teat this development is iaa.de ;x>esible

by & progressive reconciliation of opposite®, in the way that true

education result® from the synthesis of "external development" and
14

"internal development*; his diagnosis of the impotence of un¬

regulated immediacy, which needs tee government of a mediator to

administer its motive vitality* in all tees® respects Stimer

declares his debt to Hegul and demonstrates the extent to which, as

yet, the frontiers of hi® thinking are fixed by tee categories of

Hegel ianlm.
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According to Fagort, "(This early writing) is not only th©

point of departure of (S timer's) educational observations, as he

later expressed them in his significant essay, 'Hie False Principle

of our education, or Humsnl&aa and Realism' (1842), ma in scattered

references in his chief work. It is the foundation stone of his

whole future thought."1^ That this judgment Is & demonstrable

exaggeration is lestadiatuly evident from the numerous arid fundamental

points of incongruence of the easaiaation essay with hi© later

thinking on education end philosophy. The very notion of "rules18,

of limitations on the Child's spontaneous solf—expr© « ©ion, or indeed

of predictable regularities of any kind, is foreign to the spirit of

his later educational theory. The nature Stirnar would have refused

to recognise the categories of "obedience* and "disobedience" as they

are employed in the e-isain&fcloa essay, and would have recoiled in

abhorrence from the Idea of formulating and enforcing rules con¬

cerning the pupil's drees, essoining the pupil to show due respect

to his teachers, or forbidding him to join "secret and demagogic

societies". And, for from regarding "moral education.....as the
16

destruction of all suif-v&ll", ho later considered the development

of self-conscious will to be the highest task of education. This

i© in complete contrast with the essay "On School Rules", where, on

the assumption that absolute Truth and absolute Knowledge ere to be

sought for their own ©eke®, the end of education la held to be th©

cultivation of pur© Bauson in the child.
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Moreover, the institutional frmtework of ©duc&tioa has a markedly

greater Importance in the early writing, where the responsibilities

of the school are carefully distinguished from tlioes of the fatally

and subordinated to those of the State, than in the essay of 1842,
where btimer is content to Isolate the essential features of the

educational process without cofitting himself to a definite account

of the social context and political control of that process, which he

almost certainly considered to he largely irrelevant,*^ The idea

that education, in its "inner* aspect, is a development of the "pure,

univors&l humanity" which is constitutive of the child* s personality,

in so far as this conforms to archetypal human nature, is another idea

which would have been profoundly repugnant to the later 3timer, who

hold that any attempt to conceive of the individual in generic terms

was necessarily futile sad absurd.

In fact, the essay "On School Rules* is throughout governed by a

conception of the nature of the self and its relation to other selves

which Is essentially irreconcilable with that governing the later

essay on education. In the former work, the child is above all a

potent!ally religious, rational, mix moral being whose inner probity,

whose faith, Intelligence, and will await the efficacious husbandry

of the educator, 'with other children, he cui not only "coae to an

tjnderstaadiag*t he can "mediate* with thasa and even "eater into"

their matures as they cm enter into his. In the teacher he

recognises a moral as wall as e spiritual said intellectual superior,

but one who is ssasitivo and responsive to his growing needs and who
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for that reason Indue0® the child all the more readily to acknowledge

and defer to him as a "higher being"# from the exuberant delinquency

of the later essay* ito contempt for - or rather complete indifference

to - all rulitious, intellectual, md ©oral values* and its insistence

on each person1 e ultimate singularity and impenetrable privacy* surely

nothing could be further removed# Kaspar dchmidt*e essay "On school

Rules" i® strom with utterances which must have rung odiously in the

ears of Max. btimer* It© focal Idea* by which the whole essay is

irrigated* ie tho idee of the plastic* docile, and essentially revsrent

©oral consciousness of the child, sand this* above ail, is the idea which

Stirnor we© finally so boisterously to impugn*

Thus itogert*a verdict that "this first essay of Stimer*• .dares*• •

if
to bro:J£ with ell belief in authority* is almost entirely without

foundation. In such statements asj «3he teacher is the object which
the pupil sacks to take up into his consciousness* to understand and

to unite himself with", hngert elates to identify the essentials of

otimer*e later doctrine of the egoist who seeks to exploit* to utilise,

other p.aople for his purpose®} all that such statements establish,

however* is a kind of terainologic&l analogy between hie early thinking*

on which the influence of Hegelian concepts was quit® fundamental* and

his mature ideas* on the expression of which they continued to exert a

merely residual influence. It is true that there is & kind of fracture

in the essay* that toe first pert is notably ©are acute end imaginative

than the latter p rt, which read© alarmingly like a code of educational
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statutes designed to regulate every mom ant of toy child1 a school

life. The evident disharmony between the two halves of toe essay

caused tagert to claim that in too second half $timer was engaging
19

in "proprietorial toinking", 7 putting ideas to his own purposes (in

this case, passing an examination), and thatch# closing pages of the

essay reek with toe "delicious irony" possible only to a man who has

freed hims&Lf from subservience to hie own ideas wherever these happen

to conflict with his material self-interest. It may well be true

that Stimer*e uncharacteristic advocacy of m educational pandect
pn

really demonstrates "too early superiority of his spirit". The

most that cm definitely be said, however, is that, if there wore

independent evidence for accepting such an interpretation, this

Interpretation of the conclusions would not be inconsistent

with Stirner* s kaom attitude to intellectual conclusions in general.

To regard th« essay "On School Hulas" as a revolutionary contrib¬

ution to educational theory is, to n, greatly to overestimate its

originality. Only to a reader already intopicstad by £ timer's

lutor writings on education could such a view possibly occur. To

such a reader, however, certain passages in the assay, meagre and

inconclusive in theaselV.s, might assume enhanced significance when

understood in toe 11gat of Stlmer'e mature teachings. The concep¬

tion of education, at least in on. of its phases, as "lierauabilden",
21

as the "outward dcvclopmiaat" of wh»t "lie© hidden" in toe child,

as a result of which his latent potentialities are actualised and
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fulfilled., Is one conception that Is pregnant with the seed of his

future ideas. The child* s development, mrvov.-r, is a »>&f^evaXot)mant,.

a process whereby, in discovering fee immnmt possibilities of his

nature, he coma to assert and •manifest himself to his schoolfellows

end fee world, At first, fee child "leads & life of complete
22

individuality", Fiota this condition he emerges into a state of

enlarged oonsd umma, recognising himself as a self ovar against

other salves, and his "feeling of his own existence and life" deepens

into an swereneas of his selfhood and en "enioation of salf-coneciouc-

It sight aemif therefore, that the essay affirms at least two

classical axioms of Stimer's thought said this iajllterally true If
fees® are considered only in thusselves, His affirmation of them is

seen to be strictly limited and conditional, however, when they ero

considered a© elements in his total position as expounded in fee essayt

for his affirmation of eolf-develo|MBent and solf-maniteafetion, or

"Herausbilden", as fee cardLncl values of education is more than

redressed by his parallel elucidation of fee notion of •Hin«dablld«n%

restricting the coapaus of the pupil's "outward development" to fee

development of fest "common humanity" which is the inherifence of
24

every ehildj while h© sxpiatss th : candour of hi® account of fee

chlid's "life of individuality* and subsequent recognition of hie own

selfhood by insisting feat fees© aaroly represent stagm in fee child's

progress towards m ultimate acknowledgement of faith, Knowledge, and.

Morality as th© supreme values el aiming his ultimate fidelity.2"*
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Stimer* s student essay "On School Sules" deserves to b©

examined ena appraised in its own right. It offer & eyeteaatie

justification of Mm school regime that is far f*o» negligible.

But to attempt to find in it signs that at the age of twenty-seven

Stirnar* & ideas on education and morality were already fully formed

is to eoawit a major mistake. as a very young man, his vision did

not extend beyond the horisaons of the Hegelianis* in which h« was

nurtured, and, despite its spasmodic genuflections to Individualism,

the essay is boat regarded as representing the philosophical stand¬

point from which he started and which he was wholly to repudiate.

Its subject is, after ell, one that could not bo expected to internet

the total nihilist that he was to become. For Johiuui Haspar Schmidt,

the question of discipline was of burning importance and clamoured to

ha clarified in light of toe child* 0 obligations to society and

society*© claims on the child. For Max Stimer, however, the claims

of society were entirely without force end, by the some token, the

very notion of "discipline* had ceased to have any nooning whatsoever.
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flath «8 «« expression of radical eieeoateat with currant educational

practice and m m ambitious atu«;t to ground educational principles in

m original netuphysic of the self and of toe world which it Inhabits,

Stlmer1 e easty on "Th» Falsa Principle of our -duaaiioii" is of consider¬

able intrinsic significance, Viewed against toe context of his mature

philosophical ideas, however, toe essay is in tor- sting as too first general

statement of his philosophical position and thus as the earliest of his

writings in which it would be appropriate to seek toot pedigree of his

Characteristic ideas in "liar Hasige*, Sunerous commentators have claimed

to perceive in toss educational essay, not only toe seed®, but the first

bloesoes, of the philosophy which was to Hover so luxuriantly in the

later wort, for ftaekey, "How completely he (Stiroer) is already hinscift*

According to Based, the essay "is Ilk# a fragment of the great work at
g

which ho was toeoeofcrwurd to labour8, and "the reader will rediscover

in it, when ww reach *i»r hinsig© una sola ligentouts*, to® controlling

ideas, BUrncr* a distinctive conception - individualism, absolute

personaUm - stands already revealed in all its intransigence. Only,

wherees, in 'Der iinsige1, he i® speaking of the adult, here he is

exclusively concerned with the child and with the education he should



receive.®'' And for Heart Arvon, after writing thins assay, "the road

which haace&rth leads hi© to tee notion of 'the unique one1 is direct

and imnadiate®.* One thing is certain. beepite tea vehenenes and

integrl ty which it undoubtedly possesses in its own rigfrtt, the message

of the educe & onel essay is greatly illuminated end made considerably

more- coherent vtun it is understood in tee light of Stirner1 a finished

system of ideas. For this reason, and because it, like the work which

overshadows it, bears the unaietekahle imprint of tee personality of

their costBoa author, any complete appraisal of the essay must consider

its fragmentary, tcntativ insight® in relation to the definitive,

articulated world-outlook of "Ber ainzige*.

* * »

In "Iter iAnsign una seln iigenthuat* istimar state® hi® attitude

to life end to society completely ano conclusively. While it would

bs impossible to isolate sny proposition as the cardinal tenet of his

system (or indeed to regard his work as a symmetrically designed

structure at all),'®' there is at least out proposition in "ter ilnzige®

in tea light of which every oth r proposition la to be understood*

"Hothing is nor® to me than myselfl"^ Stimer* s finished philosophy

is the philosophy of conscious egoism. Maintaining that a a&n "has

not a. vacation* but he has powers, which express themselves where they
7

ere, because their being consist® only in their expression", be

rejects both the relevance of moral exhortation and the objectivity

of truth. *Xou are mr than truth, which is nothing at all bofora you"
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Idea* art. «©r«"ghosts", and to b« swayed by the idaas of God, htuae.nlty,

or right, is to bo swayed by acmatfeing outside oneself; to recognise

anything as "sacred" is to be "possessed" by it. Since each of us is

"unique", "sa&f-pcasession" must be our sole sin, so that "what I do,
9

I do for ay ova sake". "Henceforth the question is not how one can

acquire but how one can expend it, enjoy it; not how one is to

produce in oneself the tru© ego, but how one is to dissolve oneself,

to live oneself out."^
When we real las that our only relationship to the. world and to

each oth«r is "that of utility, of useablimoas, of use",^" we shall

also see that the question is not how I can maximise sty freedom, for
12

I «u only free "from whet I na rid of", but how I can increase my

"property", since "I m. owner of *fe«t I hav© in ay power#"** "to

whet property am I entitled? To any to which I - empower rayscdf,"*4
Because "right crumbles into nothingness whoa it is swallowed up by

forco",*-^ and because the state, Ilka the lew, exists for a* only in

so far as I count it "s&crdd", I should recognise that the state, Ilk®

everything els©, seeks only its own selfish interests in indifference

or hostility to say interests, and, recognising I should
consciously dissolve my deference to its authority and ay respect for

its laws. Existing only by devaluating and exploiting individuals,

the state must be abolished .wad replaced by a for® of association which,

being "my own creation, my creature*,^ will "not be sacred, not a

spiritual power above my spirit",^ but will merely be toe personal
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instrument of each of its individual aombwrs, to which each will

adhere only ao long &s it continues to serve hie egoistic interests,

the purposes of this "union of egoists" will bis as contingent and

fluctuating as tha composition and for*® oJ the union itself* The

union of egoists is the archetype of the turn social order which will

arise when the law, the state, property, mi ell existing institutions

are overthrown by "the insurrection", in which indued Use unions will

be the leading insurgents. Until that tiau, the typical insurgent

activity open to the egoistic individual is the activity of the criminal.

Such is Stimer* a genoral position in his only co»prah«n»iv» and

categorical stataaent of it. In "Dor Einaige" arc to be found his

definitive views on the self and its relations with the external order

of nature, his theories of will and of knowledge, and his attitudes to

conduct an : to society, the detailed consideration of which unquestion¬

ably affords wstty significant points of ©caparison with his earlier

position adopted in the essay on education. Those features of the

essay which anticipated his labor ideas are certainly very striking,

Thu£, Etimar'a original conception of Spirit en absolute -nd infinite,

positing itself eternally in total abstraction from the coacrete -world

of sensuous particulars, is in these respects identical with his account

of Spirit in "bar Einxig©*, where he acknowledges Spirit a® "Being
l q

•without relations ma without the world", and declares that "only now,

after all -worldly c&re has left his, does he beooua oil in all to

himself, and exists now for his own Mice, that is, exists as Spirit
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for the sake of Spirit".^ But In tfee letter work, al though £ timer,
pQ

to be sure, contlnu ,s to regard Spirit as inhabiting a world of its own,"

he add© that Spirit necessarily populates this world with its own

21
creatures, •«hieh are ideas. The world of Spirit is the intellectual

world, the world of genaral ideas, especially of the coral and pollticai

ideas which aspire to regulate our conduct. In the educational essay,

however, Spirit Is described as «» ontologies! vaeuun, a kind of chamber

on mtaring which i.doas and knowledge are utterly extinguished, for

knowledge "is, so to speak, changed into the Impulse or instinct of
22

Spirit, into an unconscious knowledge*,

In fact, it sometimes seams as if, in the two writings, he is

using the word •Spirit* to refer to two formally similar b»t metaphysically

quite different aoias of being, of each of which some account is given

in both wo rise* in the earlier writing, it designates the inscrutable ark

of personal identity, and in the later, it represents the whole sons of

bang occupied by abstract thoughts said impersonal ideals, Although

he recognises in "Dor slnalg«* that thoughts and ideals are ultimately

only the products of the minds of individuals, which individuals can

appropriate or dissipate fit will,^ ho also duserles the tendency of

thoughts to usurp the primacy m to posit themselves ae universal

truths superior to the particular internste of individuals. Since

tii4 belief that it la the concrete huasati individual who la primary and

who should manipulate ideas at his will is central to his views in the

educational essay also, it would appear that, In essentials, Stimer1 e

position is not significantly different from that expressed in *Der
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linaige*# In both works, ha locates personal identity la m

impenetrable sad .destructive self whose ability to engorge and

negate everything external exempts it from the away of feelings and

principles. The differences between the two statements of hie views

are aainly lbr.»al. Taking over & nan-Hegelian t rmlnology, he

originally applied the tern "Spirit*, with its suwgaations of an

independent sad infinite mode of being, to tbo internal world of

the individual self in all its privacy end unityt three years later,

he ssore aptly reserved the same term to d@aign&tu & -wholly disparate

ontolcgic&L renin, nasaly the realm of abstract ideals end general

principles, Se is charting the aasa© universes only the cartography

is different.

In the essay on education, 3timer gives pre-eminence to the

notion of the "free paro.n" whose eupresa activity is to manifest his

absolute individuality against those impersonal forces of nature end
24

of society which threaten to submerge it, how there can be no

doubt that, in his chief features, the "free person1' is the prototype,

greatly aisplified. but confidently portrayed, of the figure who

doaiaates *Der Birtslgs", the figure of*the unique one*. In 1842,
£timer obscurely presaged a possible society of "free persons* t

to assist the ssliWevo>le|Aent of thssa was the highest justification

of the educational process, By 1844, hw had perceived that the

internal logic oi individualism moved remorselessly to thy recog¬

nition of each person as a unique ana all-embracing world in his
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olio, rights "In the last resort, whet can he more exclusive than the

exclusive, single person Masai fI Be bed identified wad condeaaed

the tendency of'men "to divide th easel ves into two persons, an eternal
26m& a temporal, and always to e&rm only for the on® or for the other*,

said h«d rejected the conception of "Man" as the "highest essence", the

presence of which in individual men is supposed to institute their

only clnia to significance and worth.

By 1844, 5tinier had -orkod out in detail toe* relationship of the

unique individual to ideas, those "pfcsntoEC* or "idieaic in too heed*

T&icb will either dominate or be dominated by hi®, sad to truth, which

"expects and receives everything from you end yet only exists through
27

you; for it only exists - in yaw head.* ' By relationship to thoughts,

m to every thing else, should be that of proprietor to his property,

that of &. proprietor for who* ell objects exist only m instruments of

hi ;> pr.-tlficatlos or as material for his consumption* *In torcourse

28
ie to© en.l&raent of toe world. sad belongs to my - self-enjoyauit."

Mo had amplified sad given more vivid formulation to his nihilistic

conception of to© self a® "unutterable" because constantly "self**

aissolving*, and to his related view toat to "use* or "enjoy* an

object is "to annihilate It, to tax® it back into oneself, to consume

29
it*j ^ BX snaihilate too world, as I annihilate myself; I dissolve

it....f©s, I utilise to© world and men."-® He had given colourful

expression to the idea of "the solf-dissolviag, toe transitory ego",

the enemy of stability or fixed purpose, whose "enjoyment of life

consists in using life up";^" "wrotchv.-d et-tulltyl As if I in ay
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will, I the creator, should be hindered in ay flow tnd dissolution."^
He had explicitly fbauslated hie view that the practical activity of

the egoist Bust he conscious and deliberate, in contrast with the

unconscious e®ai» of the average mm, whose patriotic or rdigioue

fervour is indeed always a red action of his search for his own well-

being, in which, however, he is impassably hinder d by his inability

or reluctance to seejt his own interests purely and declaredly for his

own sake* "But whet I do unconsciously I half In all those

ways Stirusr*s account of "the unique one* extended and enriched his

conception of the "fre-e person" by developing thin conception to its

logical limits, articulating in greet detail its metaphysical and

epIstesjolofical implications, and enormously elaborating it with &

wealth of draa&tic illustration*

But if this nihilistic conception of an absolutely unique,

unfi thoaabU self, whose "impulse to salf-dis&.iution* munifacte

ituaif in its capricious sad nakedly pragmatic relationship to the

world and to the truth, is in its essentials coasson to the position

from which $timer started in 1642 wad that «t which he finisheu three

years law, it would be nit taken to assume that there are therefore

no visible differences between the "free person* and "the unique one*.

Boas of the features of "the unique one", for o o»«pl* his characteristic

pro&iacuity fend Instability, are not ,.radicated in exactly the sane

fora of the "free person"} others, such a& "the unique one's* auto¬

cratic manipulation of truth, are implied rather than stated in the

earlier conception; still oth«r > like "the unique one's" solitary
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occupancy of a univ®rm which is totally ejaciusirn to himself,

r&pr*8«a>t a genuinely &*» departure, although along lined which are

already clearly indicated in the estreats individualism of the "free

person*j end it nay even to* true that in soac raspects "Sic unique

one" is the "fr©© pcreon* so richly caparisoned sis to be simofct

unrecognisable. Jet Vbcae differences are aeontially only differences

in the «b*aiiah&«nt of a character whose idea.ti.tiy hm already been

established. Xa at least three quit* definite respects# however, there

are cesLous and fundamental differences between fcis character as

portrayed in the esse? on educ&tloa and as portrayed in *Ber liaasige*

- not# indeed# serious enough to render th«. two portraits ine<Kpatitle#

but sufficiently fundaa^ntel to renlnd us that the "free person" is

only an embryo whoa* growth into toe asters character of "too unique

one" was necessarily aceoapaaled by marked structural changes.

Attention has already boon drawn to the transposition whereby

Spirit, is which dtimer originally grounded too iadlvlduality of toe

"free person*, was In *£er yinsige" wholly wmeosBiunicated from toe

nature of *the unique on®"# whoae saXf-aeswrtion wc.s hold to be intrin¬

sic!! ly inconsistent with, deference to the general principles which

caapose to© world of Spirit. while tale amy bet regarded as la large

part & re-organisation of a basically slail&r bsltaaschasaing in

accordance with a changed noneaela turo# this rfe-orgtsisation did bring

about a major change of substance in & timer* a view of the nature of

toe self. According to too essay on education, "Spirit aloa© is

eternal. mi comprehends Itself*,-^ and since the identity' of toe
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whose operations It aa»rgs»® as salf-consclous will or *dac fcieaea-

^011®". Sow, while the g<\*i«sis of tha conscious egoism of "the
■sg

unique one" is described In broadly analogous terns, in the essay

the: process whereby th« concrete date of knowledge, ere "annihilated*

sad assiail&Wd into the unity of the self is represented &s a

process of abatraction, & highly fona«l process of progressive

generalisation and conceptotalisation fro* the original constituent

neteriale* Taia w»e of rspresanting the aolfe relationship to the

objective data of cognition is conspicuously absent from *&er blasige",

where it is replaced by a conception, the absence of which fro* the

educational essay is equally conspicuous. This is $timer1 s concep¬

tion of "property*. For "the unique one", cognition ia only one

for® of his general relationship to the contents of the external world,

which is the relation of an *own«r* to hie "property*. Something

baeostss ay property when I am in a position to *use* it and choose to

us® it; in "using" it, I not only withdraw it fro® the use of others,

but dastroy it by "consuming* it. &>»« things, such as my own feelings

and opinions, I can "appropriate* In this sense by ay nor*, act of will.

Otharn, such «» physicd. objssctr and the ««a®tions or attitude© of other

people, I can appropriate only by taking overt action. Since I can

have "property* in know-lodge, as well as in thing© and persons, this

conception does the work which the conception of cognitive abstraction

was engaged to do in the educational essay, and dees it in a way which

supports and intensifies those other features of "the unique one*

which Stirner la concerned to accentuate. In "fier ©insiga*, therefore.
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la *jfer Masige*, however, btiraer not only abandons this way

of formulating the characteristic activity of too self but denies

tha VKty aaaningfulness of an/ such fornalation, All that can be

said is that ay actions are asnltestations of ajgi they cannot be

reduced to the cheaical synthesis of "Wlll^Knewledge" or of cay other

identifiable ele&uats, for th*y are eiaiply auaoitestations of ne, and
41

I ©a "th# tiaosKaahle** ' Sine# X an a "nothingness", X can plausibly

be said to "de&troy* knowledge, and in "Ber ainsige* $tira»r depicts

the egoist as "owning* and * using* knowledge. but this knowledge,

for from being taken up cad assBella tad integrally into ay very

identity, r&eain* on the contrary so. ething external to m, say chattels

*.... if X attain to property in thought, thsjr (i.e. ay thoughts) stand
4?

a* ay creatures*. * Indeed the only detectable traces of "Baa

Wiscea-kollan* to be found la *Ber tinsigo* are in Slimer* s repeated

assertions that tha egolsn of "the unique one" is distinctively a

tonsclous egoisn, because "what I do unconsciously, X hslf do."***
this, however, is not a general doctrine- of the nature of egoistic

consciousnesst it is a specific doctrine of the nature of the

original egoistic choice, which aust be deliberate sad not blind,

free and not adventitious.

* * »

In the three years separating the essay on education froa "Ber

blnsige", therefori, btimer caia© to ✓o-.end his analysis of selfhood

in several definite respects, although the figure of the "free person*
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m that ®y free stabile traverse the world with ©

49
rejuvenated spirit." " quipped with th®m qmJLttl&&0 to®

p-i-raoaalist will live e life of exultm% »«lf-reallsatlon and

audacious s«4 fl-aseertioa, "feeling, tflovto^ sad assorting hies©If,

in skIl-rtslijiRcvf, solf-caasdousn-2bs, sad "Truth

consists ia nothing els© than self-aanifes tation*•

Suae of thass natalities of the personalist ver© directly graftod

into to© morel character and outlook of the egoist. "fee egoist, too,

leads a nomeatobgMsoaaat existence of eonstaut self-odap totlecu •Only

the ssd f-dlssolving ego, 'the nov&r-betng ego, toe - rial to ego is

really transitory ego*.^ The egoist, too, moves easily

tit rough th® world of which ha Is master, because "to© world belongs
57

to s©-" ihsa too egoist, too, will override everything "which
54

prejudices ay adIVdsvelojaseat, stAf-eseeriion, set£—creation®,

because "toe asoro w® foal ourselves, the smaller appears that which

before seemed invincible.Still other features of personalis!

morality dtiraer greatly ac-gaifi.d and accentuated, sad, after

extending tfewe to their extras® limits, incorporated the® into his

picture of the ©foist. Whereas, for example, tho behaviour of the

persoaaXiat is sold to be characterised by "self—confidence", toe

■ood in which toe egoist thinks and acts cm only be described a©

oa® of self»sufflcitot arrogance* "Turn to yourselves rather %hm
*£

to your jpds or idols",J says Stimer, for vhoa toe egoist, like
57

God, will "behove 4 just as it pleases hj©' ". The fMgrsoaeX

independence which is too cardinal value of too personalis! ia
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similarly transformed, &nd emerge® m *unl ^ucaesc*, the 'iu«lity by

which th<u egoist identifies hisself; *bveyy higher being over sis,

be it God or man, weekens the feeling of my uniqueness.. .1 m owner

156
of ay power, and «a so, v,ften I know myavlf tins ualm^.*

The ssorei character of the personalis t, sad hi3 typical worlds

outlook, unmistakably imply that certain other aspect* of egoistic

morality, although not explicitly foraulctad by Stimer is tarns of

the peraonaliet, wold at least be aepeete of the moral universe which

he inhabits, Basch eaye that in the esaey on education "the individ-

u&Lim of Stimer tine© not yet seas to be identified in his thought

with egoiMn.*-^ This is literally quite true, hut if by "egoism*

is meant the «or«i condition in which the subject pieces the release

of his own feelings and the exercise of his ova will abovo every other

possible consideration (and this is roughly the condition of the egoist

ia "Iter biasige"), then it »uet b; acknowledged that the ©ss«y is streva

with uttereneae depicting tho personalist as sieving towards just this

condition* Thero ere references to * truth eoaal sting in bo thing but
A

selfrautnlfaataUon*, to *s«l.f-assortion* m "the highest activity*,
62

to "the person* who "should cane to unfold himself* - indeed the

jadgaetit that "knowledge is worth more than to be used to chese
gv

practical purposes" -* md bb&t "the highest practice 1© when a £r«« man

64
engages ia ad f-aanilVs taiion* might have been lifted fro® "Per Linaige*.

Hovhero, how«v;.r, Is there a reference to my obligation of the

personalist towards others or towards society.
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Etimer *a# to solve la terns of hie egoletle system by dcclerlng

that *ay lor® Is not a cnmandieent, but, like each of my feelings,

my property".70 Is already o problem for the personalst, on whose

deeper relation with others, however, Btimer Is strangely silent.

Sor has he anything to say ebout e belief which was to exercise hi®

greatly in "Bar ^instfe*, 'toe misguided belief In "wecatioa*,

according to which a sum should strive to achieve perfection or

salration by cultivating truth sad virtue In himself: *But one owes

it neither to oneself to ®&k < anything out of oneself, nor to others

to site anything out of them.*^" TM doctrine that *1 smrt start
72

fro® ayedF*, nest "seek myself*,* is at the very heart of the egoist*»

raj action of "vocation* and his absolute acceptance of hiaeelf, with

all bis peculiarities sad liaitatione, m the justification atsd end of

his consciously self-centred activity, and it is surely remarkable that

in the essay on education, where the path leading Ares personalis* to

egolf.f.- lr othervlrf eo dearly marked out, this first precise of

egoism should not be identified sad expressed."^
The differences between the aorellty of to* perronallai and that

of too egoist, however, are not attributable only to the fact tost in

"Der ilasige" Stimer was able to work out in do toil toe attitude of

to© egoist in nerd situations of which tots perton&liet hwl not even

conceived. The difference between the two pictures is not only in

respect of cosplstances. In at least on* «.jor respect the difference

is absolutely fundamental.. this is to'- devaluation of the personal!st*s

idea of freodou md its eupers^erlon by tots egoistic notion of*ownorship*.
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Certainly, the freetfcjis of the yerwnallet 1® not Merely "independence

of eatborities'*, but the *self~deterBlaati0a....of a KM who is free
74

la hlasalfi' the fywvisum of thought and of conscience which are

conferred fro® outside are «n inferior superficial! ty coopered with

"the true sad laser freedom of the will, soral fre«db«,"^ Certainly,

his eel f-essertion and adf«d©teraination are wry like the egoist's

sd.f~possossio» or •owtmess*, his reihsal to allow hias^X f to be

possessed or overborne by huowui beings md instltutiore or fey abstract

laeals sad obligation*. But, Just as the conception of "property* is

absent from the earlier nceo mi of the metaphysical relationship

between the self ana the as buret world, wo the concept of "ownership",

as a mnbs of expressing the characteristic issue of the egoist's

pructioal. activity in the natural world, is nowhere to fee found in the

educational essay, *&ere its .place as the final definition of the

paraonaliet's eonpiex purposes is taken by the idea of fr«edo»,

lor tee egoist, "fiascos Is e&pty of substance,*' because "to fee

free of something Merely a«aas* to be done with or rid of i t", and

although "one can indeed get rid of Much, one can never fee rid of

everything. On the other hand, "I &a »y own &t ail tiass and in
79

all drouMStenees*, so long m "I keep ayaelf and ay own interest
80 ftl

before ay eyes.""' Since *1 m owner of what I bare la «y power,"

tht- sapreao activity of die egoist is, not to strive hopelessly to

resllse en aspty freed©®, tot to enlarge indefinitely his ownership

by innefl ni tely extending his power over people and things. the
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dillameu toe personalis! one the egoist la at this point

surely irreconcilable, ibr it represent* a difference betwwn two

rival crxtoriu fey which the eetlvitiao of the ituilTlMl, hie designs

end »ceo»pli»hiu«nU> ia toe world, ©re aXbiuateiy to fee judged* they

kt« not lacosK.fttlfejU. out ti»& vgjiet declare* toe criteriae of freedou

to be generally irr^I^veato end so he t*uul4 bo beuQfi to say that, ia

the Xaoi analysis, toe activity of too personalist is vitiated fey a

basic si indirection.

# * *

living sad writing oaring too Ideological fenaant of toe 154G»,

end participating daily ia tha coated political discussions ©song

"die Freien*, S timer wis always acutely conscious of too in&ediate

social aad political relevance of his Ideas* Soth in too w&«ay on

82 | V
education end ia *feer hiaslge** bo CMsacntod pertinently on to®

iaterdapcadencs of aorsls end politics m& on too crucial politico!

significance of education. In both works," ' "" ho coaafcaas to©

h&rrm sod nugatory ratoms of acre oaultorotora. sad daaoads & moral

resolution which will orlfciAato a now society on an entirely different
Si t"7

basis* la both wo^e,*>" * too target of hie swsi withering contempt

is th* bob whone ®ech«nlcal purposes aro detvrui&cd fey to* society of

which he is & aero oanber, the good bourgeois, too can believe that

he enjoys a specious "liberty* only bacaus* fee Is incapable of

recognising toe innuo-.rable agencies fey which ha is bound and his
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88 89
Is strangled. la both, * he .protests urgently

against too forces toieb, tend to suhaergw tine individual ia the group*

ia & «!«*&, or ia society.

Harass, fcouerer, such of wl#r biaaigaP Is sk-voied to a elarifi-

cntioa of tb&? a&turc of egoistic iatercettrae and to & detailed

elucidation of the conceot of *th$ sssocietion of egoists*, Hat

L timer hao to coy about peracHtoliet society ia the earlier writing is

s&ialy asgis.tiT>_ -asd consists largely of cryptic ati%peaces which tend

to be icpaa.®trebly oracular* lto is Implacably' opposed to toa aristo¬

cratic grates of pr*«Bs*olutioa Europe and to the capitalist society

of Siaetoeato Cautary Europe He believes that the release of self-

conscious will ia sel "-sufficient individuals will usher ia & new era,

a civilisation of personalists each attcr-Unr; his superb originality

ia a free eoassu&itgf of ere-: tlv;. squall., who are equals purely beeaase

each oas is a sovereign to himself. But his proaouaesB mts or far

t o exiguous -&4 occult to sarv.-. as the principles of a coherent

philoaofky of society. They proa.pt too xaany iiuesUoas which the

educations! sassy does not attempt t anu^er. that kind of relations

sail ,.<o8SiHy e.dst individual j whose Individuality 1® absolute

end v©.-.rtl Bow c..\a such individual r- possibly m&e,* in intercourse

of any kind, mi ia Hat poxsibu ••• sense could they be- said to torn a

©osaaaltyf

In "Dor klnaige", Stimer*s unequivocal sa«wr is that me should
90

•aspire, sot to cowsmity but to one-sidedaosf.* "bet us seek, ia
91

others only asanas and organs, which we use a® our property**' this
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follows naturally from fc timer's definition of "intercourse* as

"enjoyment of the world".^ It is not true that, as Schultze oays,^
the upshot of Stimer* s ideas in "bar idnzigc" would be "a war of all

against all", for 6timer explicitly denies that toe ultimate pre—

occu -ations of solf-consdous egoists e&a ever collide in toe way

that the caacreto Interests of ordinary people frequently collid©

with each other or with the States *Xh©.« .opposition of unique one

against unicju© on© is at bottom beyond what is called opposition, but
94

without having sunk bade into 'unity* and unison." This denial

appears paradoxical in the light of what Stimer has to say about

toe difference between egoistic Intercourse and ordinary human inter¬

course imposed by toe customs of society and the laws of the State,

in & passage where- be asserts th-t "it is a different thing whether

1 rebound fro® m ego or from a people.*^ In this passage he

speaks of himself ("toe unique one*} as standing "man against man",

"the opponent of my opponent", and "struggling against a bodily enemy*

- in contrast with the "ghostly" enemy of toe State. The language

of such passages would seam to imply that the notion of an "egoistic

community" is indeed * glaring contradiction ;Jftd that any kind of

egoistic intercourse would be bound to result in *& war of ell

against all*.

The solution to the paradox is to be found In that section of

"Der idLnzige* wher«? ofclrnor criticises the classical liberal conception

of "free competition", and where, to the question, "but do persons
Ok

really compete?", ha replies, "Mo, ag&ln only things!*7
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Competition, liko comparison, is only possible between entities

ehwring & common metaphysical and moral statu** states do not

"compete* Kith wolf-pack®, any more than wolves "compete" with

fires or stores. Since I m untrue. and since to "compete" with

other human beings would be to fall Into the contradiction of

attributing to the* the metaphysical and moral status of a person

(that is, the staas aVtus as myself), there cm be no question of

my competing with others, mo in ay ©yes ere never 'persons*f but

only objects which I may or any not choose and soak to appropriate

and enjoy. Thus Stimer envisages, not "a war of all against all*,

bit a multiplicity of moral universes, the "unique ones', each self-

contained and absolutely discrete as & morid. universe, but each in

relation - the relation of "ownership* - to a common physical universe,

the natural world which as a material being every "'unique on©* inhabit®,

while th© material interests of the ®goi»t, as bo strives to realise

thus by overt actions in the natural world, will certainly clash with

the actions of other individuals considered as natural events, 'the

sanctity of his essential independence is continuously preserved by

his self-conscioua refusal to recognise any other person as a

commensurate moral agent, the existence of whoa would infringe his

own uniqueness.

It was ...long such lines, then, that i Urnsr cam© eventually to

answer the question which, In the assay on education, he was on the

brink of formulating - the question of how there can possibly be any

kind of relations at all between autonomous individuals whose self-
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sufficiency is imperviously absolute. If hi® answer involves him

in the spectacular contradict! .n of asserting toe existence of a

multiplicity of persons each of whom is for himself "the unique one*

- a contradiction which, by its v«ry failure to state the issue

explicitly, too educational essay formally escapes - this reflects

the fundamental contradict!on in his conception of individuality

KhldH he never diagnosed and nevtr resolved. because be was not

prepared to accept the literal e nsequences of to® notion of "toe

unique one" | because he was not prepared to take too plunge into

ethical solipsism; because ho regarded intercourse with others as

one of the moat exquisite forms of too individual's enjoyment of

too world; .end because such intercourse is in fact not possible

unless these others to that extent share the metaphysical and moral

characteristics of personality; he preferred to rob his conception

of "uniqueness* of all its sy&metry and Jeopardise its vary meaning

by extending its application to a plurality of individuals.

iitoou#* toe vulnerability of btimer's position Is disguised

in to© educational essay by too ostentatiously obscure language in

Which bis abstruse allusione to toe future personalis! society are

couched, toe aeutensao of his dilemma is mercilessly exposed in

"Dor iinsige" when be comes to depict toe specific fbra which

egoistic intercourse will take, in the "Verain* or "association of

egoists*. Anxiously detensincd to illustrate all to® respects in

which toe egoist, who is inhibited or disfranchised by "society*#

is enabled to realise his purposes more affectively in too
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"association* without submitting to tea continence sad abnegation

imposed by a system of institutions, Stimer claims that this will

b© pose!bio h.-cause th© egoist* s distinctly© participation in tee

"association" will bs neither institetl onalissd nor systematic.

The contingent, pragmatic character of the "associ: tion" will bo

tee archetype of all the egoist* s relations with others, for in a

seas© Stirrer's description of the "association* is really a

description of the various expression* of tea egoist*s relatltmahlp

with certain special elements in his environment - those oth r human

bsings whoat hs identifies as practising their own for® of self-

conscious egoism.

"Society" represents itself as something "sacred", transcending
07

tee destinies of any of its individual members}' it is concerned,

not with tee needs of its members ua individuals, but only to Ions
98

them in te imago which it prescribes, and to exploit their
99

capacities} it is always and everywhere the declared enemy of
100

©gpism. Th» "association" on the other hand is an arbitrary

creation of tho Individual, who can at any mommt dissolve it simply
101

by revoking his adherence to it, sine® it is nev^r mora than his
102

act of association - this is tec meaning of "©association"} in no

sense cm "association* inform or ro-oriontete tee essential

characters of the individuals who assodate, for "neither I nor you
1st 104

ere uttorabls, we are ineffable?t 3 it is an instrument of tftieh

I will avail myself only so long as I can derive profit or delight

from its uso,^' end I will nav^r forget that its value ia determined
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solely fay thw addi tional power or mora engrossing diversion which

it affords t£ jo and by which alone its efficacy ic to bo judged}

in the "aseoelation", and only in it, can I enjoy the advantages

of collaborating with others without ceasing to be an egoist intent

purely on sy own aggrandisement.

Ufa© problem, then, with which dtimer is concerned in "Dor

Bind, go" is partly that to which Rousseau addressed himself in the

"Social contract", "to find a form of association*••tin which meh,

while uniting himself with all, «ay still obey bias©If sione, and
10?

remain as free as before," ' He is not only concerned to free

himself from the deference sad subordination entailed fay membership

of "society", H© is also concerned to discover a for® of association

with others which will assure certain definite objects for himself,

without in say way casualttlag him to make reciprocal assuruncos to

those others with whom h® is associating, In the first place,

Stimer1 s "association" is supposed to afford him the pleasures of

intercourse with his associates, and in the second place it is

supposed to place their combined power et hie di ©postal. Since,

however, hi© esaodntes are, like himself, declared and «alf-

eoneclous egoists who, like himself, will use the association only

until it no longer suits their purpose , wb-n they will "disloyally
jrtg

and faithlessly give it up*} and sine®, if they, like himself,

©osasit themselves to no thin.;, ho himself is clearly able to count

on nothing} it would seem that the advantages of associating wife

other egoist#, although perhaps genuine while they lasted, would be

so intolerably ephemeral and undefendable as to render the practical
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respite of egoistic association utterly negligible; an egoist who

wanted to profit from the combin;d power of other© would be tiuch

better to remain in conventional society, ood, by calculation and

deceit, systematically to exploit its innocent nsabers, rss.thar than

to expose himself to the attention© of »on who are explicitly his

equals in deliberate ©ell-seeking.

Thus there can only bo- one cogent reason for "the unique one's*

choice of other self-conscious egoists a© his prel-arr&u associates©.

Plainly he oust derive an incomparable satisfaction from associating

with other -beings who have also assumed the status of "unique one*

and fro& contemplating th~ cool egoism of their natures. And if

ho- is really to enjoy this irreplaceable kind of satisfaction, he

must recognise these other beings, at laast in the respects which

are essential to his enjoyment of association with them, as aideting

on tho su»e terras as himself. But in acknowledging this, he has

already ac<-.jnowludged that hie governing conception, of himself as

literally * the unique one*, he© broken down in Its fundamental

feature. Unwilling to deny himself toe one form of enjoyment which

is subversive of hie status m "th® unique one"; unwilling to

renounce absolutely th« comfort of iriUa&cy with others end to

sustain the austerities of the solitude which must be borne if he

is finally to moke hlaculf the exclusive centra of his own implacable

exertionsi ho has conceded toe reality of othore possessing m

identity which corresponds to hie in the essential respects, and
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so he ha* destroyed the v«ry basis 00, which his unoonpronislng

•geisn w»s vindicated sad possibly.

* * »

In *Ber £iasigeH, thai, dtimer pr*so«d the »fm person®, in

his reinat ro&tian m "the unique one", to define the nature of his

personal relationships in detail and without reserve. In the

educational •«•«;f, he had portrayed the "free person" in ail his

naivete fend pristine audacity, but he hod neglected to explain how

such a portrait could for* part of a mn& landscape peopled

entirely with characters dtiaae buoyancy consisted in delivering

th««ts@lv<»» of ibair identity in sanguine disregard of everything

wild, evoxyon, else. That h® would be unable to give such an

explanation without adulterating his conception of the "free person*

is evident trots, "her Elnsige*, whore hi® ettesapt to satisfy "the

unique one's* appetite for eosutmieuUoa <uid intercourse with other

beings tended irresistibly to vitiate the integrity of his original

conception of "the unique one* himself. This inability is concealed

in the educational esa-y, however. In the asrly writing, dtirn©r

does not disclose tern the race of "free persons*, in whom his

pcrtonelifet education will eulaimtte, will enter Into relationships

with one another, or what fbr&s these relationships will take.

Sic views on this subject are only to be derived I'roa hia later

statements in "for linzige*.
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s»ite the reverse is true of hi® view* on the proems of

education itself, Mills these or* his central and eaplieit oomom

in his earlier work, in *Der Etesige* they 5re only of marginal

r«:1«.ranee n<5 are only -to be ssoertoinsd fro® his peripheral

■allusions and illustrative references to the topic. It night

indeed be suralsed that, in a work like "Der iaslge", dedicated to

the individual1® repudiation of oil social tl s us hindrances to his

s®lf-ss,3ekir4.., my rrnformoos to education would bo hostile or can¬

to *pt«oue, and certainly wmy passages in it testify to SUrner*s

later suspicion of the educational process. At lnw.st one nejcr

section of the book 1® of interest to the aducetlonlst, howov»r.

this is the vary first section, entitled "A Susan Life*, in which

8timer traces the development of human self-consciousness frets

infancy to aunhood. The three stage® of development follow a

classical dl&lectieel progression. The child at first inhabit® ©

formidable world of material object®, of which he rasains in awe
TQQ

until he manage# to penetrate "behind things* and outgrow his

rasp-eat for then. Having overcaae hi® »a.t«rial environment by

virtue of his stent®! powers or "spiri t", ea an adolescent he Inhabits

a spiritual world, the world of Ideas, which for a tine successfully

claims hi® acetous devotion. It is only wh n he becomes an adult

that he learns "to deal with the world according to his interest.
no

not seconding to hie ideal,®*« and to substitute ®«lf-con»ci:ma

egoism for the mreXl-Ctlve realisa and issm-:tare idealism of his

childhood end youth.
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It is doubtful whether btimer intended this; to be a literal

account of mantel growth* as a pi-.see of descriptive psychology,

it could scarcely be held to furnish much p&daaee to the practical

educator, and it is chiefly of interest to the educationist as a

typical exsnple of & »m«apitulft1l on* theory, i.e., of tee kind of

teeoiy which asserts that the development of each individual

recapitulates the evolution of his species# Stirner's "human life*

exhibits in microcosm the stages through which, according to *£er

dinalgQ*, mankind must psse before it csa realise the egoistic forsa

of self~conaeiotUffi*s*« Th« Meitnts, who lived under th - tyranny

of tee world of natural objects, wore freed ro» this subjection by

their philosophers, only to fill, as Christians, under the spiritual

domination of ate tract ideals, Of those the abstractions of modern

philosophy are the ultimate m&alf*mtetiom, hi final predicament of

Spirit before it is »u, erswdsd and trsnseended by tee egoistic
111

consciousness, Despite striking difference®, teds historied

dialectic - ReeHawt, Idealism, ageism, - obviously echoes in nany

ways tee historical dialectic of Humanism, Kealims, Personalise,

which stimer ted sketched in tee educational essay# In tee assay,

however, he neae no attempt to relate his historical teaoiy to nay

kind of schsnstic account of tew child's progress towards self-

realisation, and in his later walk, wher- he doss this, his purpose

is to throw light, not on tew process of education, but on tee nature

of fee egoistic consciousness towards white ho see® mankind as moving#
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There are aaverfcl other passages in "Der minsige* that suggest

ways in which otlrnsr Slight have developed hi® theory of education.

Towards the end of the section on "The Possessed", for example, be

autkes an important distinction between thoughts and feeling® which

are merely "aroused" in ue by the presence of object sad those

that are deliberately "imparted* to us as the orooer thoughts end
112

feeling# to hare in the presence of the object. My self-

possession is consistent with being "aroused" by mm idea or event,

bo long a® X do not allow ayself to be dominated by the fading

"aroused* in me, and so long as I m able to rid myself of toe

fading at will, % definition, however, I cannot rid myself of

"feelings" that have bean "imparted* to no, for to aay that they

have been "imparted* is to say that 1 have been specifically

conditioned to have these particular foolinga under the specific

ci reuse toncos which have been designated to elicit toots. Stirnor

is her?; making & distinction which he mUh% have used to fix toe

limit# of toe activity of the educator, for clearly too ltd.rewrite

educator will not see* to condition hie pupils to experience pre-

established feelings. His role will be United to furnishing

them *4to the richest and most accessible physical, social, and

intellectual environsufc, end to administering this environment in

toe ways that will beet saabl® thoa to respond to it on their own

terms md in thoir own right.
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Wills It provide® a, basis for intelligent speculation, tins

essay on sduc&tlon affords no definite? ciuus a© to to* probable

onteit of the curriculum of pereonallsrt education, and speculation

is not sad© easier by the fact that Stimer habitually describes tee

©ventac! life of the mature peraonmlist In 'tee highly Metaphorical

language of bis special moral ontology rather than. In terns of his

speed.fie concrete activities* In this respect *0©r I&nslge", in

disclosing and m&lysing the nature of tee egoist's peculiar

smfcLsfactions, offer© mors* practical guidance to the educator#

a timer1 © choice of «*aMpl»» in "£er Mo»i§»* to illustrate the

characteristic activities of the egoist ia surely significant# As

•samples of tee "worn© of a unique one* he refers to "wusical

eo®po«4lions* and "artistic designs*#"1^ Mow, although a vork of

art is y ba enjoyed in mmy way©, only the creator ©an have tee

irreplaceable enjoyment of creating it# Because this enjoyment

cannot be transferred, because it i© insuperable from tee activity

of the creator himself, Stlro«r regards artistic creation a© tee

paradigs of egoistic activity, although ote«r activities, from tee

highest offices of etete to tec most commonplace jobs of \mtk9 can

be made vehicle© of my egolsa if I only choose to bring to teem ©11

tec force of ®y distinctive interests end unique capacities#^"*
Given tels analysis of egoistic activity, the task of tee educator

would sets® to lis in teaching his pupils to identify and. enjoy the

possibilities of © given situation by canedously exploiting those
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features of toe situation which can to »ude to minister to their

creative auLf-ys^ression.

%at Is true of the eduoatioaitl essay, however, Is also true

of those sections of "Iter alasdge* which have relevance to the

occupation of to© teacher sad toe teaching aittit-tioa* They m

conspicuously lacking ia concrete sintenants aid positive suggest¬

ions. Stimer is throughout sore ooucerneb to delimit those areas

of hwm personality and conduct on which it i© prohibited ibr the

educator or anyone also to encroach, than to show how they can be

fertilised «aa enriched from without lay to® beneficent influence©

of a sympathetic associate* The teuchor is showa the ultima to

futility of latail&ctoai in ulry, oincw ideas aro devoid of intrinsic

significances if they threaten his eelf-poasession, the individual

will be quid to discard thm and return to the sanctity of his

pristine oblivion.The teacher is adjured to resign his claims

to afeeoluto Authority over the pupil, and he is shown the legitimacy

of toe letter*a reslstsscc to his jurisdictions "Isruly it Is not a

ll6
failing in you that you stiffen yourself against »©...* Indeed,

applied to the teaching situation, Stimer*6 central doctrine in

"Iter finalgo", that "every higher being over me, be it Got! or be it
117

nan, weakens ay feeling of uniqueness", leads straight to what

would be, pulta literally, & stoto of anarchy in too classroom*

The dissolution of classroom government Is not completed so

thoroughly in the education©! essay, where S timer, foreseeing that

toe pupil's authentic »elf-«will may deguaor&to into inopportune
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vidian and redefined it In th« character of "the unique one", he had

cam* to see, wad virtually to «*y, that a character who is ths- uthor

as -well as the director of his own identity is already beyond ths

reach of education*

♦ * *

According to Storrnr, "^verything S timer has done refers uniquely
XJ?1

to 'the unique one1 himself*, and certsdnly th© invisible presence

of "the unique one" moves silently but unerringly through the page® of

the educational essay, Xne universe of the personalist is for him

familiar territory; although it differs in many features i'rom his cam

universe of *Der Hasis®*, many landmarks are co&mon to both. l'he

points at which 1 timer's position in the assay converges with his

later world-outlook are numerous indeed, la both writings, ©timer* •

ideas ura> formally presented as a classics! dialectical progression;

in both, peroonal identity is rooted in on impenetrable, vacuous self,

which neg&t -6 and consumes the world in ths act of exploiting and

enjoying itj to© moment-to-momcnt existence of ths leading character

is narked by prodacuity ;uin instability) the physical, social, md

iat&lecbu&u. environment is meaningful to hla only to the #a tent that

he can put it to his own arbitrary uses; ho declares himself unmoved

by th« claims of general truth! and objective values) ho dissents at

once from toe authority aau froai tfav benevolence of toe group and of

society; Hi ha identifies the moat radical individualism with unabashed

self-m&aifoetahton ,»t the espcn&e of anyone or anything.
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With hie judgment that, in the essay on education, Stira«r*e

"appeal fhr the autonomy of the individual ring® out almost more

warmly md laid tingly, than inter, wh«a hie words seaes to be in the

ell-embracing grip of a rigid logic*,*'*'- Keckay has perhaps discovered

the fundamental diff«r&nce between it end *&er Unsige*# The

eisnbersace and vehemence wita which £timer proclaimed hie early

insights mora than equal the acknowledged opulence of his nature

pronouncements$ but his later flews ere the nor© Intelligible in

detail, not only because they arc abundantly illustrated end their

relevance to practice! situations thoroughly investigated, but chiefly

because they arc presented as a complete end coherent moral system

whose constituent doctrines derive heightened significance from their

intimut# logical interdependence*

in reconstructing md unifying his world-outlook, ho was brought

to eliminate such conceptions as "wtll-knovkdge", uhlan figured

prominently in the essay, and to reformulate others in tore illuminating

or consistent wuysj thus hit doctrine of tea stif'j rel.utl nahip to the

world, originally oonceived ia barms of the subject's cognitive

abstraction froa, the data of exportanno, was entirely restated in the

language of "appropriation*, sad the notion of "freedom* was replaced

by his doctrine of "ownership". He found himself under the necessity

of giving an account of certain ethical concepts, such as "vocation",

which presented problems nut even apprehended in toe ecsay, end his

attempted solutions of these problems, notably in the case of his
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account of tfca e^Ist1 a intercourse vitin others, «o»atltt»a fall

far short of eoaplatat success. To one problem, however, "£er

Siaalge* conspicuously oait® to give direct and corcprahonsive

tre.itauat, this is the central profclea of tea assay of 1642,

the probity, of education, which, as oy 1844 Stimer had COiae to

pasilaa, is bound to be «, concern of little seoaaat for «n egoist

who ia wholly uninter ot<{Q in the regeneration aithor of hia»elf

or others#
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a %fio~otoyi

la j&aitoMdfeau

In what way*, if eny, cwn dtirtter'» esoay on "The Felse

Principle* of our hdueetion" bo regarded m historically noteworthy?

The immediate latemt that it excited among bit contemporaries is

not known, but its celebrity moat almost certainly have boon confined

to the sore turbulmt intolloctuals of the Hegelian J» -ft. If It hss

continuou to be of laterest, this is chiefly because, within the

framework of hie educational theme, gtimer was incidentally ©conducting

a preliminary exploration of certain metaphysical and moral ist-uea

which wre to become his fundamental concern in "Ber binsige und sein

j&geathum*, Xet, at least in its intention, the essay was not

primarily an exercise in metaphysics or an attempt to oatabilish a

moral thesis, Stimer1 e avowed purpose was to conduct a mordant

impeachment of prevailing conceptions of education *nd, in dl«crediting

thorn, to point the way to a new conception of education, redefined in

the interest* of the individual. It is, therefore, as a contribution

to toe philosophy of education that his »asay should initially be

Judged and its hietortel significance appraised.

What place, toon, can Stimer bo said to occupy in tow history of

educational philosophy? bo his utterances toed light on problems

which it Has been th traditional business of philosophers of education



to apprehend m& elucidate #nd what laQ«f«c« did hie educstion&l

•sony exert on the eubeequvnfc development of ths philosophy of educ&tiont

to the last question it oust be answered th«t, *s tar «s eaa be

ascertained, bis essay on education ha© not exerted the slightest direct

influence on my subsequent thinker or writer on education. taioabod

in the archive® of a vanished journal until lS?8, it has since been

known only to the aore pertinacious of the readers of Stimer from

Kucfcay*s edition of Stimer* s ainor writings and fn« one or two other

obscure editions,"''" If Stimer*e ideas hove been known to soac recent

writers on education, th«y hate been the ideas of *D*r aineicw*, by

which r«ork alone h« has exerted audi historic influence aa say be
2

attributed to his. If his niece a© su educational thinker is to

depend, on th» specific fertility of the only writing in which he

publicly adeIr©»S'9<l himself to en educational th«»«, his importance

uust be agreed to be wholly nefligibla.

The historic sterility of hie educational essay ojrn only partly

be aecrib'td to too extravagance of its viowa and the licence with which

Stimer expressed fheau Kore seriously, the assay could be criticised

as failing to set out e> "philosophy of oducation" at all, if e philosophy

of education must be both coherent and comprehensive, S timer1 a

Interest Ik feverishly engaged, by a few distinctive th«est these

represent only a fraction of the traditional concerns of educational

philosophers, although- they ar- perhaps tmong the most fundamental of

the a® concerns. On »«ny topics tfas.t h»v^ seamed of central importance
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to educational philosophers ha hue nothing to e&y, On others, his

ob» snr> tions &r„ ssystiljpiagly oblique or 4^4una to the point of absurdity,

thus, Stirncr has nothing to #uy about tho organisation of education

or about the social and al&inistrabiva free work within Which it is to be

provided* this i® connected .dtfe his total silence concerning the

practical steps, by which "personalist education* is to be brought about.

Be says nothing about the snacial features of the tendhlit.. situation,

which distinguish It fro® the oth.r situations in which human beings

find timedvee, or about tn „• special ah&r&eterititles of the teacher

uad the pupil in ao far as they are "tat-caer" and * „a. 11* in &

relationship which can be distinguished from the other rdLationships

between human beings, And be says nothing about the properties of

the physical environment - school, classroom, equipment - within and

against which perannalist education will b& conducted,

£timer alght retort tb..t •.•.arsonellst education cannot be "organised"

or systematically "brought about*, sines it sessnti&lly and only concerns

the relations between individuals and can be achieved only by the example

ana permu&sion of individuals} that the special features of the

education*! process cannot be distlu^uiahad. since true education is

In&UUaguiad&hU from life if it is fully lived} and that, for the

same reason, the "educational" savlron&Mnt ounnot be distinguished fro®

the normal environs<s»t of efficacious human activity. Such m answer,

however, would be quite insufficient, in so fur us the relationships

between hornet* beluga are deliberately "educational", they must bo
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arranged within frome social framework, however Informal, which will

tots tea that extent pliauiad or at least conscious!/ assumed; while the

v-ry fact that 3timer has chosen to write an essay about education

is an implicit token that in t least some respects, from at least bob®

standpoint, as one sodo of human activity a»on& others the activity of

education cw> bo distinctly consider**! md interprtid,

Stimer* a frugal utterance# on practical educational issues tend

to ba impenetrably opaque or almost wholly negative, What will tlie

personalist teacher seek to impart to his pupils, &nd what is it

important thet they should learn? What are the r&alms of experience

that are specially Meaningful for the personal!tst educator? In acre

pedestrian Wras, around what subjects of study or practical activities

would ti personalis! curriculum be built? Apart from castigating the

deformities of too exclusively literary, classical, and biblical

education of the humanists, end declaring that true education must be

truly 'comprehensive*, ^ Stimer offers scant guidance to the educator,

We sight surmise that highly formal studies, such m philosophy and.

mathematics, would occupy a central place in his curriculum, sine** such

disciplines promote the ability to "abstract* from, and so to subdue,

to® concrete data of experience;4 and that too elements in hi® multi-

furious and fluid curriculum would be ratified to the ©xtont that they

diversely realised phases of toe child*s life that would be relevant
K

to his aatur«r interests," We could, howevor, at most surmise even

this, inconclusive as it is, S timer* s essay at most affords a

basis for speculation on what a personalist curriculum might comprise,
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but it is disconcertingly far from proposing material innovations

that might enable m educator to design such a curriculum.

The same i© true of S timer's allusions to issues of teaching

method. From sdi&t he says about the crucial significance of

"abstraction", of systematic representation find interpretation, we

can conjecture that the personalist teacher will exert himself to

Identify universals, to articulate distinctions, and to cultivate

in his pupils the fomsl powers of conceptualisation end general¬

isation; and fro® what he ©ays about teacher-pupil relationships,^
we can a*sum* that discipline in the personalis! classroom will be

of the freest kind, depending, not on any form of physical or

institaitlon.il sanctions, but purely ©a the reconciliation of the

personalities of the teacher and hia pupils, 9ut if nothing more

informative thiin this can be extracted from the educational essay

in tiie way of positive recommendations concerning teaching methods

and conditions, then it must be admitted that the essay's practical

value to the working teacher is meagre in the extreme. The writings

of & Herbert, a Froebal, or a Dewey, have been rich in suggestive

ideas profoundly affecting educational practice, and it is possible

to conduct a school, or to touch a class, according to methods

recognigsbly derived from the educational principles of one of these

thinkers. by what indications, however, could one identify a school

that was being conducted on "persan&Ust* principles or a teacher who

was trying to implement his personalist ideals in his clasaroon practical

Would the pupils of a personaliat school thoasselvws select their subjects



of study and pursue these privately i.nd individually, with the

minimus of guidance end supervision? 'Would to® personalis! teacher

teach his class Socrsilcally, giving free pl«y to the self-expression

of his pupils in & constant dialogue between himself and thmu and

among the pupils themselves? Or, perhaps, would the personalis!

teacher refuse to work within the limitations of class or school,

but insist on devoting himself to the education of a single pupil,

whose exclusive tutor ha would be throughout chll<&ood «nd wdblescenee?

Until these md a hundred such questions are definitely and circum¬

stantially answered, it must be impossible to for® my clear picture

of what personalist education would distinctively mean in practice*

To the charge that, in neglecting to give m adequate account of

the instruments and methods by means of which parsonalist education

would be put into practice, be has failed to make personalis*

inteiligibl as a philosophy of education, Stimer might rejoin that

ho has rather sought to make personalis® Intelligible by giving an

account of certain issues in educational philosophy which, although

of restricted pertinence, are nevertheless quite fundamental* He

might claim that he has elucidated the essential nature of the

individual human person} that ha has diagnosed the character of the

-orld within which the individual person has to Identify bias ;lf and

stgainst which ha has to declare hi®self; and that he has disclosed

the ways in *hich human beings cm realise and project their

distinctive personalities by learning to dominate their situation

in the world and convert it to their own purposes* He might further
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claim that, in exhibiting tine structure of personal existence, be

ha* revealed to# highest purposes that education can set itself*

and the t he has ia this measure, shown how to© efficacy of any

educational practice is to bs> evaluated.

Sow, area if one were prepared to adult that, in the educational

essay, £timer hod notably Hiuaiacted the character and conditions

of personal existence (although* indeed, his utterances are often too

exiguous to S4i©d more than toe feeblest light), one sight still haw

too gravest reservations about too significance of the assay considered

&e s contribution, to educational philosophy* To invustig&to to©

ambiguity of to© human prediossent is unquestionably a very important

undertaking, «ad perhaps it necessarily precedes any serious and

competent analysis of to® n tare of education* But it does not

itself constitute such an analysis, &ad to pretend ttut it does is

to confuse moral ontology with toe philosophy of education. froa &

philosopher of education we have a right to expect an exposition, not

only of the form® of human exp..rienee in general and. to© kinds of

relationship which exist xasong individuals and between individuals and

their environment in general, but also of those special form® of

experience ana those characteristic relationships which we call

educational* cad which are distinctively educational precisely because

they modify, enrich, and redeem tot given, conditions of our natural

life. (To assert to- t "true education is life" is beside the point,

since - if it is to ba understood literally - such an assertion

entails that no account of education as a distinctive node of human
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uctlvity is nee©scary or possible*} Sttm»r certainly attempt* to

demonstru to - though. fragm«atorily and abstractly - thw conditions of

human knowledge and the torms on which Individual self-realisation

can be achieved* tut of the special fonts of activity and of

consciousness that comprise the -oucr-tionai situation be offers only

the moat desultory and querulous acoount» His essay, therefor©, may

properly be regarded as en experiment in moral ana metsphysic:!

cartography* What it conspicuously fail* to do is to delineate a

coherent and comprehensive philosophy of education,

* # *

Stim@r*s assay on education, then, cede no discoverable

contribution to the dovalopau-.nt of educational theory end can scarcely

be held to represent jbojv then - at the vory most - a prolegomenon to

a ■philosophy of education* On the few issues of explicitly edttcttlonal

relevance that ho declares himself, one could, if one chose, dealgnats

the respects in wfcich Stiroer* a ideas correspond to those of earlier,

or foreshadow those of later educational thinkore, Thus, the

conviction of, for example, a Jtousseau or a Froebel, that education

is essentially concerned to allow tot original nature of the child to

achieve upon toneously its full integrity by & process of natural growth,

seems to be one of Stirrer's root assumptions also* Etimer*s

declaration that his "final &i» is morel education"^ strikingly echoes

the statement of his senior cont&porary, Herbert, that "the whole task
3

of education may be summed up in the concept of morality*) while la
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its extras© individualism, its concern to reduce the decisive

intervention of th© teacher to a minimum, S timer's version of*»orel

education* resemble is in gera the naturalistic theories of moral

training of thinkers like Rousse&u and Spencer* His description of

the "free person's* distinctive forms of knowledge in stortiingly

simiinr to Mewnen's description of the characteristics of the *suture
9

mind*. And in his doctrine that to© relationship of a hucui being

to hia environment is superlatively the practical relationship of an

agent to the subjoct-siattor which he can transform by his activity

into an instrument of hie specific purposes, he could be regarded as

anticipating to© pragmatim of educationists such as Dewey. To tress

such historical comparisons, however, would bo pointless, since to«y

are quit© fortuitous. The inescapable fact is that, within tot. major

tradition of tesstern educational thought, the historic efficacy of

iitirnur1 s essay has b. en completely insignificant and, despite to©

glamour and panache with which he decks them, the ideas expressed in

it have remained wholly Impotent*

To ransack the educational eao«y for fancied affinities with some

of the dominant ideas in toe teestorn educational tradition would indeed

be Jin 4sspty academic exercise* It might be less blatantly academic,

however, to consider the essay in its more immediate context, as a

contribution to too post-Hegelian educational controversy (even though

it probably bad a negligible influence on the direction of that con¬

troversy), since to do so might lend mooning end authenticity to the

forms In which &timer choae to cast his ideas* By to© Ibjpe
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Hegeli«nis?a had become virtually fee official philosophy of th®

PruESian state, and the coneei tioo of education Which Segal hud

expounded within the torse of hi# system bad achieved corresponding

prestige,^"* In his educational writings, Hegel had exhibited fee

incongruence of the private Ufa of fee individual and the public

world of social life, feat *ays tan of universal#* in which fee

individual has value only in 00 far as ha attempers himself freely to

fee eye teas* the office of education is, by suadi«ttag b«U««a individual

insularity and the open fellowship of the community, to bring scat to

participate sore abundantly in fee covson life, and in doing this it

aust induce individual# to extricate themselves systematically from

their refractory individuality* la learning to appropriate what is

other than himself, the pupil must learn to become for tills purpose

estranged fro® himself, sine® to be educated ie to be able to comprehend

•the other" is its otherness. thence fee humanistic studies derive

their unique educative power, for fee pupil who pursue# toe throe

"alien" studies of classical civilisation, ancient languages, and

grammatical construction, will thereby be enabled to accomplish in

his own nature fee eelf-alien*ties without which no subjugation or

ancoapsseaent of the world is possible*

It was against this conception of education that, in the 1 40s,

mmy of fee loung Hegelians were waging their several offensives*
11

thus Hug®, in & number of articles, bitterly attacked fee abatract,

academic forms in which idealistic education in practice resulted*
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Petty-bourgeois culture, whether classical or romantic, is in practice

setlatad and frivolous because it fails to concern itself with the

groat historical objectives, concern for which could alonu prevent its

literature and philosophy from becoming bias© and its education from

deteriorating into an empty "ov-sr-edueetion* for its own sake* k

revolution la consciousness iff needed if art* religion, and knowledge

ar® truly to be set to work ia the world and if to© east© divisions of

learned and ignorant, educated end uneducated, :,r« to be finally

abolished. To do©troy *bla??$ education", Hugo advocated the total

conversion of art nd knowledge into popular for&s of consciousness,

wholly harassed to the concrete issues of political action, ..nu the

immediate transformation of religious and- military organisations into

a comprehensive system of socially vital education*

Ruge vac among tow more radical of the Zouag Hegelians who applied

their searching criticise to toe prevailing assumptions of educational

tocosy, but an even more notable critic was Bruno Bauer himself,

Sttmerts close friend and intellectual associate, who rejected boto

toe aristocratic orthodoxy of' educational Idmlim and the optimistic

d»0»as of its socialist opponents* * To his sarcastic assertion that

toe "socialisation* of education sought by Huge m an abrupt and whole*

sale ataasur. bed already been taking place as a result of the pleeeneal

«d casual operations of that very petty-bourgeois class who wre the

object of Bilge*s contempt, Bauer added that education which had b*an

"brought to life* in toils sense transpired to be no longer "education"

in «ay sense* It was undoubtedly true that the rarefied atmosphere
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of the universities tt-nctod to asphyxiate all historical initiative}

on the other hand the radicals, who claimed to possess this initiative,

tended to bo ort-aioally ignorant of the intellectual history which

might Hhv« given their social projects the orientation they so plainly

lacked# Moreover, Better alleged, the radical®* demands for a truly

universal education wore doomed to frustration, for the tt.U, while

paying lip-service to the principles of individual eolfiessnese and

social unity, would never --iiow these principles to be imported

seriously into the actual conduct of political life#

Stirner1« essay, therefore, was a polemical contribution, aade

et a fairly early etage of the controversy, to a prolonged debute

which ranged widely over such issues as the nature of too le&ming

relationship, the content of authentic study, ana the social functions

of education# When he declared th i we learn by "abstracting"

continuously lro» the materials of our environment, that we realise our¬

selves by converting passive knowledge into self-conscious will, and

tout true education seeks to facilitate the emergence of creative persons

who ere themselves sovereign because they refuse to acknowledge • social

authority of any kind, he was not speaking in a void# He intended

his essay to be understood against the background of the ideological

struggle in wnieti he was one of the protagonists and to influence the

course of to t struggle in favour of the snort emancipated individualism#

He was attempting to show to«t the terns of too debate, as it was being

conductod, served only to deepen and obscure the dilemma fro® which ho

was concerned to rudais toe self-detumining individual. the extent

to which the essay in fact succeeded in redirecting extemporary
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educational controversy la highly problematic, biit there Is no doubt

- whatever may have been itr actual influence - that it r«pr emtad

one of the most spectacular attempts to recast the issues

essentially at stake.

Such historic relevance t.c Stimer*» jeswy on education

posse bob in its own right is, then, limited to th* context of a

particular Intellectual conflict vaged at a particular stag* in the

development of German social thought after tit a disintegration of

Regelisnlsm. The historic influence exorcised lueir ctly by the

essay, as & foatus secreting many of the genetic chnractoristies

eventually to find mature embodiment In "Dar oinsige*, is perha-«

greater, but certainly even aor difficult to access. In thv two

years folio,inr its public.. ti„u ctimer advanced irresistibly long

the path of nihilistic egoism, stop ing only when bo hud reached its

fined extremity. Already in the educational essay, where he e»ee

the individual, no longer ai some kind of ethical fragment, but as

an existential totality, he had been exploring the approaches to

ogofLm and had located t .. direction in which he w&i. thenceforward

to move. In his next major writing, on "Art and Religion",^ he

continued to work with the traditional concepts of the foung Hegelians
• enriched, however, by th recant criticisms of Feuerbaob, which he

employed to dismantle the last remaining claims of religion to be a

definitive re-appropriction of self-consciousness by itself. By the

BBBStiae he e«ae to write toe article entitled "Some Provisional

14
Views concerning the State Founded on Gove", he had gone far
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The magnitude of Stinker1 s general influence Is itself dubious#

He is widely regarded «» one of the patriarchs of aodern anarchism#

If tills is true, his paternity remained unucinowledged for more than

forty years after the publication of *Der iladLio9! since toe book

was almost entirely neglected until the last decade of th t Century#"*"
In this Century, however, anarchists have become increasingly

interested in 3 timer* a id«.,-, and in view of their characteristic

concern with educational questions, it might be conjectured that his

influence would be discernible in anarch1st writings on education#

Now, the works of such thinkers i-.& Russell, fieill, and Read are full

of ple&u for an education freed from faer and threats of coercion, an

education which will lubricate and preserve the irreplaceable individ¬

uality of each Child and in which tha child's regulation of his own

conduct will be a vital factor in the development of his character#

Do toes© and similar conceptions perhaps bear witness after all to the

belated irruption of Stirner'fl libertarian individualism into

educational thinking?

The answer is fairly definite. Aboag the leading exponents of

a free education, only Read refers explicitly to the philosophy of
17

SUrnar, which he condemns as •fanatical1* and'e^traae*} Keill ha®
X&

denied having any knowledge of Stirner' s ideas whi.tBo«v»r# la fact,

there is absolutely no evidence to show tost his work has ibnsutively

effected toe thinking of any •progressive* educationist in any r opect#

No doubt, simply by virtus of having b&m absorbed into the intellectual

amentum of th« age, "Der Eins&ge uad soin digmthua* has affected the
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growth of libertarian educational theory in some way, although

plainly a highly digressive and oblique way, Compared, however,

with other pervasive influence® which have imprinted ttimmIves on

recent eaueation, oomasr^c, eny, with the intellectual stimulus of

psycho-analytic theory or of modern anthropology, or with the prolific

example of experinentaliste like Monteasori, even the diffused

influence of 5timer's book nurt ineuCn ably be Judged to h- w bean

microscopic#

A® well as an ancestral figure of anarchism, btimer has also

recently been claind as on® of the founders of the existentialist
19

tradition la philosophy# ' any estin&te of th-a to.feot to which the

general world-outlook of ■fier dinsige* might have pemested the

educational thinking of existentialists, however, mist be equally

inconclusive# Although Kierkegaard and dtirut-r were olnost «*&et

eontenporarlua, neither of then was known to the other# fooag the

ath.x precursors of nodera existentialism, it is fairly certain that

Nietzsche was at least acquainted with the central ideas of "l»r

iin3i@©*, hut the fact remains that nowhere in his writing® does he

even mention tee name of Stimer and it is quite impossible to

denonstrste that he was under any debt to his, far less to establioh

tee character of such a debt# Among contemporary existential writers,

tee only one to acknowledge the relevance of timer* e fors of

ontologies solipsism has been Kartin Bnber, who has done so, however,

in «n essay chiefly devoted to emphasising the differences between

Sterner* & "uni ni© one" and "the single one" of Kierkegaard#
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The affinities between the governing conception* of "Der

tinaige" end tbo characteristic features of later existential and

•persjnallet" educational thought are certainly rems;rfc«biei

Hietseche*# ideal of education m "F&hrung", as the moane of exalting

the all-sufficient genius abov? the servile "herd"; the conviction
21

of writers like Bubar, that education «ust spring from "the living

ts-ct of the natural and spiritual man", whose commitment is e "personal*

«nd "solitary* one; the assertion, by personallst educator* such as
22

Jeffreys, that it is through education that a human being eoaec to

recognise and attest his nature as an autonomous person; those and

similar conceptions memorably echo & timer* a effusive individualism,

hie portrayal of the spontaneity and indivisibility of "the unique one"

as ug&cit, -nd the exhilaration with Which ha eelebrtt^s the free self-

assertion and snlf-nppro; >relation of the egoist. These resemblances

are very notable. Heverthel >es, the fundamental repugnance between

Stlrner*® brutal nihilisa and th> eompsalonste responsibility of

existentialist educationists is considerably more notable, end it

would be perv«rsc to overlook their final incompatibility. And at

all events, it would see®, that their partial convergence, tfeleh is

incontestable, needs to b© explained in terras of individual psychology

or of possible parallels in cultural situation, rather than by

reference to Stirrer* a Intellectual influence, for the measure and

direction of his influence must remain wholly inscrutable#

Thus, while tho actual historic efficacy of the meuy on education

can only «ver be a matter for precarious conjecture, even the most
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credulous estiaat© could hardly escribe to it sore than the aoat

oblique and amorphous significance for the subsequent development

of educational thought, In its own right, the essay does not sees

to have attracted the attention of a single reputably philosopher of

education, mm indirectly* through the vastly more dissoninct-4

&&<mej of "far liaaige und gain j^ig&ntiiuje8, which ney bo presumed to

secrets at least sose of the reconstructed assumptions of thy

educational essay* it cannot dependably bo credited with having

inspired any assignable innovations in educational theory or practice.

As a contribution to one of the coses tic controversies of the louag

Hegelians it «ay hove fc^en intrinsically cogent* but th*sre io no

evidaaco to show that its radical implications wore understood or

heeded by either his intellectual associates or his declared

adversaries. In "Bar Siaaige** Stiraar was to depict his condition

as that of & nan snose distinctive nod© of self-expression consists

in addressing only himself, that of a man who, in principle*

soliloquises for the sake of soliloquising} it would seem that this*

in effect, was what he bad already bean doing in his essay on "The

False Principle of our ^tte&tion** for if in intention the essay was

addressed to the critical consciousness of his generation* in practice

it saaao to have Ittttt virtually ignored no lees by hie coatosporarlea

than by future generations of educationists and philosophers,

* * *
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Tht; ultimate objective vdue of ^timer's essay would appear

to btr extremely questionable, Historically, It hue K-tm to all

intents end purposes completely sterile, inasmuch an not feu

slightest revision of to- ta. or assumptions of education, not fee

•lightest modification of edue tional practice, can ho reliably

attributed to its influence, direct or indirect. Indeed - whatever

Its intrinsic merit# as a contribution to moral psychology or to the

metaphysics of personalis® - denying « it does the possibility of

characterising the educational process as a separate and distinctive

mode of human activity, it seems scarcely to qualify as a contribution

to the philosophy of education at all. Ineffectual es t tract,

abortive as educational philosophy, the essay would appear to have

answer*-d. none of the purposes for which it w»® written.

This used not furnish cause for dismay or even surprise. If the

assay had. to he judged only on its merits an a tract or as & thesis in

educational theory, it would plainly bsve to be adjudged & total

failure. for the student of Stimer, however, this is not to e only,

nor by any means tho most Important, test of to© essay's inter, st or

success. In fact, the reasons for its failure as educational

philosophy aey bo the very reasons which invest it with fee most

scute significance for someone concerned with the uevslopawnt of

Stimer's considered and inclusive philosophical position. The

assay must primarily be evaluated in tho context of hie comprehensive

philosophical system sad as a preview, an experimental fragment, of

his system, which it tentatively but creatively anticipates. If
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Stirner the moralist is ultimately important because he stands as

one of the most candid and articulate philosophical exponents of

nihilistic egoisa, it is for precisely fcha earn© reason that &timer

th© educationist is doomed to frustration and eventual impotence*

The essay on education is notable fceceuuo it intime,to® the emergence

of a system...tic, self-conscious nihilist, but precisely feacausa its

author is const!ttttionslly and instinctively a nihilist it collapses

as m essay on education*

Stimer»s nihilism did not, of course, find consume* to expression

until ho coao to write nDer sinHgs und sein Eigcathum"* la "Dor

cinsig«B, the conditions of nihilism, aire*dy partially and hoait^»ntiy

indicated in the educational essay and progressively defined in his

subsequent writings, war® abated fully »nd unequivocally* While

btimer set out to depict the world of the nihilist in prolific end

convincing detail, it is perceptible th. t his entire world-outlook

revolves on a small number of basic accuaplions which, taken together,

for© the indispensable foundation for his system. The nihilist

Inhabits m indifferent world, & metaphysical desert in which ell

personal meaning or moral character is extinct* In 'the vary act of

testifying to hia o»m essential nullity, ho yet constitutes himself

as the unique, comprehensive, end self-determining morel aw. tor and

creature, whoa© contingent, factitious universe is oo-ejttwneiv© with

tow interests which he gratuitously embraces or relinquishes and with

his power effectively to realise end s iminlster these interest*.

Hone in a derelict and meaningless universe and faced wi th the choice
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of creating his own aorai universe, the univara® which ha choom& to

eraate, or to re-create, transpires to be mm® other than the origins!

absurd, lntr&ct&bie universe, unchanged except that he now establishes

hiaself in it ae its ethically unique incuabont# The human furniture

of his univars®, lik« the other forms of r&w naterisl with which it is

stocked, h-.s worth only in so far ast it can be adapted to serve his

arbitrary and fluctuating purposes! the nihilist is necessarily an

egoist*

It has obviously baen tha extremities to which he carries his

Individualism «nd the inflexibility with which he depicts nan's

estOTtogewwt from tha world th t have led sob® critics to align Stimer

with the anarchists on on® hand, or with the existentialists on the other#

Just as obviously, however, nothing could b© further fro© the husianl-

tartan spirit of anarchism or frost the dreadful responsibility with

which the existentialist chooses coaai tasent than tors the rapacious

egoism of the nihilist and his complacent refusal to abrogate his

self-possess!..n in favour of any cause, and it is not to be wondered

that 6timer's ideas hr-v* in practice exercised so little influence

on the social thinking of anarchists and axis tuntiallate# For the

nihilist - Sitroer'■ "unique one", to whoa oth«r human beings are

fflv-rely "objects" or at most potential "instruments" of his self-interest

- the affairs of mankind, thair personal md social relations and the

problems to which these give rise, er« in th . last analysis utterly

insignificant.c-f the constitution of their society, the principles

regulating, their public and private intercourse, their conception of
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knowledge and canons of truth» all thane are natters la which the

nihilist can have only a detached, academic interest, or no Interest

at all.

The sane is essentially true of education. Concerning the

organisational framework of education, the practical measures by

which peri-onolist education is to bo brought about or the kind of

environment in «hlch it can mo. t f.lioitnuoly bo practised, concerning

the composition of the curricula. or methods of dUasrooa teaching, in

fact concerning my of the explicitly eaucxtlonxl toaics which have

typically preoccupied philosopher® of education Stimer has nothing

to nay, because on these topics there Is essentially nothing that he

1« Inter; stowl in e«yi»g« the total egoist, his interests essentially
24

begin and sad with hisMlf* idaeation, hi© own mduemtion, i. for

him a thing of th<? pest, with s&ich he 1ft finished and done, and hift

interest in it is therefore over.*" the mature egoist accepts himself

just as he is, since to strive to improve himself would hn to surrender

his eeli-poseeftftion, to become *po68t>£0yd* by the ideal of the improved

self that he was striving to creates he •start® from himself*, he does

aot*ac.©k himself*. In "Dor linsig©*, flttmar reserves ease of his

most virulent abuse for -Us® eonception of •vocation-, the belief that

a man is "called* to realise in himself a "higher essence* of one kind
27 86

or mother, ' m& his references to education e.r*> invariably either

truculent or derisive because he perceives that -the very possibility

of education depends on the belief in vocation. "But one ovm it

neither to oneself to make anything out of oneself, nor to others to
so

make mything out of them*.
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Rejecting: the wiy conception of education, the nihilistic

egoist v&ll deny every on© of the assumptions which educetlonlate

characteristically aid perhaps necessarily make, and he will disown,

each aid all of the objects which philosopher® have claimed it is

the proper business of education to accomplish* Whatever It aay be

that education presuppose® - tfee intrinsi c worth of human association,

the aoral parity of all man, the sanctity of truth - these assumptions

the nihilist cm and will dispute* Vhetaver the purposes that

education strives to achieve - bother individual self-realisation or

social growth, husa&a haprinee® or the advene® of knowledge - to those

purposes the nihilist remains ultimately indifferent* Of course, the

constitution of society and the quality of its citisane may concern

the nihilist indirectly, to the extent that public affairs may affect

the course of his own life and the mmn&vamt of his private interests)

sand ho sscy therefore desire to mm education contributing in. the most

effective possible ways to form the kind of society in which hi®

personal enterprises will securely flourish* He might even set

himself to construct a "philosophy of education* which took &t* its

basic assumption the ethical paramount®/ of it® author, to realise

whose interest® represented the sole and comprehensive purpose of

education. to describe such a system of ideas a® a "philosophy of

education" might or might not be outrageously paradoxicali what is

quite certain is that it would in so wise resemble the kind of project

that Stlmor conceived himself to be undertaking in his essay of 1842*
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la his essay, Stiraer certainly buliovod hisssaif to bo exploring

toe character and conditions of «a education that would be truly

universe! as wall a® personally dynamic. in traaaSnsing education,

ho mould bo revolutionising society. If otirnar1 & explorations

achieved no concrete rasuit, if his plans for social revolution vera

stillborn, unci if his c -.caption of education defied translation into

practice, this vm because the philosophical ecfaigneat with which he

vm working was completely unfitted for th«»• particular tasks# He

had made & false start# He w&a trying to account for the significaoce

of education, using concepts which were iaher^tly the concepts of the

nihilist, and on assise;, ticno which were inutiuctlvuly the assumptions of

nihilism. He did not auk* these assuaptions explicit, or giva precise

form to bies® concepts, until he wrote *Cer linsige mid sein ■.d.geatoua*,

and la writing the educational ccsay he was as yet unconscious of the

depth to which* temperoatentally and intellectually, his roots ware

alro.wiy planted in nihilism# Nevertheless, his nihilism is there for

all to see. It is abundantly evident in the success with which the

essay briefly kit vividly illuminates certt&a engroosiag moral and

aetephyslcal thenes# It is, however, «vea mm eonspicuoua in the

essay* s utter failure as m attempt to clarify the nature and purpose

of education,

there era, then* powerful reasons for 8timer's inability, in toe

last analysis, to fbrsa a coherent and ooag>r*h«nsive philosophy of

education# But if, as educational philosophy, his essay must be

adjudged completely bankrupt, how can it possibly continue to wake
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say legitimate eiaiia on our attention? As onu of the «ost critics!

points in his philosophical development, narking his irreversible

decision to asbrae a uneoapronising individualism as his personal

solution, ma secreting as it ocas numerous eieaents which were to

bo diversely pr cipitatea in hie final egjoiatic systes, the essay is

of course rich in interact for the archaeologist of Stlrnw* s ideas#

But ia its own right, as a document profebbing to bo of Intrinsic

importance, what claia doe® It h&v® on our attention and how ar« w©

to understand it?

Perhaps, in fact, ths essay is boat understood as literally a

doom,at. as a piece of writing which £timer began and finished ia

1842, Which was subsequently printed, ana which has sines been edited

and republished ecveral tine*# It happened to bo a piece of writing,

and it happened to treat of education# Essentially, however, its

significance is that it furnishes documentary evidence of tea parson

who was its author, of his state of mind, his preferences and

obsessions, his personal attitudes, and his nodes of response to the

society and too world ia which h® found hlacelf# Xa addition, it

represents ia itself a particular ewmple of on® such ©ode of ruopensep
using iAiloso'phical concepts as its vehicle and tec language of

educational thmrj m its medius# In &o far a® it ia & purely personal

response, Btimer might hold, the essay cannot be judged according to

the fbJftael criteria of logical rigour or demonstrative cogency, since

to apply such criteria would be essentially inappropriate - although

in so far &e it aspired to convince oto rs of its relevance sad
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validity as & mod* of res. .onsef it wouki, among other tests, require

to asset too tests of coherence .vna comprehensiveness*

Undoubted!y, SUra®r finally hold the belief that, in philo¬

sophising, he was engaging in a purely personal for® of #olf-«xpr#ssion

which required no other justillcation town that it ventilated his own

fortuitous Impulses and presumptions, sad he ;.>oiatedly denied that

influencing or instructing others formed any art of hi® philosophical

activity*'*' Me may, lacked, be anilUag to concede that sdLf-

tosttosoay is equiveltn t to ohilosoohv. or to grant that writing an

essay wish is only justified as an arbitrary act of unregulated self-

expression can justifiably be described us engaging in pfofctoWhU#

activity, even if the essay in question is couched in philosophical

language end 1® occupied with issues which have been the traditional

concern of philosophers* tei*th«r we accept the essay*® duia to be

a philosophical wotfc depends on who to -r «e admit the ciaia of S timer's

torn of salf-revulatioa to be philosophy* Whether wo accept toe

essay's claim to our lasting attention will ultimately depend on

Whether we are interested in the nan who is revealing himself in it*
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SSDT~3

C>V ^ It

1. The little th:<t is known about Stirnur'a life and his largely

anonymous minor writings is mainly to bo learned from John Henry

Mi,okay's definitive biography, "Max 3timers sein Leben. und eein

kerk" (3rd edition, 1914), Additional purees of information

include "Max 3timers Lebea • fe'sltansoheuung - VwrBiEchtnis'', by

Anselm Suest (1906), and "Aux Sources do 1* exietaotialiaaei Max

Stirner", by Henri Arroo (1954),

Matea StoM&BL ft*

1* "Beta Uavahre Prinssip aueier .rxiehung, oder dor Humanlamue und

Ruelisaua*, in "Wait £Stimer1 a kluinore Schriften und aalna listgegnungva

auf die Kritik seines Vierkess 'ber JUizige und aein ■JLgwnthum*. Aut dsn

Jabron 1842-184?" (ed. by J.H. Maekay, 1st ed., IS98), p.10.

2. "Das Unwafere Prinaip unsorar Sralefesmg*, p.9.

3. U.P„p.lO. 4, a.P„p.ll. 5. U,P.,p.l2. 6, 0*P»,pp«12—13*

7. U.P.,p.l3. 8. U.P.,p.l3. 9. Q.?.,P.14, 10. O.P.,p.l4.

11. 0»t'»iP»15« 1<« tf.P#,p.l4* 13, 0.P.,pp.14—13. 14. U.P.,p.l6.

U.P.,p.l8. 16. U.P.,p.l9. 17. U.P.,p.l9» 18. U.P.,p.2Q.

19* U.P.,p,20. 20. U.P.,p.2l. 21. U.P.,p,21. 22. U.?.,p.22.

23. 0.P.,p.23. 24. 0.?.,pp.23-24. 25. U.p.,p.24. 26. U.P.,pp.24-2%

27. 0*P.,p.25» 28. U.P.,p.£6. 29. O.P.,pp.26-27. 33. H.P.,pp.27-28.

3L. U.p.,p.29. 32. U.P.,p.30.

W .gfafipfor

1, For authoritative acoountc of the historical and ideological

background, 'the content, end the methods of humanistic education,
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aee Friedrich Paulsen* s "Gemen Edueetton Fast and Present* (lag,

trans, 1908), ©op, Book III, Chap, 3» Book. IV, Chaps, 1 and 2,

and his "Geschichte aes Galchrt-n Unt&rrichts" (3rd «d#, 1921)> @®p.

Books IV end V end Book VI, Chape, 1 and 2$ &m also *p5d«gogisoher
Huaanioauo" (1955)* 8y ;>rn«t Roffaann, Meeki-ay* s biography of

£timer, asp. Chaps, 1 md 2, throws much light on th&s nature of tho

classical education that £timer know,

2, sSvorn w one of the St&te-muacillore assisting to Huaboldt

when the latter became head of the Prussian educational alainia tretioa

in 1809, The "behrplan" which ho drew up for the Gyunaelen was never

published, but it at least clearly illustrates the kind of load that

the authorities wore attempting to glv add the kind of curriculum

that would bo officially favoured in tic post-JSapoleonic era,

3, I.e, the average number of hours per week grated to "realistic*

studios in any on© year wauld be 11 hours,

4, See Matthew Arnoldi "Higher Schools and Universities in Germany*

(1868), asp, Chap, 4,

5, "Das Unw&hra Prlnaip", p,12, 6, U,F,,p,12«

7, Lesli© Stephen* "Iha life of Sir Smw Pitsjanes Stephen, Bart,"

(1895), pp,80-8l, quoted on fee first page of "educations

Intellectual, Moral, and Physical", by Herbert Spencer,

S, Herbert Spencers *$dunntlons Intellectual, Moral, and Physical"

(1919 ed,). p. 20.

9, See Arnold, loc clt,

10, U,P,,p,l6, 11, U,P,,p,9,
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ggS&Uft flaate It

1, fho history, ideas, and practice of educational realism arc

delineated by PisaiUen in the works mentioned in Chaptor 2» no to !•

2, "Das Unwahre Priaalp", p.14, 3, U,P,,p,13,

4. In the idea of aatora as on obstacle imperatively to b© ov-rcot.©,

the influence of f'ichto is obvious#

5# He might have identified the new King as a third protagonist in

his own right, Although his sympathies wore basically classical,

Frederick William XV, at once critical of the latentneo-paganiss of

toe hwMtalsta ma hostile to the dangerous nodenxiaat of too rei&lat*,
was toot on reviving the conservative power of dogmatic religion,

■Stlyaer, however, was writing before the distinctive ideas of tlx©

royei personality had been dearly assorted, and it would be unruason-

cfe&e to expect hia to have differentiated between the decorum of the

monarch and too worldly sophistication of too educated classes,

Katoa t° c^'- ; tor %

1, "Das Unwehre Prlasip, p«10,

2, In vb«t aessure £timer is aware of toe discrepancy between the

original usage of Hegelian tome ©no his own profane appropriation of

the* it is iaposalbLo to say. Certainly, in "Cor linaiga", he was

fully conscious of the deficiencies of currant philosophical language,

"I have had to struggle with a language that h*» been ruin d by

philosophers, abused by believer® in the state, in religion, and in

other faiths, end to t hen been, made susceptible of boundless

conceptual e&nfu«eic*n..,..fh© poor language baa no word for ma"
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("her llnaige uad esin blg*nthu»", Reels® 16%, p#2i$)#

3# U#P»,p#21#

4# Th* aost enpbatic «toto®«nt of the di@ttacti.on between "Will*

and "Spiri t* occurs on pago 20 of fcha educational essay# "Will ie not

the oxiglnaily true tiling, we cannot eireusvont will-Knowledge in order

to arrive immediately at Will, but knowledge fulfills itself a© Will

Ml it de-aariauulisefe itself, and, m Spirit * building its wm body*,

create* itself#"

9# One might expect to find inconsistencies In an occasional wsaisy,

and this expectation would bo fulfilled in toe eas* of Stlrncr1 s usage

of "deist", although the usage indicated above is toe critical one

for his philosophy, ho also speak* loosuiy of the "waist car dac.de"

and of "unsure keit* as having a "deist®# da page 12 he speak* of

"creating toe content of truth £rm our own reason" - a phrase,

perhaps, rhetorical, which is wholly at odds 1th toe idea of Spirit

as essentially unconscious and a-r&tion&l# (Trie ref-Tcaee on p#2D

to him who sinks all his cores in the Lethe of pure feeling only

apparently contradicts S timer1 o ocnoeption of Spirit as mam tonsi«,

however, for the phrase plainly occurs in the context of a alalia#}
On pp#2§~6» where he briefly fUrniehe# one of toe most illuminating

exposition* of his doctrine, Stimor falls into extreme tormtnologieal

confusion* while he again characteristically refers to knowledge

"vanishing" into the "invisible" core of toe self and re-emerging as

will, in this instance he seams to identify will with " transcendental

and incomprehensible Spirit*} he goes on to allude to "aslf-oonr.ciousnes»
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of Spirit" in a Sanaa in white ha can only mean eelf«eongeloua will,

lor in tea very ti»t linn h« refers te knowledge becoislag eniwnseiott©

when It Is eabeersed in the "im tenet of Spirit®. Despite such

incondL standee, which may be ascribed alternatively to haste of

composition (bearing in alnd tee dmMMovs of publicstiun) or to

tb« fact th t the author is still only seeking to establish his

philosophical aootinge, the basic feeteres of Sterner1e position are

delinite enough,

6. The analogy between "Spirit* (or tee source of personal identity)
and. God has teen notice by testes) Rueot la his introduction to "Dor

tensige una ©sin higsnteum" (1924), p.14, "teat i timer ha® constantly

as the object before Mo eye© in 'the uai|tte one1 is in the last

malysis nothing other then - God®, says Ru®st, who goes on to develop

this observation with reference to *D«r fainslg#*.

7. This is th© phrase used by Sterner in "Dor Mnaig-a*. Cf. D.a,,p,6,
8. U.?.,p.l6, The reference to educetion tees not limit th©

validity of this generalisation, but draws attention to a special

application (i.e. to children) of this contra! truth about our onviraa-

seat* For Sterner, education is life, and that th© world can be made

to serve our purposes i® a fact of life which can be profitably

learned in childhood,

9. Cf, U,F,,p,25, where Sterner declares teat, if we are to become

perfect, m must "start and shudder in tee blissful passion of

unceasing rojuv.nation ted rebirth.®
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10, CF. C.P.,p,25» &*■ reference to "the eternal characters, Whose

firmness consists la the ceaseless How of their hourly eelf-eacriflee*•

11, Cf, U.P.,p.25, where Stimer refers morbsntly to those aea "who are

true to their convictions* their convioti.ns.,,.atiffen like corpses,"

12, Cf. U.?„p,23. "iiot until man stakes his honour on feeling,

knowing, end assorting himself, in self-reliance, self-consciousness,

and freedom, will he strive to banish from himself the ignorance that

mates the alien, unmantared object o limit end restraint on hie -self-

knowledge. ■

13, U.P,,p.?, 14. U.P,,p.£&,

15. Cf. U.P.,p.2>. "Only in this education, which is universal because

in it the lowest coincides with the highest, do we caoountor th» true

equality of all, thw equality of free personal only freedom is equality,"

16. U.P,,p,27,

17. Cf* 0,P,,p,29. *1 prefer to say that henceforth we n#ed »

•s-raoml education (not the inculcation of a disposition). If you

went to call those who follow this principle some kind of •-ists1,

as far as I m concerned you can call then a jraonalfste."

IB, Cf, C.P»,p,27. "For I too, every bit as much as too child, m

a free person,*

19. U.P

20. It stay he wondered why a completely self-centred educator should,

after all, be concerned about the emancipation of others and should be

moved to minister to toe self-development of his pupils, The answer
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- that in tii© last retort the affairs of others are not of the

slightest concern to the egoist, and that he tibsrefbre Cannot

sincerely interest himself in education except &a an arena for his

arbitrary salf-aanif©statical - is fully discussed in Chapter 10 of

the present thesis, where it is contended that* for these reasons,

&timer* s attempt to construct a coherent philosophy of education

inevitably breaks down.

"P.frfff t?

1. tooalxa Reacts Introduction to "Ber ninsige una sein iiigenthua"

(1924), p.20.

2. he® Chapter 9 of the proao.it thesis for a diaouasi oi of £timer's

attempt to depict, in "Dor Slnslge", the character of a society in

which ersry nesabor would have regard only to his own self-inters ts

this was to be the "association of egoists*.

3. "Dor idnadge* (fkdaa, 1&92), p.p91.

4. h.H. immtf T a Maturo of Metaphysical Thinking* (1945), p.!9?«

5. Jhistolf Otto, *3he Idea of the Holy* (lag. trans.,Palloaa,1959) P«23»

6. "Dae Uawahre Priaslp, p.19. ?• 0.P«,p.25. &. U»F.,p»25.

9. This is quit# different froa th~ procedure of the aiyth, the

analogy, the simile, and the aetaphor, which, within the terms tte©y

figuratively adept, arc generally internally consistent and meaningful.

In a metaphor a philosopher might be said to die (and his death might

metaphorically represent the nwgttoon of knowledge), whereas in

S timer's image it is kapidedt-'.e which is said to "die*. (Of course,

Stirrer fre<jn«ntly also employs aet&phors end analogies, although his
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u39 of thorn tends to be less striking than his us« of the

symbolic image*)

10* In "LUndivldu.-liao* Anarchists* Max Stimer* (1904), Victor

Bssoh attempts to olminify Stimer m m "Individualist anarchist**

He then claims thai the logical and metaphysical fb«ndatione of

individualist anarchism are to be discovered in Leibois* s "principle

of individuation* and in bin •monadic®*, and toot ieitonis* a doctrin©

of toe "prc-cotoblished harmony* is its ethical foundation* -Quite

apart from toe complete lac: of evidence that btimer was la too

least familiar with too philosophy of lisbnie, it is surely basically

misleading to describe him m an "individualist anarchist* in to®

seas® in toich Basoh eppo«rs to understand the phrase* Stirner*s

metaphysical foundations «re the metaphysical foundations of

nihilistic egoism, vfaioh is a.® iter removed from individualist

anarchism in ethics *s solipsism is from pluralism in metaphysics*

11* Cf. That* s that* the uses of tautology", public lecture in

toe University of Manchester by Prof, D*M* to»aet, January 26, 1 -60,

12* I muy, of course, respond to a situation by characterising it

descriptively, ®*g. "Thia speaker is failing to hold to® attention of

bis savftsacm** A response such as, 8¥h«t & boring speaker! % hovavmr,

is quits different, tad cannot simply be reduced to a descriptive

characterisation, for it contains exclamatory dements which are

desl&ied (a) to mitigtit® to® affects of toe situation upon toe

claimant end bis hearors (b) to promote & definite attitude to the

situation (c) thus to ensure tost this situation, and similar
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situations, shall not be deliberately permit-tea to recur* It is

the letter kind of response to which Stlmer18 metaphysical utterances

are analogous.

,fr 7»

1* Stirrer was, however, the pupil of Schlelarascber, an &nthus~

lactic admirer of the Sohlegaia, and he sight wall have been familiar

with their views oa the raortlit/ of individu&lism•

2m Cf. M«cksy, "Max Silraers Sain label und seiu hark", Ch* £,

"Lam- unci Lahrj&hre".

3# Since the J&rektor of his Gymnasium in Baysroutb, & Dr. IMar, ia

known to have bean an ...n thus ins tic disciple of liag«l, Stimer sight

already have bean introduced to Segaliaii ideas in u sore diffuse way*

4, In the intervening period, Stimer spent & short tic.< et the

University of sSnigsbarg, where Herbert held the chair of philosophy.

He did not, however, attend any lectures.

5. He heard H&rtoalnaka' a lectures on dogmatics, churcn symbolism!., and

the relevance of recent philosophy to theology; he attended tie lectures

of Naander (the opponent of otreuss) on ecclesiastical history and

Christian anti ;ui ty» end ho heard both Michalat and Trmdelanburg

lecture on Aristotle* Trendelenburg, who una one of 6timer1 a examiners,

found that his "speculative ability* vub not matched by his knowledge of

the history of philosophy, and that the influence of "recent philosophy*

could not be discerned in his assay, "On School Hulas**

6• It is unlikely that he had met Hera, although he might here known

of his very first writing} at this time Marx, who did not become editor
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of the Sheiaische Seitung until October, 1842, fed not yet published

anything of major note,

7, Cf, "Phenoawsnology of Hind" (tresis, oaillle), p#87, vis, that

"knowledge of the form which is indispensable to knowledge of the

essence",

8, Cf, "Bifferens dec ri eh tsschwa unci fcehdlingschsn Systems", in

"Lrate Lmckacnrif ten", asp, pp.17-16,

9, Cf, "Phenomenology of Mind", p.93* vis, mind "enduring its being

in death"»

10, Cf, "Schriften sur Foil tie und ftachtsphllosophia*, pp,4;0ff,

11, In the "Fhascaeaology of Mind", Hegel refers to "asking wh t is

objectively presented a no.ssaegion of pure self-consciousness" (tr&as,

Saillle, p,y4), The thinking subject, "apprehending" the world m

"his" world, is truly free whan he has appropriated all externality and

holds his existence ms his own undisputed property in complete self-

sufficiency and independence (cf, op,elt., pp,190-l), £ timer1 o

doctrine of "appropriation" and "ownership" in "Bar binsige" is obviously

in the direct Hegelian lineage, althourjb these partieuler alcanate in its

heredity play & nsgiigihL* part in the conceptual metabolism of the

educational essay,

12, Cf, op.cit,, pp,173-4,12,0o.cit., p.6U4, l4.Op.cit,,?,l0X.

1% Cf, esp, "Bar binasige", pp,392ff» Cf. also Rolf fugert's preface

to his edition of 3timer* a examination essay "On School Rules* (1920)

where h© refers (pp,7-8) to Stimer*a chsractoribtic ability to reproduce

orthodox doctrines which he regarded as in theshelves worthless, with fie
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calculated purpose of deceiving his orthodox ©xaciners, (For cou&ent

on Bngert*a theory, m® Ch. $ of the pree&nt thesis,)

16, Useful acoomte of the intellectual ciiraftte in which 8 timer*»

ideas germinated ere to b. found in Part I, Ch,2 of *L*Individuj&lissae

Anarchlstet Max Stimer*, by Victor Beech, and in "Sex Stinaert Leb.a,

Weltanschauung, Verm&chtnie*, by Angela Rueat (pp,90-ll6), the extent

to which man like St, Simon, Comto, sad Proudhon, of whose writings

there is no proof that Stimer was ©von aware in 1$42, could have

contributed Indirectly, by their general ira .act on the European

consciousness, to mould his state of mind at tho time of writing his

essay, can, howev r, only bo a matter for pure speculation. More

general accounts of the literary and intellectual Influences moulding

speculative opinion in tea G®r®«tiy of £timer* s time any be found in

such works as "Die Deutsche Litte ratur des lteuim?hnten JShrfcundertg"

(1099), by R.M, Meyer, and Vole. II ("The Romantic School in Germany")
and VI ("loung Ckmaany") of "Main Currents in nineteenth Century

literature* (Eng. trsne. I905), by George Brando®, Friedrieh Paulsen's

"Gosehi elites des Gelehrten Bnterrichte" is a valuable guide to the

educational movements leading theory and practice in JBt early Bino-

teente Cmtury Gerasmy, Among works dealing *ith the later history of

Hegelienisfs and with its critics and opponents, Karl Lowith's "Von Hegel

m Mistasche" (1941) is particularly interesting.
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Ngtea to §t

1* "Ueber «

2* Cf* *to*x 2/timber* Uetoor bchulgatetoxi", edited with *a intaroauatiao

bj Self mg&rt (1920), p.13*

3, Stimer refer® to this activity as "Heraustoilden*•

4, Stirror refers to the sass© activity, viewed froa this aspect,

as "Hineinbilcen".

3# education ("dildung") is tha synthesis of "Barausbilden* end

"Rlndlnbtldoa*. Gi. "Gator Schulgesetse", pp.14-1%

6. Cf* U»S»,p.l4. 7. Cf» U.S.,pp.1VI6. b. Cf. U.S.,pp.16—17.

9. or. u.s.,p,i7. io. Cf. u.s.,pp.18-19. 11. cf. e.s.,pp.<o-2i.

IS. Cf. U.S.,p.SI. 13. Cf. U.S,,p.l7, 14. i.e. "Her&ushilden" and

*Hin©inbiid@aw.

15* Introduction to U.S., by Rolf angert, p.6. 16. U.£.,p.l9«

17. He merely noted ("las Unwuhrc- frinaip", p.9) that "if 1 everyone

is perfect in himself, your eoassunity, your social life, will also

be perfect."

18. U.S., introd., p.5. 19. Cf. U.S., introd., p.E.

20. U.S., introd., p.?. 11. U.S.,p.l4. 22, U.S„p.l3.

23. U.S.,p.l4. 24. U.S.,?p.l4~l%

25. Stirnur'a assertion (U.S., p,13) that school rules are "the expressed

content of the concept of the pupil" is another atoteawnt, the signifi¬

cance of which sight plausibly be exaggerated by someone obsessed by

Sttrner*a later claims on behalf of the child* s self-oxpr^ssion.
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Shortly after making this assertion, however, n«- declares (B.S.p.l7)

that, sine© the teacher is the "object" for the pupil, school rules

are also aedaoible fro® the nature of the teacher} these two st~to-

BMmts are not necessarily iaeojap&tihie, but it is noteworthy that,

v&en Stiraar coses to OApaund the actual content of specific rules,

h« in fact chooses to derive then froa the nature of the teaciiur.

Hqy?g t? cfaa»tw a

1* John Henry Kaefcayi "Ma* Stirrers Sain Lebea uati sein »ark*(1914) p,108

2. Victor daschi "B* Xndividualisee Jnsrchlstet Mux Stirnor", p.3).

3# Based, op.cit., p.40.

4» Henri Ireoni BXu.v Sources d« 1*^4.2 tea Uelisnw* Mux t timer", p.27*

5, Cf. the comments of Bosch, op.eit., Part I, Chap.l.

6. "Bar Binad g© und sein (Resins, Leipaslg, 1892), p«14.

7» B.i-.»,p»4l4» 9* B.o.,p.373*

10. d,£.,W).;575»6. 11. B.o.,p,347. 12. ii.h.,p.lS3.

13* B«B«, p.lo^j. 14. B*o.,p.299» 15* B«&#,p#244»

l6. B.a»,p.3^1 17f Id. B»o.,p,28

19. B.B,,p.2S. 20. Cf. B.o.,p.39. "What then is Spirit? It is

thu creator of a spiritual «orid.8

21, Cf. D.B.,p.41« "....what belongs to Spirit, i.e. ideas."

22, "Bus Basrahre Fiinsip Unsercr Srsiehung®, p.26,

23, Cf. B.a.,p.401. "....if I attain to property in thought, they

{thoughts) stead &« creatures". Also p.175 stretching of the

Hate shakes off toe torment of thoughtd"
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24. CI. U,P.,p.23, "Not until mm stakes hi© honour on fueling,

knowing, Jid asserting hiasaif, in self-reliance, aoif-eoasciouaaesc,

and freedo»....*

2(S. &,£<•,p«97.

2y. &*o«,p*398»

32. D.fc.,p.289.

35* &• » p.4c.

38. CI. C,x».>p.l66. "In order to secure (ay property) , 1 continually

take it back into syself,,.swallow it..."

25. I5.o.,p.l59.

20. D« jp.374.

31. D.w.#p«375»

34. U,P„p.l4.

27« C.ii.fP.413.

5). D.o.,p.346.

33* B.a.,p.420.

36. U.P..P.25- 37. U.P..P.25.

39. o.P,,p.iO, 40. U.?.,p.21. 41. B.u,p.l75. 42. 0...»,'•>.401,

43. 0.£<..p«479. 44. U»?»fp.24. 43. U.P.,p,24. 46, o.p.#Pa4.

47. U.P..P.25. 40. U.P.tp.23. 49. O.P.fp.21. 50. U.P.,P.23.

51. O.P.,p,21. 32, 0,o.gp.2l3. 33, B.i.,p.292. 54. ».a.,p,230.

55. C.b.,p08. 36. &.£.,p«190. 57. B.i.,p,X90. 5$. 0«fo.,p.42/»

59. Based, op.cit., p.42. 60. U.P.#p,2l. 61. U.P.,p.23.

62. U,?.,p.26. 63, U.P,,p.24. 64, U.P»,p.24, 6% U,?«,p.2?.

66. U.P*fp.25. 67. U.P.,p.23. 68. 0.P.,p.23. 69. U,P.,p,21.

70. D.&.tp,34l. 71. B.o.,p.33b» 72, 2.a.,p.375.

73. there i«, ucteittediy, (U.?.,p.20) a scornful jrefarsaico to one*a
"•vocation as »«&", tat Stiroor fails to enlarge this into a criticise

oi the general notion of "vocation*. Indeed, ho describes the pro hie®

of education a® the problem of "what will bo a&4» out of u»*| (U.P,,p. ))

74. u.p.,p.i$. 75. y.p.»p.26. 70. e.&.,p.iS4.

77. D.k.sP.185. 7S. ».n.,p.l35. ??• D.i.#p,l86.
80, B.S.,p.l67. 81. D.h.,p.l05.
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82. Cf. U.?.,p,9. «If 'each is pwrfect in himself*, then your

community, your social life, will also be perfect.®

83. Cf. !>.£,♦, p.2c2» "Like religion, polities also wanted to educate

man,...to sake something out of his.® Cf. elso p. 24% "the character

of « society is deterain d by the character of its «oa1>i-rs.»

&4. Cf. B.P»,p,29, where d timer repudiates the suggestion that hie

pedagogy will merely inculcate n»w moral rules, ®ae ha.® always previously

bM done"| on the contrary, he «ias*to transfigure* toe pupil's

self-will.

8% Cf, 2,h,,p.S4. "They atom heaven, only to make another heaven,

they destroy aa old power, only to legitimise a new power, toey -

Ottly ac.elJ.orato.®

88. Cf, U.P»,p»24, vis. toe "reasonable asid practical life® of too

"useful bourgeois", "too civilised nan who is so doso to to® animal."

87. Cf. (e.g.) B.&.,p,13&. "la toe bourgeoie-etete there ere only

•free people* too ere compelled to do a thousand, things.®

88. Cf. C.P.,p«22. "where will too goal be toe free aon, and not toe

merely educated (famed)f*

89. Cf. £>,!,,p.202. "He (too Liberal) sees in you, not you, but toe

species.® 90. L.d„p,364, 91. 364. 92. D,U,p.374.

93* "Stirner* ache idem in ainaa parunoiacoen V tonsystem®, in the

Archiv fur Psychi&trle und Hervtmkrankhslton, Band 38, Heft 3 (1,^3).

94. 3,k.,p.24% 95* 3»£».,p.247. 98. 3.b.,p.326,

97# Cf, 2.b,,p#366* "If Society is above you, then it is mot* to you

torn yourself®.
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96, Cf. B.ii».,p,366, State*a) only cere la how to dastroy

ts«, i.©,,how to aaka ®s into another Me, a good citizen."

99* Cf. e,£.,p,366. Society you, with your working strength,

will be eta io/ud«"

100, Cf. D,£,#p»3"....the * egoistic* cum is its (i.e. the State*s)

miaay,"

101, Cf, B.L.,p,274, "Ho (i.e, the unique on®) unites freely and

separates freely," Cf. also p«3S% "••••I will preserve it (i.s, my

membership of "the association") only &o long as it raproseata my

multiplied strength,"

102, Cf, D.i.,,p,3$fm "••••the association exists for you and through you.

103, D.&.,p.364, 104, Cf. 0.ih.,pp»356N-7* "».,.tho association

is meruly the tool or sword Whereby you sharpen and increase your

natural strength."

105, Cf. D.£.,p,365. a fellow-man is for mo) an object, for

which I may or my not him ayapathjr, an interesting or uni ; ter sting

object, a useful or uselcsa subject."

106, Cf. C.h,,p,366, ».,.,in the former (i.e. tea asaoelation) you

live egolsticaLIy."

107, Rousseau; "Du Contrat Social", Book I, Chap. X.

lOS, i).a«,p,/;66. 10?« B»i».,p,17* 110. D*E«,p,21«

Ill, In a later section of "Bar hlnaifa", otimer offers y t another

dialectical interpretation of human development, this time representing

its progress through tha ategas of "Begrltlss;, Mongolism, and

Csuc&aianisffl." Cf. 0.1.,Part I, 2, ii(3)» "hia Hierarchic*,
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U2« As exasplea of "thoughts and feelings Instilled into us from

childhood on", Stimer ©eatioas the emotions tiurrounding the ideas,

of "God, Immortality, Freedom, Humanity, etc*", which may unconsciously

rule us because we are "possessed by thss", Feelings which are only

"aroused", on tha oth.<r hand, "are ay own, egoistic, because they are

not inculcated into se an fueling" (although the stimulus which

evokes them is in fact external to ®e.) Cf. D.S.,pp«7f>-80«

113, »♦£., P.113»

114, Cf. D.b.,p«3L9« "While everyone can occupy -these positions,

only the unique power belonging to the individual alone cm, so to

a eak, give them life and meaning."

115, Cf. 0»&.»p#4Q5# "....but at the same tiuu I want to bo thought-

leas and to preserve ay tiHmghtleemess rather titan «y freedom of thought."

116, P.l.,p,242, Cf. also JD.h.,p.23S. '"fou against me asm haver be a

crimin 1, tut only an opponent."

117, S.is.,p.429.

118, Cf. U.F,tp,27* "if I bring tha rigour of my own freedom to bear,

the defiance of the child will dissolve of itself. Whoever is a whole

turn does not need to be • an authority. And If c-noour breaks out as

inaolanco, tha latter los<g its power against,... the fineness of the man."

119, D.l.,p*338* Cf. also p,589, "The efforts to 'form1 all sen,.,,

are wreaked against Indomitable individuality, against their own nature,

against egoism,*

120, D. p.423,

121, HHy Sterrors "In Mcoorlam Max Sfirner* (Introduction to Basal,

I926, edition of H.P«), p.9.
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301

122. 3us, t| op.dt>«, p.129.

133# Maekay, op.cit., p*20$*

%ft <faa,-for. nP»

1« K&ckay* s tKzitl.ns of Stlwar'# "Kleiner© Schiiftm (I898 und 1U4)

ind separate editions of the essay an education by K&cfctgr (1911)$

Starrer (19*7)» and others (e.g., Juan, 1917} Magdeburg, 1923)#
3. Recent writers on education who htvu ©xpr©ased an inter at in

atimers idear have buett vainly anarchists, like air Herbert Re&d.

Cf. (e.g.) Read1® "The education of Fro© Men", Ch,4. Stimer's ideas

are occasionally quoted eynpatheUoally in discussions of educeUon in

such anarchist journals &a the &agli& weekly, "fr^edao". The source

of such quotations is, fcowov r, invariably "Ear Jtnsige" and a«ver the

essay on educa tion.

3. Cf. (e.g.) "lias Qawahr© Prinsdp", pp.13-14 find p,l6.

4. Cf. u.P., pp.lf—13 end p.lo.

5. Chapter 5 of the present thesis contains tentative suggestions

of the subjects that a personalist curriculum aigfct comprise.

6. Cf. U.P.,pp.26-27#

7* C.P., p.29.

8. J.P. Herbert! *0«b<»r die Aesthotisobe Saratellimg d«r welt", p.l.

(Ws*ke, 1851, band U).

9. Cf, asp. Human*a "Qa the Scope and Mature of University . duration",

(smtymm) pp. lajj—7«

10. Cf. osp. the five addresses which Hegel delivered us Rector of the
tf

Sternberg G/anasiua between 1809 •»! 1®L5 (Herk©, Orlgintil-Msgsbcs, XW,
PP. 133ff.)
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$3» &v«a in *Bt»r iiinaige", S timer's nihilism is not without

inconsistencies, and it should b# noted that *the unique one® is

not even an antlraly consistent egoist. the nature of ths egoist's

pere-on&l relet! .aehipe (1 ready by implication a problem in the

educational essay) represents Stimer*• chi«f problem, which ha

never satisfactorily resolved in terms of his system. See

Chapter 9 of the present thesis for a ciibeuosion of the diletoaa in

which he ibund himself us a result of his simultaneous reluctance

to attribute cwaaensurate moral status to others and to sustain the

austerities of the solitude which his unique status antails. In hi®

most characteristic posture®, however, Stimer leaves us in no doubt

th .t, at the deepest level, as an aid to bo pursued, the welfare of

other® is of f b.olutly no consequence to the egoist, for whose human

activities .are ultimately not of the slightest concern.

24. Cf, "Bar iiaaiife*, p«4?8« 'KSh© egoist) lives hiasslf out,

careloes of how well or ill husmaity may fare thereby.*

2% Cf. "bar iAilaige*, p»390«

26. Cf. B»i.,p.p73.

2?. Cf. ( V* w. , pp»206ff»

26. £sp. ».b., pp.80, 92, 282, 347-8.

29• b»£»., p#^3S.

33. Sue Chapter 6 of the present thesis for an account of h timer's

ffiotaphyuical assertions as representing their author's total intellectual

response to the totality of his experience.

31, Cf. U.S., pp.346-7.
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